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March takes back the night
By MARGARET ANN GOETZ
Heights Copy Editor
"BC Unite?Take Back the Night!"
read the banner which close to three
hundred people followed in a march
around campus Thursday night, protesting for campus safety encouched in the issues of racism, sexism,
and homophobia.
The evening was begun in O'Neill
Plaza with a succession of speakers,
each ofwhom addressed a different
facet of the common theme of
discrimination. The crowd was far
from impassive, often shouting
along with the speakers.

Cayle Dines, Professor of
Sociology at Wheelock College,
gave an opening speech directed
against sexism in all its forms. Dines
stated, in reference to pornography
and its affect on women and society, "Our men are being schooled as
women-haters. We have to declare
war, and start acting like people
under seige."
Jesus Rosa, A&S '89, UGBC Vice
President for AH ANA and one of the
organizers of the "Take Back the
Night" event, stated that "If there's
something wrong, we have to address it." Rosa spoke of a need for
intercampus
unity
through
understanding?awareness which'

would be enhanced through an
"isms" class which would become
mandatory, as well as programming
against racism and sexism during
Freshman Orientation.
Rosa's address was followed by a
speech from Jennifer Trujillo, A&S
'89, president of the Gay and Lesbian Community of Boston College.
Citing a personal experience at BC,
in which she was held down while
eight men argued over who would
rape her first, she spoke of the
necessity of addressing the violence
that
place
takes
against

Class of 1992:

Jackie Bartley
Bill Boyd 111 (commuter)
Edward Carbone
Rick Culliton
D. Michael Driscoll
Desmond Fitzgerald
Thomas P. LeOair
Phoebe Libarle
Mike McDonnell
Jerome Montrone
Don Niss
Katie O'Neill
John Phillips
Katie Prassas
Travis Thayer
Walter Timilty
Sandra Uribe
Robert Warnock
Thomas Wheelen
Dimitrios Angelis

(commuter)

Robert Bear

Thomas Bremmer
Thomas Dorgan
Dennis Gallagher
Matthew Hogan
Rob King
Lou Kodumal
Christine Lynch
T.J. Marinez
Andre Mozes

Lisa Noller
Thomas O'Shea
JaSOn PanOS (commuter)

Charlie Rego

homosexuals.
Trujillo, who is a lesbian, also ask-

ed the crowd to "imagine the world
the other way around," in reference
to the lack of positive role models
and positive cavitation afforded the
homosexual. "Give them the love
and respect they deserve," she said.
The crowd was roused by the
chants and inspirational words of
Matt Jones, a former civil rights ac-

Matthew Concannon
Susan Eggers
Jean Graham
Jerry Kratochvil
Susan Pepin
James Rooney
Gregory Shenkman
Cathy Stanton
Christine Alaimo
Anthony Aufiero

Wally Schneider
Richard Shamon (commuter)

Chad Smith
Norm Sternlileb
tivist. Jones told the crowd "You
have to fight for freedom" and men
tioned date rape and sexual harassment by professors,

shouting

"Anything you lose your dignity for

is not worth having...Within in, you
have everything you need!"
Jones led the crowd in chants of
"Freedom" until the chants broke'

Speakers, page 15

BCPIRG accused of violations
By TINO LUCENTE
Heights Staff Writer

Students hold a banner with the slogan of last Thursday night's
candlelight vigil and march to promote campus safety.
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The battle over MassPIRG exploded this Sunday during an emergency meeting called to address violations of the just completed petition
drive.
The Senate will determine before
Tuesday, its last meeting, if it will
recognize or invalidate the petition
that BCPIRG has been circulating for
three weeks.
The petition drive to get signatures
from half of the student body was
suggested to MassPIRG by the
Senate to show if it is truly supported
on campus. The MassPIRG question

ralfflfnf fflfflwrrron

was answered with the referendum
vote, but the petition was initiated
to show more substantial proof of
support than

the referendum. Only
approximately 25 percent of the
students voted on the referendum.
The petition was completed, but
now many senators are questioning
the validity of it as well.
Violations cited by some senators
included various harassment
charges against petitioners, failure to
follow proper petitioning procedure,
and lack of district breakdown of the
signatures to be used for verification
by the senators.
Another problem raised by
Senator Richard Girard, who led the

assault, was the exact total of fulltime students in the University.
MassPIRG has a printout from the
Registrar that lists the "total day
enrollment" at 8568, which takes into account students abroad this
semester. Girard said he and other
senators also contacted the
Registrar's office and were quoted an
undergraduate total of 8765.
Steve Haggerty, BC representative
of the MassPIRG Board of Directors,
stood before the Senate to field
charges and argue MassPlßG's case.
Haggerty defended PIRG's funding
by highlighting the victorious

Senators, page 21

Between 300,000 and 600,000 people gathered in
Washington, D.C. in support of abortion rights. Story, p. 3.
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Low water level causes concern in Boston
By ANDREA L. BENOIT
Heights Assistant Copy Editor
The Technical Service Division of
BC Buildings and Grounds is currently considering proposals to
establish water wells on campus.
The purpose of such an effort, according to Ron Esposito, Assistant
Director of Technical Services, are
dual: to save BC money, and to aid
in area water conservation.
Water levels this year are
significantly lower than they should
be in order to adequately supply the
Boston area's needs, due in part to
the very minimals rain and snowfall
this winter.
In fact, the Quabbin Reservoir, in
the western part of Massachusetts,
which supplies most Boston water,
is presently only at 68 percent. At
this time of year, it should be at 86
percent.

The Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority (MWRA) supplies water and sewer services to 60
cities and towns?most in eastern
Massachusetts. Formed in 1985, the
MWRA now owns and maintains
the system of pipes and aqueducts
which carry water from distant
reservoirs.
Water which suppliesmost ot the
Boston area originates at the Quabbin Reservoir, about 65 miles west
of Boston. It travels through a series
of pipes, aqueducts, and holding
reservoirs to safely supply about 300
million gallons each day.
Current daily usage usually tops
335 million gallon?l 2 percent
higher than the system's intended
limit.
Each person, according to MWRA

information, uses an average of 60
gallons per day. Watering a lawn or
garden is an even greater draw on
the supply since it takes 820 gallons
to apply one inch of water to only
1,000 square feet of lawn or garden.
According to Esposito, the
establishment of wells on the BC
campus, including Newton Campus, would be for the purpose of irrigation. This would decrease BC's
draw on water from the Quabbin
because it would be taken directly
from the ground.
Other BC efforts to conserve include several programs recommended by the MWRA, including
switching to low-flow shower valves
and installing dams in toilet tanks to
regulate and lower flush volumes.
In fact, the recent water work
undertaken near Walsh Hall, according to Esposito, has been for the
MWRA in conjunction with the
town of Newton. It entailed relining
town water lines and resealing joints
in order to reduce leaks.
This program of identifying and
correcting leaks has already saved
Newton over one million gallons per
day.
Current rainfall should not delude
people into believing that the water
shortage will be easily and naturally corrected. The Quabbin is still 18
percent below its normal level at this
time of year.
The Quabbin area received only
an inch of rain all day Thursday,
which unfortunately will not
significantly increase the reservoir's
level.
Although individual cities and
towns are encouraged to conserve,
the MWRA will not actually be in-

Graph shows this year's dangerously low water level at the Quabbin Reservoir, which supplies water
to the Boston area.
stituting mandatory measures until
gallons?47 percent more than its in- MWRA's system, and other conservative measures instituted by the
the extent of the problem has been tended limit.
carefully analyzed.
system
proposed
of university could allow BC to activeHopefully, the
ly participate in the conservation efEach city and town is asked by the wells here on the BC campus, reducMWRA to submit plans for consering the water consumption off the forts of the Boston area.
vation, said Gene Hershberg, WaterSewer Dept. Business Manager for
the city of Newton. These plans will
then be sent to the MWRA and correlated by them, resulting in a
.master plan fo everyone to follow.
The participation of towns is
especially important in the summer
when outdoor water use greatly increases. In fact, the demand on the By TINO LUCENTE
sophomore classes. Somewhat exsystem has topped 440 million
pected
ly, only nine Juniors are runHeights Staff Writer
ning for the seven Senate seats;
£ach student will be able to cast
The first spring Senate election
will take place this week when polls up to seven votes. Commuters will
open on Monday and Tuesday on be allotted one extravote to c h oose
the designated commuter senator
the Dustbowl.
Hollywood celebrities.
Senate
were
moved
to
from
each class.
gathered
at the
elections
The marchers
the spring as a result of the resounCentralized voting will take place
Washington Monument early Sunon the Dustbowl Monday and Tuesday morning, many sporting white ding victory of Prop 1 which appeared on the presidential ballot.
day between 10:00 and 4:00. Addiclothing with purple and gold bana
Moving
the
election
strain
tional voting tables will be set up in
put
the
colors
of
the
representing
ners
on the Election Committee that was Walsh, McElroy, and on Newton
first suffragists. Others wore teeduring dinner hours on Monday
shirts, held coat hangers and carried apparent In the poor initial cannight;
signs saying "keep your laws off my didate sign-up As a result, the
period of candidacy announcement
Several surprises m the election inbody," "if men got pregnant, aborFriday.
clude Jeff Ackerman, Senate Chairwas extended until last
tion would be legal, free, and sancDobman, who decided not to run.
Committee Chairman Ross
tified," and "we won't go back."
lack
of
Ackerman cited the possibility of a
A new case being heard by the son said that "due to the
about
the
publicity
and confusion
UGB? cabinet postuon and his willSupreme Court in April, Weosfer v.
Reproductive Health Services, was election, the Committee thought it ingness to open the position to other
the main impetus for the march, said was unfair to prospective candidates students as reasons to step down
N.O.W. spokespeople. This case who might not havebeen informed. from the chair. Richard Girard and ~
concerns a Missouri law that restricts Because of that, we decided to push Greg Redmond, two other influen**
it back until Friday {March 7]."
cial senators, ate also not running
public funds, buildings and counsela
extension,
to
the
this year.
response
in
ing availability for abortion services.
large
signed
up,
field
of
No former presidential candidates
students
The Bush administration has urgespecially
running for senate positions.
in
the
and
are
freshman
Pro-life, page 21

UGBC Senate will hold
first spring elections

Abortion rights rally held in D.C.
By KAREN A. BROPHY

Heights Editor-in-Chief

Hundreds of
thousands of abortion rights advocates who marched from the
Washington Monument to Capitol
Hill Sunday, bearing banners and
signs and chanting "never again,"
urged the Supreme Court to keep
abortion "safe and legal.'"
WASHINGTON

?

U.S. Park Police estimated the
number of marchers at 300,000, but
the National Organization for
Women, the chief orgainizers of the
March for Women's Equality/
Women's Lives, estimated the crowd
at 600,000. By either figure, it was
the largest abortion rights
demonstration to date in American
history.

A contingent of about 50
undergraduate Boston College
students traveled to Washington and
participated in the march. There
were also over 20 graduate and law
school students protesting.
Sara Malone, A&S '89, organized
the trip to Washington through the
Boston N.O.W. office.
"We wanted to show the entire
country that a vocal minority is exactly that, and we did prove that with
an overwhelming force," said
Malone.
"We want to show we are no
longer passive. This is the time for
us to be scared and to act on this
fear," said junior Sue Gironda.
The crowd consisted of people
from all over the country including
throwbacks from the sixties, college
students, young professionals, and

Voices on the Dustbowl

By Celeste Day

What advice do you have for Chris Hentemann?

Jim Cochener, A&S '91

Dusty the Dog

Colleen Taylor, A&S '91
Change the mustard in the
Eagle's Nest.

Install a fire hydrant in the
Dustbowl.

Jennifer Constantine,
A&S 91
As a representative of
UGBC, that he represent
BC with the strongest
values and work positively
with the administration.

Mike Carubo, A&S '91
Julie Skalinski, SOM '91
Free umbrellas in April.

John Hogan, A&S '90
Line the Dustbowl's path
with curbs.
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Upper campus enjoys annual Winter Carnival
By INGRID SCHROFFNER
Heights Assistant to the Editor
"It's the major Upper Campus

of the year," said Shaw RA,
Paul Conway, grad A&S '89, in
reference to the fifth annual Upper
Campus Winter Carnival which took
place last week.
Described by Medeiros RA Joe
Schoenfeld, SOM '90, as "more tun
than anyone should have," the
games began on Monday, April 3,
with the "Hundred Dollar Hunt."
event

Two vouchers priced at one hundred

dollars each were separately hidden
on campus, and clues
were distributed that evening by
RA's. This year Gonzaga and Loyola
ran off with the loot. "It was fun, and
reasonably hard," said Mike Hanley,
A&S '92.
A preliminary round of "Thr
Roommate Game" (similar to the
Dating Game) was held on Tuesday
in the different residence halls,
followed by the finals on Friday,
April 7 at the Club with free food.

somewhere

LOOKING FOR
A SUMMER

Dorms also held official rehearsals
for the Airband (lip sync), which
happened on Wednesday. "It was a
continuous joke," said Ray Vaillancourt, A&S '91. According to Staff
Assistant for Upper Campus B, John
Millspaugh, A&S '89, it was "the first
year that every dorm had its own
band."
These, however, were only the
preliminary games, designed for earning dorm points, as well as individual prizes. The real Upper
Campus Olympics commenced at
noon on Saturday, April 8. "Unlike
every other event at BC, there was
no cost," commented Gabe
Lamazares, A&S '92.

The games included human Upper Campus A, Julie Cummings,
pyramid building, a tug-o-war, "DizSOM '89. She explained, "People
zy Lizzy," a relay in which teamwho have participated in the games
mates had to spin around with their before get the others excited." Also,
heads on baseball bats and run back according to Cummings, "for
and forth, and "Go Between the freshman it's at theright time of year,
Legs," another relay, in which each when they have really gotten to
person had to crawl under the legs know their dorms, and it's their last
of the rest of the team, said chance to do something together."
Millspaugh. Millspaugh also said
Saturday ended with the dorm
that this "crawl game" was banner competition, and the "Soc
substituted for a "body carry game" Hop Dance" held in the Eagle's
which was deemed "dangerous Nest.
because last year people kept being
dropped on their heads."
"It was fun, but I have one question," said Laurie Thomson, A&S
"Every year the Carnival gets more '92. "Why do they call this the
hyped up," said Staff Assistant for
Winter Carnival when it's in April?"

JOB?
MANAGE
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'GREAT PAY
'FLEXIBLE HOURS

Residents of Fenwick Hall participated in last week's Winter Carnival. Gonzaga residents were the
winners of the carnival.
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Pye gives last interview from executive office
Pye said that attitudes within
UGBC have changed as well. UGBC
members have become more open,
he said.
He said he realizes there will be
criticism of his work, but the UGBC
can't do everything, especially this
year with the budget constraints. The
budget deficit limited the number of
activities planned by UGBC, said
Pye.
Student Services, however, a new
program under the Pye administration, was a priority and was given the
resources despite the deficit, said
Pye. "We stuck with it," he said, and
were successful and able to fund it
for less money than anticipated.
The Activities Funding Committee, which allocates money to unfunded clubs, did feel the effects of
the deficit, though, said Pye. "There
was less of a pot for these clubs," and
their funding was cut considerably,
he said.

By PATRICIA McNERNEY

Heights Associate News Editor
"The big thing I've learned this
year is you're not going to please

everyone," said UGBC President
Matt Pye during an interview last
week.
Pye, who will be turning his office
over to Chris Hentemann next week,
reflected on some of the most important issues he faced as UGBC president, and the effect the position had
on his years at BC and will have on
his future.

Ed up by University funds last year
due to budget constraints.
Hentemann and his administration must also implement definite
programming on issues of sexism
and racism, said Pye. "There's been
enough said, now it's time for action," Pye stated.
Pye also said he would encourage
Hentemann to have another speaker
such as Oliver North next year.
North, said Pye, got more people involved than turned out to vote in the
UGBC election or signed the
MassPIRC petition. The lecture was
also the reason the UGBC Senate
elections were finally held, said Pye.
Pye continued to voice a negative
view of MassPIRG, as he has done
all year. He said he strongly believes
that MassPIRG is not a part of student activities and should not be
funded as such. "It's a good cause,
but then so are all programs which
benefit society," said Pye. UGBC has

was an invaluable part of his administration, said Pye. As Pye's best
friend and roommate, McAuley has
been only "a heartbeat away" from

the presidency, said Pye. Although
he has not always been in the
spotlight, his work being mostly
financial, McAuley has represented
Pye at certain functions. Pye recom-

The next president must bring the student
government back to the students.
?Matt Pye
mended that Hentemann give a lot
more responsibility to his Executive
Vice President, Bob Bisset.
When he turns over the presidency to Hentemann, Pye said, he will
miss being in touch with the deci-

We stuck with it (Student Services) and were
successful and able to fund it for less money
than anticipated.
?Matt Pye
With the deficit under control Pye
hopes that Hentemann will be able
to re-establish the respect UGBC
had before the deficit. Next year's
UGBC must prove its credibility to
the administration, showing that
students can handle the money and
the big events such as Oliver North
and Elvis Costello, said Pye.

UGBC President Matt Pye
reflects on his year in office.
He said he hopes his administra-

tion will be remembered for intercultural awareness. This was one of
his campaign goals last spring and
it has held true, he believes.
Tim Lum's administration gave
most of its support on a financial
level, said Pye, but this past year has
seen support on all levels. He cited
the Salsa Night during freshman
orientation and the upcoming
culture night as two examples of increased cultural programming.

The administration, said Pye, has
gradually been taking increased
responsibility for UGBC affairs. The
next president must bring the student government back to the
students, he said, by keeping programs like Student Services alive and
funding programs which were pick-

to draw the line and this line should
be at student activities on campus,

?
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Pye said he will graduate in May
and spend his summer working as
the waterfront director at a Boy Scout
camp in the Adirondacks before taking a job, he hopes, with a consumer
product firm.
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Pye said that if he were
Hentemann he would not sign the
contract with MassPIRG even if they
get a majority ofsignatures, since the
petition in no way binds the president. "I just don't think there's a real
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majority support," he said. Students
have signed the petition only
because they were tired of listening
to PIRG representatives who came
to their dorm rooms three and four
times, he said.
Pye also reflected on the
assistance of his Executive Vice
President, DaveMcAuley. McAuley

sion making process of Boston College. His position as UGBC president has been a great experience,
equally as important as classes, he
said. "It's like running a tiny corporation," said Pye. Others could have
been equally good presidents, he
said, but getting one's self elected
is the hard part.
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President Pye's performance poor

Matthew Pye, UGBC President, made few strides in his administration. There were a few
positive results from his presidency, however, which are worthy of merit. The Senate now
has spring elections, a measure that will help to ensure that a Senate will be in session at
the beginning of the first semester. Pye's stipulation that 20 percent of the UGBC programming budget be reserved for intercultural events has led to an increase of awareness in this area.
Pye's biggest accomplishment, and perhaps the only campaign promise he kept, was to
choose a diverse group of cabinet members. Chris Hentemann, as Vice President of Programming, brought Elvis Costello, a great Pub Series (including 0-Positive), and the upcoming Jesse Jackson lecture. Jesus Rosa, VP for AHANA Issues, has held many events to increase awareness and was especially successful with programming during Black History
Month. Also, the combination of AHANA, Women's Issues and the Residence Hall Council
has caused a new focus to be placed on racist, sexist and heterosexist issues in recent weeks.
Sandy Tarrant, as VP for Women's Issues, has accomplished much with her meager budget.
The Women's Cafe Night, Rape Awareness Week, and programming for Women's History
Month all succeeded. Vice President for Student Services Tony Varona worked to ensure
that student complaints were heard and pushed for change within the University. His 24
Hour Action Line was a good idea, and was a great way for students to voice their grievances.
However, lack of publicity this semester led to its downfall. Andy Sriubas, VP for Student
Affairs, was involved in the solidification of plans for the long awaited Campus Center.
As far as the rest of Pye's year at the helm, not much good can be said. Pye said, when
he first ran for office, that the one thing that differentiated him from other candidates was
his openness and willingness to "listen to what the students want" (The Heights, March 14,
1988). He failed to uphold this promise. First, he invited Oliver North to campus in order
to bring in money and controversy. He said he wanted to reduce student apathy. Unfortunately, he drove a rift through the population of the University when he should have attempted to unify the student body. He did not listen to students when making this decision.
Ironically, Pye said in his final debate with John Barry that if students were to protest, it would
have to be for a good reason and he added "I would be out there picketing with them."
His second instance of not listening to students was when he refused to fund MassPIRG
after the majority of voting students elected to keep funding it. Granted, this was a non-binding
referendum, and Pye said from the start he did not support the way PIRG was funded, but
he still should have heard the student voice. This week PIRG got signatures from more than
half the student body, once again proving the majority of students want them on campus
and funded through the student activities fee.
Pye also failed miserably in getting the UGBC Senate into session and having any semblance
of a Summer Senate. His original campaign promise was to hold a retreat over the summer
so senators could work together for the upcoming year. The SummerSenate produced nothing
and Pye was left to decide matters for the entire student body by himself.
The Communicator, Pye's weekly advertisement in The Heights, had the potential to reach
many students with pertinent information from UGBC and the Senate. However, The Communicator is used more to spread UGBC propaganda (i.e."Don't Sign the MassPIRG Petition") and to send Pye's catty messages. Last week he affirmed his decision on Oliver North
and asked why no one protested Elvis Costello, who cost more. (Perhaps Pye did not realize
that Costello was not a controversial figure and one whom students wanted to see, whether
they were fans or not. It also made money.) The only thing Pye managed to communicate
were his personal gripes and opinions.
The Heights' overall grade for Matthew Pye's term in office is a C-. Most of the positive
aspects of his administration were due to dedicated cabinet members, and not his ability
to lead.

BC Police abuse their position
The Boston College Police have a reputation for being unfair, uncooperative, and unrealistic
in their approach to their position. The officers who answer the phone at the station are
unhelpful to the point of rudeness, when they could just as easily be courteous. The auxiliary officers who man the security desks in residence halls on weekend nights have refused entrance to any person without BC ID, even though they are supposed to check in people with driver's licenses.
Recently, the BCS-0 refused to allow a student to register a car overnight in an emergency
situation. They also consistantly refuse to allow students to park on middle campus late at
night when there is no one else in the lots. Students who work here at night should not be
expected to walk through a poorly lit and poorly patrolled campus down to lower parking lots.
BC Police continually withhold information about attacks on campus, ignoring their responsibility to warn students about potential dangers.
Despite repeated pleas from the University community, the BC Police have failed to change
their attitudes or their procedures. It is time that they realized they are here to assist and
protect the students, not to harrass them.
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Heights is feminist tool
To the Editor:

I am very disappointed in last

week's issue of the Heights (April
3), focusing on the denial of tenure
to Mary Daly.
While Ms. Brophy made obvious
her support for Daly's cause in her
feature article, I found the language
used in Ms. McDonald's news
feature to be blatantly pro-Daly and
completely out of line, with no attempt made to offer opposing views
of the problem.
I think the prominence of proDaly material on the front page, on

the inside page, and throughout the
editorials section to be no small
coincidence, considering the Editorin-Chief, the Managing Editor, and
the News Editor of the Heights are
all female.
It appears the biases of the
editorial board has allowed the
Heights to degenerate into a tool for
a minority of radical feminist
extremists.
Well, so much for journalism.
Andy Sarno, A&S '92

Male viewpoint explored
To the Editor:

I am male. I look around and I'm
disturbed. I see men and women
talking about "acquaintancerape,"
working together to "make us
aware." Girls are walking around
with these little "rape" buttons, with
the line through the word, as if we
had a huge problem with rape on
campus. They make it seem like
we're all a bunch of thugs with
clubs, waiting to jump them on their
way home. What gives these obvious men-haters the right to say that
they've been "raped" on a date? As
far as I can see, they like it. They're
supposed to like it. When they get
drunk at parties, let me kiss them,
and come into my room they are telling me just what they want. My
friends have no problems getting
their girlfriends to put out. I don't
hear their girlfriends complain.
I'm not ignorant. I watch TV, read
the paper, and my friends and I talk
a lot about girls and sex. You're supposed to be able to get laid on a Friday night, or at least to put up a good
fight trying. Girls may say "no," but,
as I've learned, they mean "yes"
most of the time. And when I take
a girl out for a date, when I spend
my hard-earned cash on her, I expect
her to put out. She owes me. So what

the hell is she trying to pull by saying "no?" She's supposed to like it,
she owes me, it's supposed to be
easy. When it's not easy, when she
doesn't live up to her beer-poster image, I get really angry, and I have
every right to take what is mine.
Enough...When we were born inworld that had recently
discovered the miracle of fire, we
were taught by our brothers that the
role of woman was that of open legs.
For millions of years we have taken
what we have often believed to be
ours alone. Many of us have entered
this campus with minds that have
been shaped by this million year
I
history.
consider myself
unbelievably fortunate to have learned more about women, to have felt
some of their anger and pain in
myself. I urge the students and faculty of Boston College to support the
demands stated in the petition of
AHANA and the Women's Network
of Boston College. An entire history
of sexism and racism is a hard wall
to crumble, but an intense freshman
orientation program, and equally
important "isms" classes will be
able to educate us. As we learn, the
wall will fall into disrepair, and "no"
will mean "no" to all of us.
to a

Derek McDonald, A&S '91

Rally clashes criticized
To the Editor:

I

caught the last hour or so of the
rally on the Dustbowl on Wednesday, March 22. It was fantastic...not
in an ideological way, but in an
analytical and informative way.
I'm speaking of a few confrontations that happened. I was there for
four of them. The women were
seated in a circle with a speaker in
the middle reading an account of
Mary Daly's experiences at Boston
College. First came two guys (a
friend of mine described them
quite accurately?as "right wing,
Observer type guys"). They made a
point of stepping over a few girls and
making their way straight through
the circle. Immediately, a few of the
women jumped up to block their exit, standing in crossed-arm fashion,
with fire in their eyes. The two
righties pushed through the girls,
and one even gave a rallier a
superfluous shove after he had
broken through.
Next came a rather intimidating
looking statement-maker who made
his way into the circle, stopped to
look over the speaker's shoulder,
gave a sneer and finally broke
through the other side. One of his
comrades yelled after him, "Yea!
This is America!"
All right, so far the men are the
bad guys.
Confrontation number three came
when three guys and one girl stepped into the circle. When the girl
had one foot in the circle, two seated
women grasped hands and lifted
their arms up as a barrier
right between the girl's legs. That
was bad enough, but one of the
ralliers connected to one of those
hands used her other hand to push
the girl's front leg in what could not
have been anything but an attempt
to trip her. The girl stumbled
?

?

through. Once out the other end,
she was followed by the remark,
"That's right make sure you walk
ten steps behind him."
Why am I writing all this? Because
regardless of the rally's content, it
was profound. If I can offer some
humble advice...Ralliers there are
ways to deal with anti-ralliers
besides snide remarks and
I'm
maliciousness. Anti-ralliers
no history major, but isn't there
some kind of fundamental American
document that protects the right to
associate? I'm not particularly fond
of right-wing ideology, but I don't go
to the meetings just to disrupt them.
And the argument that "it's our
Dustbowl and our sidewalk" is
ridiculously weak.
The fourth confrontation was the
best. All of a sudden, a red BC truck
started up the sidewalk, creeping
straight at the ralliers. You could
practically see the same thought fly
"is the
through everyone's mind
breaking
administration
it up?!"
ready
grew
tense,
Ralliers
to stand
theirethical ground. Onlookers like
myself made way to see if the truck
would challenge the circle. The
truck stopped about five yards short
of the circle, and a BC worker got
out, moving towards us all. To the
disappointment of everyone present,
he walked by me to empty a garbage
can saying, "Why's everyone on
their knees? What is this, a prayer
service?" He was great. What a
perfect ending. What else would he
behaviorally, mind you, not
find
ideologically ?at a rally where
such confrontations were taking
place, but trash?
?

?

?

?

?

Scott Baldyga, A&S '91

Editorial Cartoonists
See Karen in McElroy 113
to submit your work
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Hockey manager praises coach, refutes letter
To the Editor:
It was Easter Sunday night at about
10:20. Michigan State had just ended our season with an overtime goal.

Soon after Don Cannava's walkman
was fired "clear across the living
room," I was standing in the BC
locker room at Munn Ice Arena with
tears streaming down my face.
The dream was over. And so was
my career as a BC hockey manager.
The opportunity I had as a
manager made me part of the team,
an insider. I was privy to all that went
on, dealing with both Coach Ceglarski and the players on a day-to-day
basis. You might say we know each
other pretty well. We were a team.
I am writing this letter in response
to Don Cannava's letter last week
that stated, "Coach Ceglarski does
not provide his team with the leadership, intensity or motivation that is
needed."
This claim is, at best, totally unfounded. At worst, it is a grave injustice to the man and the entire BC
hockey program.
Don wrote "the team never really won the big game." Perhaps he
missed the two game sweep over
league power Maine when the
Hockey East title was on the line, or
the league semi-final game against
Providence when we were down 4-0
more than halfway through the
game, coming back to win 6-5 in
double overtime. Don, did you see
the two game pounding of Bowling
Green or the first Michigan State
game?

Those were all big games. The
other big games were lost by one
goal. A bounce either way. The
games against Harvard (Beanpot),
Maine (Hockey East) and Michigan
State (NCAA's) ended in 5-4 losses.
Don makes it seem like Coach
Ceglarski wasn't at the big games we
won and was the only one there
when we lost. He was therefor every
game.
In big games, raw talent is seldom
a factor and yes, strategy and motivation are paramount. I suppose it was

Coach Ceglarski's strategy to tell the
team to hit the post in the Hockey
East Championship game or to tell
the team to come close, oh so close
to tying up Harvard in the Beanpot
with 21 shots in the third period but
not to score. A bit farfetched.

Seriously, Ceglarski put together
the line of Tim Sweeney, Steve
Heinze and Marty Mclnnis, one of
the most prolific scoring lines in BC
history. That isn't strategy? He put
together the checking line of Rich
Braccia, Shawn Kennedy and Jeff
O'Neill that carried the team
through the season with heart. That
wasn't strategy? In addition, two
years ago, he utilized two goalies
(Shaun Real and David Littman)
skillfully and brought home the
Hockey East regular season and
tournament championship. How's
that for strategy?
As far as motivation, there is only
so much a coach can do. At the college level, players must motivate
themselves and each other. No matter how much a coach may rant and
rave, the players are the ones who
must find it within themselves.
Coach Ceglarski can't take a spot on
the power play on the ice, the players
have to.
Emotion is a key word. Emotion
does win games. The Providence
game was won with emotion along
with countless other games
throughout the year. BC was picked
to finish third in their league at the
beginning of the season. The last
NCAA poll listed us as third IN THE
COUNTRY! That is the result of
emotion. This team should be
remembered not for what it did not
accomplish, but for what it did accomplish, a bounce away from the
final four.
So why did we lose those games?
Parity in college hockey, especially
in Hockey East, is a factor to be considered. In the five years of the
league's existence, there have been
five champions. Does that mean
none of the other Hockey East
coaches can win big games?
The factors of luck and fate have
more to do with winning than one
can imagine, especially in big
games. Harvard won the national
championship in overtime this year.
Minnesota hit the post a few minutes
before the game-winning Harvard
goal. Is that coaching? And because
that shot didn't go in, Harvard coach
Bill Cleary is a genius and can win
big games?As Don says, "there is a
very fine line between being successful in the regular season games
and winning the games that make
a team great." That fine line is decid-

All males are not evil
To the Editor:

I am a male. Know how I can tell?
When I take a shower in the morning. I am also a male at Boston College. Know how can tell? Nobody
around here likes me anymore. At
least, that's how feel every time
pick up The Heights, particularly last
week's issue which could have aptly been entitled, The Life and Times

I

I

I

of Mary Daly.
Now I want everyone to know that
I believe Daly deserves full professorship. I also believe that there
are not enough women on the faculty at BC, and that classes on sexism
and Women's Studies should be fully integrated into the BC curriculum.
Having said that, I also want it
known that all men are not evil. All
men aren't male chauvinists. All
men aren't rapists. All men aren't out
to discriminate against women. And
anyone who thinks so is inflicting his
or her own emotional vomit on the
rest of us. Pick up The Heights and
you see men are being portrayed as
if we all sit at the right hand ofSatan.

I know it's a man's world. I know
with the way society interacts that,
it's advantageous to be male. And I
suppose that it is the man's fault that
society thinks as it does. But believe
it or not, some men are trying to
change. Some men have accepted
and supported (!) the Women's
Movement. And, (shh! Wouldn't
want any feminists to hear this) some
men actually treat women as equals.

But are we trying to find some of
the men at BC who aren't male
chauvinists? Hell, all I've been
reading about in my favorite campus
newspaper is how those two dastardly photographers and the entire

magazine of Playboy "screws BC
and its women." Classy headline.
Playboy also "attempts to make
women into objects for men to
violate." Yeah, I guess anyone who
reads Playboy is complete scum and
sees all women as objects. And I'm
sure that the women who pose for
it have a Smith and Wesson pointed
at their heads, too.
I'd like someoneto explain to me
the difference between feminism
and male chauvinism. I don't know.
Pope once said that "A little learning is a dangerous thing." So, someone out there, educate me. Is
feminism the female version of male
chauvinism? Don't get mad at me,
I'm just asking.
Remember, I support Mary Daly,
and I'm trying to accept the
Women's Movement at BC. But I'm
tired of seeing males being
debilitated every time I turn around.
Males aren't evil. And the hell with
anyone who thinks we are.
Mike DiMauro, SOE '90

Letters to the Editor
have all been printed
this week. Please send
more to McElroy 113!

Ed by inches. We came up a few inches short.
Bad luck? We had our share this
year. If all you can fault Coach
Ceglarski with is bad luck, that hardly seems controllable. We can't control luck.
The key word there is "we."To applaud only the players for the regular
season's championship (Ceglarski's
fourth in 5 years) is a gross unfairness
to the entire program, especially
Coach. He is just as much a part of
that championship as the players. In
the same way, the players, managers
and trainers are just as much a part
of the losses as the coaches. Win as
a team and lose as a team. The
reason why the season ended was
because we came up short in a difficult situation. We lost together; no
one person, especially Coach

Ceglarski, was to blame. We stick
together.
This attitude by Don Cannava of
"we win" and "they lose" was illustrated by the Heights this year. In
the February 20th issue after clinching the Hockey East Championship, the Heights' sport section
headline screamed "We are no. 1."
Last week the headline was "Spartans end successful season for BC."
Why wasn't the headline "Spartans
end successful season for us?"
Don Cannava's slights against
Coach Ceglarski are undeserving,
especially against a man who felt
bad and very uncomfortable for his
players when the media made
headlines of his 600 th career victory.
Coach Ceglarski is humility personified and has stuck by his players
in victory as well as defeat.

Coach Ceglarski has won 604
games, a lot of them big ones.
Nobody feels as bad as he does
about those three 5-4 losses this year.
He feels bad not because it would
take attention away from the "big
game theory" but because the kids
in our program were devastated by
the loss.
As Don Cannava's walkman sputtered its last sounds, Coach Ceglarski was far away in a locker room in
East Lansing, Michigan slowly walking around to each of his seniors,
thanking them for the effort and saying he was sorry the way it ended.
Nobody felt worse. And nobody
cared more.
Russ Kenn, A&S '89
Head Hockey Manager

Daly blocks gender equality
To the Editor:

I wholeheartedly support gender
equality at Boston College. For this
reason, I cannot support Dr. Mary
Daly in her quest for full professorship. Dr. Daly is a nationally known
and respected scholar. I am certain
that Dr. Daly is an excellent professor (although I haven't had the opportunity to experience her in the
classroom), and I respect her for taking a stand in support of women,
who have been oppressed in our
culture; however, it seems to me that
Dr. Daly's brand of radical feminism
oppresses the rights and undermines
the dignity of men, who make up
almost 50 percent of the population
of Boston College. A full professor
at Boston College should work

toward equal rights for all people. academic course. These concepts
I support the establishment of a aren't academic ideas or abstracGender Studies major, as there are tions; they are events that occur
where people live, and they should
people of both genders who are inbe addressed within that context.
terested in gender relations. I support academic freedom and equaliAbout those "candidates who
ty in the hiring and promotion of were promoted," whose dossiers
faculty and administrators, but I do were not as impressive as that of Dr.
not support the demand that "more Daly: they allow
students of both
women faculty and administrators genders participate in their classes
to
be hired, with emphasis on women together. The traditional oppression
of color" as it is stated in the letter of women doesn't justify the oppresto Fr. Monan published in The sion of men. One does not succeed
Heights on April 3. To insist on the by "fighting fire with fire," but with
hiring of a specific group of people water, as any firefighter will profess.
implies that the people in that group In the same manner, one must comare unable to achieve faculty posibat injustice with justice in order to
tions on their own merits. I support achieve true equality.
greater education of students about
"racism, sexism, rape, and pornography," but not as a required
R. Vaillancourt, A&S '91

Leftists support Communism
To the Editor:

Two articles in the March 20,1989
issue of The Heights highlight the
activities of a small group of ultraleftists on the Boston College campus. The articles describe the slide
presentation about El Salvador sponsored by the BC Central American
Network and the March 18th
demonstration on the Boston Common against United States involvement in Central America.
The BC Central American Network and other leftists drastically
misrepresent the current situation in

El Salvador. Professor Charles
Derber, for example, is quoted by
The Height as saying that the U.S. is

supporting the wrong side and that
it is in the interest of the U.S. to cease
aiding the Salvadoran government.
Derber, unfortunately, is sadly
mistaken. It is in our national interest
to ensure that the American backed government remain in power.

President puarte's government is
one of moderation, avoiding the extremes of both the right and the left.
It is valiantly striving to maintain a
democratic government despite a
communist insurgency. The United
States government does not sanction
death squads. Vice President
Quayle, as a matter of fact, made it
clear during his recent visit to El
Salvador that the US is concerned

about human rights and personally
asked the Salvadoran army to clean
up its act.

The leftists at this school, unfortunately, openly support the SovietCuban-Nicaraguan backed rebels,

who seek to overthrow the
legitimately elected governmentand

set up a communist regime. The
leftists would like to see El Salvador
go the way of Nicaragua. Those on
the left are not concerned with

peace, but with the spread of communism in Central America. This

was made quite clear following the
March 16thslide presentation when
students were encouraged to buy
communist propaganda, such as the
collected speeches of Fidel Castro
and the biography of Che Guevara.
The Heights, unfortunately,
presents only one side of the issue.
Heights reporter Adam Berg states

that the involvement of BC students
in the Boston Common march, as
well as at the other events such as
the Oliver North protest and the proabortion teach-in, "represents to
some a new level of awareness concerning social issues on campus." It
is ridiculous to say that those who
hold pro-communist and anti-life
views are somehow more socially
aware than others. The open expression on this campus of sympathy
with the communist movement is
alarming.
Paul G. McCullagh, A&S 90

Alumnus outraged over Daly
Editor's Note: This letter was
originally sent to Father j. Robert
Barth, Dean of A&5.

I am writing to express my outrage

the decision to deny Professor
Mary Daiy a promotion to full
professor.
As a graduate of Boston College
undergraduate and graduate schools
of Arts and Sciences, I am appalled
at the Promotions Committee's decision, particularly in light of Professor
Daly and her scholarly works were
a regular source of discussion and
critical thinking. I used one of her
books in the course I taught in the
Philosophy Department.
As a Jesuit institution whose mission is to develop active and creative
minds, Boston College has a responsibility to its students and the educational community to acknowledge
teaching and academic leadership.
BC is measured as a great institution
by the caliber of its teaching staff and

at

the climate for learning and
openness.
It is very clear that the only
method alumni have of gaining attention is by writing letter and pro-

viding financial support to the
school. I enjoyed my education at
BC; the university offered me many
opportunites to grow, learn and participate. For this, I'm grateful.
The action by the Promotions
Committee is not representative of
the BC that I attended. Please inform
the Director of Development that I

am no longer interested in suppor-

ting the activities of the school and
will seek to educate my colleagues
and associates of my position in light
of the current decision.

I

deeply regret that this situation
has developed in this manner; I will
follow the advice of BC's Dean
O'Malley who counseled some of
us with words like "be true to
yourself in pursuit of the good."
Joseph H. White, Jr. '77
President
The Progressive Group, Inc.

Budd statistic righted
To the Editor:

i would like to call to your attention an error that was made in the
April 3rd issue of the Heights regarding Wayne Budd, the nominee for
U.S. Attorney of Massachusetts. Contrary to the opening paragraph and

photo caption, Wayne Budd
graduated from Boston College in
1963, not in 1959. Thank you for
allowing me to set the record
straight, and for acknowledging
such an honorable alumnus.
Kristal R. Budd, A&S '90
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cities to which Northwest does not have direct connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
I SERVICES Certain© blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
wen ExpnMsconx»"y
mail. 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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UGBC caused student apathy in election
this excuse, the question should be

To the Editor:

asked, Why is there student apathy?

The UGBC presidential races
ended in a lackluster finale. Chris
Hentemann secured the majority of
the Boston College vote or rather,
secured the majority of those Boston
College students who did vote.
Frustrated with the low voter turnout, many involved students throw
up their hands and cry "student
apathy." Clearly, student apathy is
that ever encompassing excuse for
the failure of programs. This excuse
is commonplace and widely
accepted. Before everyone accepts
?

In the case of the presidential
elections, I believe part of the
problem lies in the UGBC. The
neglected
has
its
UGBC
responsibility to the presidential
candidates and the student body.
A student body votes because it
is motivated to vote. A large portion
of the responsibility to motivate
students to vote is rightfully placed
upon the presidential candidates.
The candidates, however, are not
entirely responsible to motivate
students. The UGBC must also play
a major role. Before the student

Demands are reasonable
To the Editor:

I have a question to the students
of Boston College as well as the
faculty. Are the demands in the petition for Mary Daly completely
unreasonable? I think not. These
demands, which have been ignored,
have represented 60% of the student
population. They are not irrational.
If our school is to be represented as
a liberal school that values concerns
for every race and sex, I see no possible way these demands can be ignored. Dr. Mary Daly has the
credentials to be promoted to full
professorship with a significant raise
in salary. Her works have been
published and she is nationally
praised as a feminist, theologian and
philosopher. Undoubtedly she has
credited Boston College with
unmerited prestige. I, for one, am
looking forward to taking her class.

Furthermore, I don't see why the
second two demands of the petition
sent to Father Monan should be ignored. Is it too outrageous to request
a Women's Studies major to be instituted at Boston College, and that
more Women's Studies be integrated
into the curriculum? In a society
where it is known that there is sexual and racial discrimination, there
is no reason why these demands
should not be met. Without
reasonable consideration to meet
these demands, I'm afraid that the
reputation of our school could be in
jeopardy.
I leave the entire student body a
disheartening note. During the rally in front of Gasson Hall a history
professor of mine remarked, "someone else besides the Germans
should be killed."

Tufts

Alyssa Fabiani, A&S '91

.

body can show interest, the UGBC
must make the presidential election
important by showing their own
interest. I think the UGBC failed in
this respect. They themselves
seemed apathetic. They did not
advertise the dates or actively push
the students to vote. The UGBC
needed to inform the students when

School
CHOOSE from among 200

courses in 40 academic

disciplines. Small classes mean
that you'll get personal
attention.

DISCOVER the best value in

Boston! $680 for most courses.
No problems transferring credit
courses are four semester
hours.

?

SELECT either of

two

six-week sessions:

-

PLENTY

Alan Johnson, A&S '90

Inquisition-like attitude and reconOn the other hand, Boston College should realize what an idiot it siders Mary Daly's request to be promoted to full professorship and that
The recent debate concerning is making out of itself for rejecting
students and educators can continue
Mary Daly has reached a point that, such a qualified applicant, someone
the process of education, the real
quite frankly, surprises me greatly in who is well-known and wellreason we are all here at Boston
the poor and unprofessional manner respected by feminists, nonCollege.
in which it has been treated both by feminists, theologians, and intellectuals across the United States. I really
Daly and by Boston College.
Marjorie Davis, A&S '91
It is my understanding from my hope that BC stops taking this
two years as a college student that
the goal of the educators is to promote education
not to hinder it.
However, at approximately one
o'clock on March 31st, the associate
professor and her supporters fell
1148 Centre Street
M-F 9:30-spm
short of the aim of promoting educaNewton
MA
Centre.
S 10:00-2pm
02159
tion and completely disrupted
(617)
244-0908
classes and students studying for
midterms all over campus. I am
aware of the reasons she has to be
upset and, moreover, I absolutely
sympathize with her. Yet, I cannot
help but think that alternative
avenues could have been implemented to further the awareness
of the problem. Disrupting classes
&
during midterms with bullhorns,
drums, and screams is, perhaps, not
Free 2nd page with this ad
the best way to gain student or faculty support in this matter.
To

the Editor:
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BENEFIT from a summer

course! Lighten your fall course
load, concentrate on a difficult
course or make up credit

ENJOY yourself on a scenic

campus with rolling lawns,
beautiful old shade trees, and
classic New England architecture. A peaceful setting for
learning.

CAMPUS accommodations are
plentiful and affordable.

Session I: May 24-June 30
Session II: July 5 August 11

and what could have been done to
rectify the situation. I hope the
upcoming Hentemann administration will not make the same
mistakes of past administrations and
see to better election procedures in
1990. Good luck Chris and Bob!

Daly and BC both acted poorly

oj(Mi
Summer% «7n#
_

and where they could vote and
create the illusion (if it is one) that
it is the students' duty to vote. The
UGBC did not fulfill this
responsibility and the campaigns
and voting dates passed all but
unnoticed.
So before UGBC cries student
apathy, question why it occurred

TUFTS is easy to get to!

Only
5 blocks from
Davis station
on the MBTA red line.

of evening courses
allow you to work by day and
study at night

Call 381-3562 or
write Tufts Summer School,
112 Packard Avenue, Medford, MA 02155
for a Summer School catalog.

This is your last chance

at:

FAME
FORTUNE
and
FUN

Airband!
Kicking Off SENIOR WEEK
'89

Pick Up Applications at
McElroy Rm 233 Office
of Student Affairs.

Tryouts April 24th and 25th
Where: To be Announced
Prediction:
The Force will win!
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Male community must try to change future
To the Editor:
Tonight I attended the Women's
Expressions Cafe, an event sponsored by the UGBC Department of
Women's Issues. Th night featured
many talented women from the BC
community who contributed poetry,
music, performance art, and acting
for a large crowd which was extremely receptive. As one might unfortunately expect, the audience was
made up primarily of women. The
number of men in the audience was
embarrassingly low, especially from
a man's standpoint. Why were so
few men at the Women's Cafe? The
night was billed neither as a night
for women nor as a feminist rally;
it was solely intended to showcase
the talents of Boston College's
female community. In no way were
men to be excluded or "threatened."
The problem is that the majority
of the University's male communisister, a freshman here at BC, are
both on the Women's Varsity
Lacrosse team which requires a time
commitment equal to, if not greater
ty does not particularly care about
the subtle (and not always so subtle)

brand of misogyny it perpetuates.
Many BC men are well practiced in
watering down their sexist ideas and

habits. They disguise it well by
writing off their enjoyment of pornography as "harmless fun" and "a
good time with the boys." They hide
it by laughingly referring to Mary
Daly as "that dyke" without any information about her or the controversy surrounding her. They "joke
around" by shouting sexual remarks
at "hot babes" because they do not
have the guts to say "Hi. My name
i5..." This constant treatment of
women as pieces of meat to be
"scoped and scooped" leads to glaring disregard when the time comes
to recognize their accomplishments.
Few men hate women, they just do
not respect women as anything but
bedmates.
Very often, men believe that prowomen activity is synonymous with
anti-men sentiment. This claim is a
completely unsubstantiated one
arising from fear. What do men fear?
That "their women" will cultivate
their own minds and perhaps will
not be there to cook dinner? Men's
fear comes from the "scary" pro-

position that: a) Women will cease
look to men as the stronger sex
in every sense, and b) Men will have
to surrender their illusions of (unjust)
superiority. Men see women as
things that can be walked over but
will always return for more punishment. The actual human weakness
of men is belied by their expected
"manly" front. And needing someone to be one's doormat is just
to

that weakness.
I am a man, but my experiences
at BC have caused me near-shame
to be so. Women are treated with
very little respect to their faces, and
even less behind their backs. The
men of the University must take it
upon themselves to reevaluate their
ingrained attitudes towards women
and to correct their discriminatory
practices. All of the feminism in the
?

other varsity sports. Neither my
roommate nor her sister, who is curHere at Boston College, a number rently making the 45 minute comof my friends and myself feel there mute every day, have been given any
is a problem with sexual discriminareason to hope they might receive
tion and allocation of on-campus housing in the future. Also, it is
housing to student athletes. My financially impossible for both of
roommate lives about 45 minutes them to live in off-campus apartfrom BC and had to commute to ments at the same time.
school until this year, opting to live
Our claim that sexual discriminaon Sutherland Rd. and pay the ex- tion is a factor here is based on the
orbitant rent that most off-campus fact that while these two girls have
students are faced with. She and her been forced to suffer the major insister are both on the Women's Var- conveniences imposed on them due
sity Lacrosse team which requires a to their housing situation, male
time commitment equal to the
athletes from the local area have not.

To the Editor:

house just isn't the
same without me,
even though its
a lot cleaner, w

A&S '92
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As an example, I know a male
athlete who lives no more than a five
minute walk from middle campus
and yet he enjoys the convenience
of having four years of housing. He
could walk to practice and home
again in a fraction of the time that
it takes my roommate's sister to just
get there. I also argue that it is
dangerousfor her to drive all the way
home after tiring two to three hour
practices, some of which do not get
over until after 10:00pm.
At the present time I believe the
criteria by which the housing office
measures a student athlete's housing qualifications are in need of
reform. When assessing who should
or should not receive housing, I
think those involved need to take a
closer look at the repercussions of
their decisions. If nothing is done to
make the process fair I am afraid the
women's athletic program will suffer the loss of a number of fine

athletes.

Christine Carroll, SOM '90

Letters Policy
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Kevin M. Deßell,

Athletes' housing given unfairly

66 Mom says the

Ml

world will not change a person's
past, so the male community must
try to change the future. It is time
now.
A final consideration: perhaps all
this talk of women has left men feeling alienated in the BC community.
Welcome to your first taste of what
it is like to be a woman.

Letters to the Editor
must be under 500
words, typed.
Signatures and
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telephone numbers
must be included
for verification.
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Survivors of A bomb lecture for peace
-

place for nuclear destruction and
victims," said Shimohira.
of
Hiroshima
and
Both victims related their stories.
Two survivors
Nagasaki relayed their experiences On the day that the A-bomb was
to the Boston College community, dropped, in Nagasaki, Shimohira
in Thursday night's lecture sponsaid she was only 10 years old.
sored by the Coalition Against Although she and her younger sister
Nuclear War.
were saved from initial contact with
The survivors were Ms. Sakue the A-bomb, Shimohira lost her
Shimohira and Mr. Masao Kayo, who family to the A-bomb.
with the help of translator Mariko
Shimohira explicitly described the
Shinada, described their experience horror of finding her mother and her
in Japanese.
older sister burnt to death. She conShimohira and Kayo are currently veyed the misery and agony of seerelaying their experiences as part of ing women, children and men calla peace group in Japan. This group
ing for family members only to
sending
is dedicated to
survivors of realize that the charred bodies were
Hiroshima and Nagasaki to unrecognizable.
According to Shimohira, the torAmerican high schools and universities to inform students of the
ture did not end. She described that
danger of nuclear war.
time as "hell on earth." Along with
The peace group's mission is to many other survivors, Shimohira was
continue to tell the story of survivors exposed to radiation.
She
who are no longer able to travel, said remembers her brother vomitting,
and three days later, dying due to
Shinada.
The strongest message conveyed radiation.
Kayo also expressed his account
in the lecture was the message
of of the A-bomb. At the time the AHiroshima and Nagasaki being the
Kayo said he
last sights oi nuclear
war. "We must bomb was dropped,
was a newlywed soldier stationed
unite and make Nagasaki
the las.
By

JENNY CHOI

in Hiroshima. He had been outside
when the bomb was dropped.
Kayo said he suffered severe burns
mostly on the left side of his body
and could not see out of his left eye.
After becoming conscious, Kayo explained, the only thing he wanted
was water. However, his skin peeled off from the contact of water on
his red, burnt body.
For three years after the explosion,
Kayo said he was bedridden with illnesses. His wife nursed him back
to health, but thirteen years later
died of cancer caused by radiation
exposure. Before her death, Kayo
said he promised his wife three last Mariko Shinada (left) translated the experiences of Sakue Shimohira
wishes: the first being that he would (right) and Masao Kayo, survivors of the atomic bombinq of
Naaasaki
M
build a memorial for all the dead during World War 11.
spirits of the A-bomb, second that he
would found a counseling center for
A
the A-bomb survivors, and lastly, that
he would work hard to inform people about the horrors of nuclear
arms through his experience.
Kayo said he has fulfilled the first
THE ALBERT CORPORATION
two promises he made to his wife,
and is in the process of fulfilling the
last promise through speaking with
young people.

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Now June September
Best Locations on BC Shuttle
-

Black issues conference slated
Boston College, the Museum of
AfroAmerican History, and Roxbury
Community College. This year the
event will take place on April 17 and
18, with sessions to be held at
Boston College and Roxbury Community College.
Eleanor Holmes Norton, professor
of law at Georgetown University Law
Center and visiting Boston College
Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. Professor of
American Politics, will be the
keynote speaker at the conference.
Norton was the first woman appointed to head the Equal Opportunity Commission during the Carter
Administration.
Educators from Boston College
and other area universities, as well
as community historians and activists, will participate in panel
discussions and workshops on
topics such as "19th Century African
American Women Activists"; "Informal Political Activity in the Black
Community in the 30s and 40s";
"Time of the Black Radicals: William
Harrison and William Monroe Trotter"; and "Sarah Roberts et al: Implications for the Rights of Blacks."
The April 17 session will be held
at Roxbury Community College,
beginning at 9:3oam. The April 18
session will also begin at 9:3oam,
at the Boston College Law School on
Centre Street in Newton. Later that
evening, following a dinner for invited guests, Norton will deliver a
public address at 8:00pm at Barry
Pavilion.
At the conclusion of the program,

Boston College Academic Vice

President and Dean of Faculties
William B. Neenan, SJ, will present
the university's Afro-American Criot
Award to an individual who has
demonstrated a long-term commit-

il

Cummings Rd. Egremont Rd.
The Albert Corporation
277-7600

CARE PROFESSIONALS

Yale New Haven Hospital
cordially invites you to our

§

Monday, April 17th, 3PM-7PM
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Yale University Medical School
Corner of York & Cedar Street, New Haven

**

season.

Spring is the high energy
. and the perfect time to perk up your career. Don't miss
to
for
yourself the pride, prestige and professionalism that
this unique opportunity
see
characterizes the Yale New Haven environment.
As an internationally recognized teaching and research hospital, we have the resources to
offer you the professional development and achievement you seek. If you share our commitment to excellence, we have challenging, high visibility roles for the following:
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1706 1691 Commonwealth Ave.

history.
The conference is free and open
to the public. For more information,
contact the Boston College Black
Studies Department at 552-3238.

If

?

Don't worry about the
jumps or the costume
We know you'll be great!

preserving Boston's black

NURSING

?

Good Luck
Christine!

ment to

1,2,3,4 BEDROOMS
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"Law and politics" will be the
theme of the fifth collaborative conference on black issues presented by

-

?

New Graduates and Experienced RNs
Clinical Nurse Specialists

?

Pharmacists

Respiratory Therapists
Medical Technologists
Nursing Managers
Radiation Therapy Technologists
Pharmacy Technicians
Radiologic Technologists & Specialties
Physical Therapists
Nuclear Medicine Technologists
?
?
?
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Come to our Reception. . .your SPRINGboard to success:
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MEET our managers and your fellow professionals
INTERVIEW with the departments of your choice
TOUR our facilities
EXPLORE the opportunities in our unique environment
ENJOY the rewards of an excellent compensation program

For more information/directions call (203) 785-5083
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York Street air rights garage
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Lack of communication hinders BC Band
By KATE CANAS
Lack of communication and funds
ended an act of good will before it
started.
According to Julie Mott, project
manager for the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society, the Boston College
Band was scheduled to walk the 15K
Beantown parade on April 9 in support of the Multiple Sclerosis
Society.
The parade, sponsored by Canada
Dry, starts at the Boston Common
and ends at Cassidy Field.
"The parade is part of a nation-

wide walk-a-thon called the 'Super
City's Walk for Multiple Sclerosis'...
It is the first national walk in conjunction with 44 major cities across
the country," Mott said.
"Cheers actors, Dr. Frasier Crane
and his wife, Dr. Lilith Stern in, along
with WBZ's Tom Kennedy, Bob
Lobel, and the BC Band are walking
in the parade," she continued.
However, this doesn't seem to be
the case on the BC campus.
Band Treasurer Dave Mann, SOM
'91, said, "Nothing was finalized
between the Multiple Sclerosis
Society and the band...We want to

do it, but they haven't officiallyasked us.
"If it were up to me I would do it,
but we can't run on a negative income basis. We would need some
way to transport our equipment, and
this takes funding," Mann said.
According to Carole Hughes,

Assistant Dean for Student Development, the band will definitely not be
marching in the parade.
"There was mis-communication
between the marching band and the
Multiple Sclerosis Society," she said.
The students will not be able to
march as a band; however, some

have mentioned that they will walk
anyway."
According to band members and
officers, Band Director Joe Casey
would have the most information on
the situation. Casey has been involved in a court case all week and could
not be reached for comment.

The Heights Annual Banquet
is Saturday, April 15.
Any former staff, writers, and faculty who wish
to attend, please contact Amy Allegrezza at x3512
$10.00 per person

BC's Screaming Eagle Marching Band won't participate in the Super Cities Walk
for Multiple Sclerosis
because of a lack of funds and poor communication.

UNDERGRADUATES
$100 AWARD
The O'NEILL LIBRARY RESEARCH AWARD will be given to the 1988-89 undergraduate paper judged to be the best researched. Submit your paper, with a one-page description of your research techniques,
by April 17, 1989, to be eligible for the $100 prize.

Papers will be judged based on their exhibition of sound library research methods use of a variety of library sources, and adherence to proper form.
If your library research skills are nor ready for competition don7 t despair! Reference Librarians are ready to introduce you to a variety of
sources and skills. Just ask for help at the reference desk.
Submit your paper to:
Library Research Award Committee
Reference Office-Room 307
O'Neill Library
;

THE BOSTON COLLEGE FINANCE ACADEMY

Presents:

THE 14TH ANNUAL SPRING
FORUM:
"GLOBALIZATION IN THE
FINANCIAL

MARKETS"
FEATURING

DR. JOHN VAN de GRAAFF

Senior Research Analyst, ABD Securities

JAMES THORNBLADE
International Economist, Bank of Boston Corporation

?
?
?
?
?

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12 7PM

AT THE FULTON HONORS LIBRARY
HOT HORS D'OEURVRES AND BEVERAGES WILL BE SERVED
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
TICKETS AT THE DOOR: $3.00 FOR MEMBERS
$4.00 FOR NON-MEMBERS
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Acquaintance rape portrayed in documentary
researchers believe that "for every
single rape that occurs, 10 to 20
more are never reported."
The film also emphasized that "in
50 percent of the one million rapes
which occur each year, the rapist is
someone that the victim knows?a
friend, a neighbor, a work colleague,
or even a boyfriend."

By KRISTEN CETRULO
a
Know,
Someone
You
documentary film on acquaintance
rape, was shown several times last
week in observation of Rape
Awareness Week.
The film, sponsored by UCBC
Women's Issues and the Boston College Women's Network, was followed by a general discussion of the film
among members of the audience
followed each of the three showings.
According to the film, rape legally occurs "when a woman either
says 'no' or does not say 'yes' in
answer to a man's sexual advances."
It is estimated, according to the film,
that "by the age of 21, one out of
every three women are victims of
rape or attempted rape."
In addition, the film reported that

son are developed," the film stated.

"material or financial gain motivates
a violent act."
Acquaintance rape is "most

The final point of the film is that
the "only real solution to the proprevalent among students from the blem of sexual assault lies in men
ages of 15 to 19 years," reported the coming to understand themselves,"
film, suggesting that these women for "it is men who rape, and men
can prevent rape by "being aware, who can stop it."
practicing self-defense tactics, and
Audience discussions after the
avoiding dangerous situations." The film's first two showings were led by
film encouraged women to "trust BC Detective Sergeant Maggie Contheir intuition," paying attention to nolly, while discussion at the third
"signs that a man is mixing sex with showing was led by Kim Dolce (A&S
violence."
'89), Michelle Valier (A&S '90), and
The film also addressed men's Natalie Berthe (A&S '90) of the
roles in preventing rape. Men should Boston College Women's Network.
be aware that "when a woman says
Sgt. Connolly's discussion focused on women preventing rape
'no', she means no" and furthermore, men should be taught that through self-defense tactics. "We as
success
'sexual
is
not
students are conducting our own
but only occurs when discussion so that the focus will be
scoring,'
on the education of men as the most
"sensitivity for and good communication skills with another peressential part of rape prevention,"
said Valier.
In the student-led discussion,
many of the audience members (approximately 85 percent of which
were women) expressed concern for
shown to have been transmitted by the lack of emphasis on rape
the act of kissing.
awareness education in prevention.
This brings us to another important point. Know your partner. If your mones have a good chance of overpartner has previously been in a ruling any mental warning you may
high-risk group (intravenous drug initially give yourself.
Before going on to other sex pracuser, bisexual or homosexual male,
hemophiliac) then you do have tices, we'd like to reemphasize the
importance of self-control. If you
cause to worry. If you are planning
want to remain celibate or if you
relationship
a
with
person
toenter
a
want to limit how far you will go, that
in one of these groups, then it would
be wise for them to be blood tested is a mature decision. It is not a sign
for the AIDS virus before becoming of weakness or cause for embarrassment. It is certainly not an indicaphysically involved with them.
However, don't be misled by the tion that you are less of a man or less
value of a negative test. It only of a woman. Sex is not just another
means that you or your partner don't recreational activity. Its potential
have the virus now. It won't protect consequences are much different
you from getting infected next and far more significant.
One of the factors that can
month, next year or later.
adversely affect your decisionPetting, fondling, hugging and
touching must be considered safe, making abilities is alcohol and
if they don't lead to intercourse, but drugs. Learning to drink responsibly
they certainly require considerable is very difficult and it is not really
self-control. Unfortunately, your hor- part of the standard college cur-

Contrary to popular belief, the
film states, rape is neither a sexual
act nor a typical act of criminal
violence. The rapist's intention is to
"hurt the victim, placing her in a
powerless position," the film stated.
Rape was defined in the film as a
senseless, violent "personal attack"
against a woman's mind and spirit
as well as her body. The film contrasted this with other forms of
criminal behavior, in which some

"

AIDS facts: What is safe sex?
By ROBERT TAYLOR, M.D.
and ARNOLD F. MAZUR, M.D,

The recent publication of
preliminary findings which indicate
the existence of HIV (AIDS virus) on
college campuses around the
United States, is sparking a greater
sense of awareness about the risks
of AIDS at Boston College. Although
AIDS is an incurable disease, it is
almost totally preventable.
This article focuses on how to prevent AIDS. By knowing how AIDS
is spread, one can begin taking steps
to avoid it.
First, AIDS is spread among intravenous drug users through the
sharing of needles. If one person in
a group has the virus, it will be rapidly passed on to everyone else in their
group as their blood is drawn up into the syringe and the syringe and
needle are re-used by others.
Above all, AIDS is a sexually

transmitted disease. To re-emphasize
the point, AIDS IS A SEXUALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASE.
Remember that if you are putting
yourself at risk for other sexually
transmitted diseases (STD's), you are
putting yourself at risk for AIDS.
One option for positively avoiding
contracting AIDS or any other STD
is to avoid having sex. While this
may appear old-fashioned and unacceptable to many modern day college students, as the AIDS epidemic
continues to grow, those who
choose celibacy might be considered to be the wisest ones.
What is safe sex?
Kissing is safe. Of course if your
partner has a cold sore or a sore
throat, you shouldn't be kissing him
or her. Some will ask, "hasn't the
AIDS virus been found in saliva and
therefore can't it be transmitted by
kissing?" Out of over eighty thousand AIDS cases, not one has been

Most felt that the focus on selfdefense in prevention encourages
the belief that women are to blame

for sexual attacks.
"For this reason," said Valier, "we
are calling for mandatory rape
awareness classes to be implemented both at the elementary
and college levels. Why should
women have to fear for their lives
and constantly be on the defensive?
Men should be taught that what they
are doing is wrong."
Valier asked the audience what
they thought caused rape to occur.
Many commented that rape is encouraged by society's image of
masculinity, in which sexual prowess is emphasized. Women are
seen as passive and unequal to men;
they are taught to avoid saying no,
reinforcing these ideas of masculinity, the audience concluded.
"Women must learn to be more
assertive," said Dolce. "Only then
will society's sexual stereotypes
disappear and men's attitudes begin
to change," said Dolce.
riculum. After a few drinks, anyone's
ability to make correct judgements

is impaired and it is easier to get
oneself in trouble. How many times
have we heard the story of the party
or bar night where too much was
drunk and the sorry person wound
up waking up in the bed of someone
they didn't know. Your dream man
or woman of last night may make
your life a nightmare tomorrow.
Is conventional intercourse safe?
We are certain that AIDS has been
frequently transmitted this way, but
chances of transmission can be
reduced by using condoms. Nothing
other than celibacy will give you
100% safety, but condoms increase
the safety factor enormously. You are
much less likely to catch any sexualStudents, page 21
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Speech cites literary examples against racism
I recently gave a lecture at the
Coast Guard for Black History
Month and I wish to share what I
learned with the BC community. I
have assembled examples of writing
from Black American writers.
In preparing this information I felt
that I was treading on new ground:
the undiscovered, or undisclosed
history of my ancestors. A a person
of mixed black and white heritage
I came to realize that my view of
myself and my world were being
funneled in one direction, the white
side. In school I was taught the
history of white colonial America,
though no emphasis was mentioned. In English I studied great white
authors. I was so absorbed in my
work that I was unaware of the suffering in the world.
When I graduated I slowly
withdrew from my academic haze,

and became aware of the real world.
I was appalled to see the injustices
committed upon people because of
the color of their skin. I learned
through friends, and through lectures, and though continuing effort,
the true importance of black history.
I realized suddenly that I was denying myselfknowledge of my black
roots because it was denied to me.
My experience being of mixed
descent is that you continually have
to question your racial identity. People ask you what you are, and then
you ask yourself. My first response
was: "I'm a person, an individual,
an American." I would like to relate
to you a story of how I became aware
of predjudice because of the color
of my skin:
When I was in the first grade our
teachers had the class draw a picture
of themselves as a test of self-image.

black. In college, people would which are almost as sharply definmistake me as being of various naed when applied to people.
tionalities. People would speak to
This distinction allows those in
me in Spanish, so I immersed myself power to place certain limitations on
in the study of their language and the lives of those who fall into the
culture. Although I benefitted from other category. To justify this unemixing in the Spanish culture, I was qual power relationship, certain
still running away from myself.
characteristics are attributed to one
Finally, self-pride and moral group, but not to the other, for instance: whites are defined as inoutrageat the cruel and insane treatment of my family, friends, and telligent, motivated, and having a
relatives inspired me to stop runnrich and noble history. While all of
ing, to take a deeper look at myself this may be true, saying that blacks
and the whole situation of racism. do not possess intelligence, motivaIt remains an ongoing investigation tion, and a rich heritage is a
in my life.
falsehood which has been allowed
One of thefirst things I discovered to persist, and to shadow the minds
is that people have a need to of everyone, black, and white.
Societal attitudes have enforced
separate; to classify, order, and rank
everything in their environment. the idea that there has been no
Thus arose the sociological distinc- cultural sharing and borrowing bettions of black and white: two polar
Racism, page 22
opposites on the color spectrum,

I drew a fairly accurate picture of

myself as a brown-skinned girl with
a plaid skirt, and a green turtleneck.
The next year in a different school,
where I was insulted and ostracized by my classmates because of my
skin color, I was asked to repeat the
task. This time I drew a picture of
myself as a white-skinned girl with
long brown pigtails. I had learned to
associate negativity with the color
of my skin.
When people asked me what I
was I would respond once again,
"I'm a person, an individual, an
American." We all are, but unfortunately the world requires further
examination. I went through different stages. When I learned my
great-grandfather was Indian, I
would tell people I was Indian; I
would tell people I was half and half,
or I would definitely tell them I was
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Speakers at march increase awareness
The path of the march was chosen close by the dorms on Upper CamContinued from page 1
along those parts of campus which pus, obscenities were shouted. At
into cheering.
one point, an empty plastic bottle
are poorly-lit and relatively isolated.
Robert Bonazoli, A&S '92, was in- With BC police
stopping traffic on was thrown out from behind a shade
troduced as one of the coordinators College Road, the
of a window on the first floor of Gonline circled Upof "Take Back the Night" along with per Campus completely, then prozaga. Obscenities were also shouted
the Women's Network. Bonazoli in- ceeded down
from
Walsh, even as the protesters
toward Lower Campus
troduced himself as "part of the via Beacon
chanted "Join our fight to take back
Street.
ultimate power group?white, male,
Several members of the group led the night."
heterosexual...l'm the oppressor,
The march proceeded down Higchants which continued throughout
and I don't want to be."
gins
Stairs and circled past Walsh
the march. "None of us can be free,
He explained the development of until we have equality," "Take back Hall before continuing through the
his interest in the Women's Netthe night, take back our rights," and Robsham parking lot and back to
work, and the boundaryO'Neill. The marchers broke into
others were shouted, drawing the atbreaking aspect of rape: "When a tention ofstudents in the dorms and applause and cheers, and Jones lead
man rapes a woman, he hurts all
the group in chants of "Freedom"
cars on Beacon Street
women and he hurts all men."
According to the BC Police, there as a giant hand chain formed which
The final formal address was given were no incidents during the march, stretched almost all around the
by Sara Malone, A&S '90, who is acalthough when the group passed perimeter of O'Neill Plaza.
tive in the National Organization for
Women and other off-campus
groups. She spoke of the sexist attitudes on campus which led in part
to the development of "Take Back
the Night" "Attitudes have
permeated this campus until they
have become unbearable," said
Maloney. "Rape happens on this
campus," she said.
Malone related stories about the
"Fun House," an empty room in
Roncalli overlooked by the administration which was used to rape
freshman from Upper Campus, and
about "scoop" dances, officially
/\\
organized events whose purpose
/ ree Pregnancy Testing
was to "scoop."

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other
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Members of AHANA, the Woman's Network
participated in the march.

at BC, and the RHC
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Neenan, SJ, "Boston College and
the Bank of New England share a
common concern for the education
of Boston-area schoolchildren,
which is exemplified in the tradition
of collaboration."
The university's involvement in
this area began more than a decade
ago, when a group of colleges and
universities joined forces to assist
Boston's public schools. Boston College, paired with District B (which
covers West Roxbury, Mattapan,
Hyde Park, Roslindale and parts of
Dorchester), has previously provided support in the areas of staff
development and student services.
Earlier this year, One-on-One, a new
mentor program involving Boston
College and the Bank of New
England, was established at West
Roxbury High School the second
such program for Boston College,
which has been involved in a similar
effort under Hyde Park High School

educational progress necessary for
matriculation into a four-year college or university.
The College Bound curriculum
and support activities
including
cultural events, field trips and mentor sessions address these issues
through the four-year program, both
in the classroom and on the Boston
College campus. A group of Boston
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1297 Beacon St., Brookline 02146
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The Bank of New England has committed $250,000 to support Boston
College's 'College Bound' Program,
an undertaking of the university aimed at enhancing opportunity for
disadvantaged urban youth to
achieve college education.
The supplemental academic and
counseling program is a jointeffort
of Boston College and Boston Public
Schools.
Richard D. Driscoll, Chairman of
Bank of New England, saw thedonation as "both a symbolic and
pragmatic contribution to Boston
College, its invaluable resources,
and College Bound's continuing
and creative efforts to extend education to the needy."
The funding by Bank of New
England will significantly further
Boston College's efforts to respond
to a national decline in college
enrollment among underpriviledged urban youth a decline that has
been attributed to a lack of
necessary skills, financial resources
and motivation for success among
such students.
According to Boston College
Academic Vice President William B.
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Bank, page 30
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Complete GYN Exam
PAP Smear
Blrth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle of
Birth Control Pills
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since 1986.

College Bound, a four-year pilot
initiative designed by Boston Col-

lege School of Education faculty, is
aimed at assisting high school age
children and their families in making the early decisions and the
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commentary

Feminists garner media attention by activity

By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor

dred students carrying candles and
singing during their nighttime vigil.

Last week's Heights had a definite
feminist overtone. Four of the first
eight articles centered on feminist
issues. Even the sports page contained a continuation from the article
titled An in-depth look at the Mary
Daly controversy.' Definitely too

AHANA were able to bring Michael
Dukakis' former campaign manager,
Susan Estrich, on campus, and

much of the same, right?
Well, there's more coming this
week. The march for rape awareness
gathered together close to three hun-

Women's groups on campus and

showed films along with discussions
all week to insure rape awareness.
These achievements were the result
of hard work and should be reported
on.

So what's the problem? The problem isthatthe/-/e/gte is being called a 'feminist rag.' This past week

is a reflection of the activity of a fairly
campus suggested
large group of students, one that is
that the Heights is giving up its mainmaking itself heard throughout the
stream view in favor of small radicaf
groups. This is not the case. The campus. Students who feel the
Heights is giving them too much
Heights is a reflection of what's happening on campus. In the March 18, coverage should be working hard to
1969, issue of the Heights, Mary Daorganize more alternatives to these
ly's dismissal dominated the feminist activities. Other clubs
Heights' news that week? eight of should become highly organized
the sixteen pages discussed Mary and unite to bring more types of
Daly, (the Heights' staff was all male speakers. Developing new programs
would be an easy way to give the
at the time, one might add).
campus a varied source of inNow in April of 1989, the Heights teresting news.

students around

The Women's Network at BC is
unified so that it can organize events
which attract large groups of people.
There's no reason that those who
criticize the overkill of women's
issues can't take the time to act and
give the campus some new, equally
exciting news to talk about. Until
there is new activity on campus, the
Heights has no choice but to cover
what Boston newspapers and television also find newsworthy? organized protest on an otherwise silent
campus.

Commentary

Bob and Dan get drunk but don't drive
By

PAUL-JON

McNEALY

Heights Staff Writer
Bob was going to drive drunk.
"I can drive, goddamnit!" he exclaimed at his friends. It was Dan's
car, and he, too, said he was going
to drive until his friends got him to

realize that he, too, was drunk. So
he was going to let Bob drive.
Bob and Dan are not their real
names, but it is a true incident that
took place this past weekend at an
off-campus party with Boston College students.
This is not thefirst time that a stu-

dent leaving a party has tried to drive
drunk, nor will it be the last, but let
it serve as a reminder for all those
who think of doing it sometime.
Bob and Dan are friends, and were
at a birthday party for a friend of
theirs who had turned 21. Dan is a
commuter, and drove to the party,

The Annual

Leonard Persuasive Speaking
Contest
April 19, 1989
6-9 pm

First Place:
Second Place:
Third Place:

$550
$100
$75

Contest Rules and sign-up sheet are in Lyons Hall 215.
Sign-Up deadline: 12:00pm 7 April 18.

whereas Bob lived on campus.
As the party started to break up
after 2 a.m.. and both the BC bus
and the T' stopped service, the only alternatives for getting back home
were walking, a cab, or getting a
ride. Dan had offered some people
a ride back to campus before he
went home, and a small group were
going to take him up on the offer.
After some other party members
had heard that Dan intended to
drive, they became concerned
because they recognized that Dan
had had too much to drink. After
discussing the situation with Dan,
he said he would not drive, and
mistakenly gave the keys to Bob.
Bob had drunk too much as well
over the course of the night. Yet, he
was not able to recognize that fact,
and insisted that he could drive.
When confronted by a number of
people about his condition, Bob
became angry and said that he was
"gettin' pretty pissed off." His solution to the situation was to try to just
leave.
The argument spilled out into the
hallway where Bob became loud

|p-" :-: r:
""
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and physical about being told that
he was drunk and in no shape to
drive. The concerned group quickly gathered, and decided that the
best course of action was to have no
one get into the car with Bob, who
had gone outside.
When confronted by Dan, Bob
gave him back the keys and stormed away angrily, hollering while
walking back towards campus alone.
A sober party member drove the
group back to campus while some
one else took Dan down to the convenience store for some food.
Dan and a few remaining concerned party members went back to
the party, which had long since
broken up, and watched cable TV
and ate some food for a couple of
hours. The goal was to make sure
that Dan had sobered up enough to
drive home.
Bob stomped home angry,
frustrated, and drunk. The long walk
home in the cold night air was just
what Bob needed, as well as a good
night's sleep and two Advil.
Decisions, page 23
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To demonstrate its continued commitment to Boston College and its students, Apple
The man and the woman with the
Computer is sponsoring this athletic challenge.
best overall score in all three events WINS a FREE Macintosh.
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Basketball Free Throw

?

Softball Accuracy Throw

?

1 Mile Race

Free T-Shirts to all participants
Prizes to top 3 winners in each category.
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Show your stuff and get a Free computer to boot.
Winners will appear in the Boston College Heights.
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Heights Sports
Commentary

Men's Lacrosse

Michigan

Eagles rebound with
pasting of Crusaders

something to see how much he's improved since he came to BC."
The übiquitous Stenberg scored at
14:59
enjoyed
Eagle
of the first to make it 3-0,
it,
Hope you
Holy Cross attackman John
with
the
kind
before
fans,
because
lacrosse
Kane
it to 3-1 early in the second.
nights
like
last
cut
plays,
of schedule BC
Saturday at Alumni aren't going to At 3-1, that was as close as the
Crusaders would get.
happen very often.
BC went on to score four more
To get a clearer picture of just how
dominating BC was in its 12-3 stroll before halftime on goals by Mike
over Holy Cross close your eyes and Kammer, that Stenberg person,
Pascale, and Colin McLane.
think for a second.
Pascale's goal, which gave the
Picture, if you will, Holy Cross as
a pepperoni pizza and BC as, Eagles a 6-1 lead, was one for the
perhaps, Dom DeLuise. Now do you lacrosse archives, wherever they are.
Brian Barrett spotted Pascale gliding
get the idea?
After the Eagles got rol led 23-8 on down the middle of the field with no
Wednesday night at Alumni against one from Holy Cross paying any parAdelphi, it was time for them to start ticular attention. Barrett looped a
looking like the Roadrunner, rather pass to Pascale to steamrolled in
than Wile E. Coyote. They scored alone on poor O'Brien, and burnearly. They scored often. And suded one past the beleagured
Alumni,
the netminder.
denly to the 500 fans at
Siberian weather conditions didn't
Just in case Holy Cross had any silly
seem to matter.
notions about coming back, it was
"Holy Cross is a good lacrosse Stenberg from Jim Bleakley at 7:02
team, but they're no Adelphi," said of the third to make it 8-1, Pascale
BC coach Ed Moy. "They're a team from Mark Gaffney at 10:16 which
more on our level. Tonight we played
increased it to 9-1, and Gaffney
night
long."
hard all
unassisted at 11:42 to give BC a 10-1
the
festivities
into
lead after three.
began
1:49
BC
Chris
Gaffney, a lanky midfielder began
game
the
when attackman
right
goal scoring bid with the ball at
one
from
the
his
Pascale centered
of the goal to a streaking Bryan about midfield. He dieseled toward
Stenberg, who freed himself from a the Holy Cross goal, and blew a
defender. The senior sniper took howitzer past O'Brien, who by this
Pascale's pass and whistled one past time could have sued for
goaltender Dave O'Brien to give the non-support.
Moy took goalie Mike Holland
Eagles a 1-0 lead.
Stenberg returned the favor to out of the game at 1:10 of the fourth
Pascale at 6:42 when he lobbed a period, and replaced him with Chris
pass in front to Pascale who rifled Connors. Connors got a little help
one through a maze of players into on the offensive end from Harry Hirshorn, who scored unassisted at
the net to make it 2-0.
Stenberg, who would go on to 3:07, and McLane once again at
score three more times on the even- 4:08. By the way, McLane is only a
ing, currently has 28 goals on the freshman, and is going to be a danseason, and is turning the heads of dy player.
Holy Cross got a pair of goals late
many onlookers. Even his coach.
to
pad the stats a little, but by that
best
lacrosse
playing
the
"Bryan is
everyone was more interested
time,
comMoy
now,"
right
of his career
warmth
than goals, anyway.
in
know,
really
it's
mented. "You

stood alone
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY
Heights Sports Editor

By MIKE DIMAURO
Heights Staff Writer

Just over three weeks ago, former
Michigan head basketball coach Bill
Frieder pulled off one of the most
classless moves ever seen in the
wonderful world of college

coaching.

As his team was preparing to take
oh XaVier University in the first
round of the NCAA basketball
tournament, Frieder closed the door
on his Michigan coaching career
arid opened the door on his Arizona
State coaching career.
that's right. Bill Frieder resigned.
Can you believe it ?resigned just
two days before his squad was about
to take step one in their quest for the
mythical national championship.
Frieder called his decision a "gut
reaction." I calf his decision a
classless, short sighted decision that
deprived his players the loyalty they
had given Frieder himself throughout their up and down season.
For when Frieder stepped down,

the real Wolverine basketball team
stood up, and behind the guidance
of interim head coach Bill Fisher,
Michigan won a title few could ever
have predicted.
During his career at Michigan,
Frieder's teams never realized the

potential everyone knew they had.
Frieder's clubs were always
talented, quick, and aggressive.
first quarter. BC cut it to 9-6 later, but Some great names passed by
Adelphi wouldn't let the Eagles back including Tarptey, Joubert, and
into it.
Grant. Yet seasons passed by too, no
According to Moy, playing teams Final
no national
Four's,
like Brown, Harvard, and Adelphi championships.
comes with the territory of a budFans became disgruntled to the
ding Division I school like BC.
point where the booing of Frieder
"It just happens that some of the became a nightly tradition at
best lacrosse teams in the country Michigan home games.
are in New England," he began,
Frieder began to feel the pressure
"and if we want the best players, we and decided to get back in the only
have to play against the best teams wayhe could?by screwing over his
to attract them. Five of the top 15 players when they needed his
teams in the country are on our leadership the most.
schedule."
Or did they?
Perhaps i is most evident now that

BC's battle vs. rival Holy Cross ended up a BC romp
"We controlled the ball well

tonight, and when we do that, we
can be a good team," Moy said. "We
have the ability to beat anyone we
play."
We should mention a little about
Wednesday night's disaster. In terms
of prettiness, it was a Phyllis Diller
with a hangover. In terms of the outcome, well, 23-8 just about says it
all. \u25a0
BC actually had a 3-1 lead in the
game,but Adelphi ran off six straight
markers, on its way to an eight goal

Tough Friars sweep struggling Eagles
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Senior Staff Writer

Tim Smith gave up a two hitter in
the Bth inning and Doug MacNeil
lost his first game of the season as
the Eagles were swept by Providence, on Sunday on Shea Field.

The 5-1 loss in game one behind
Smith (1-2) followed by a 7-3 loss in
game two behind MacNeil (3-1) was
disappointing considering that
Smith and MacNeil are BC's best
ptichers.
"We're just not playing very good
baseball right now," said Eagle head

BC head coach 'Moe' Maloney watches as BC lost a Sunday
doubleheader against Big East rival Providence.

coach Moe Maloney. "We're not hitting and we're having defensive problems."
The first game was tied 1-1 going
into the Bth inning when BC experienced a major defensive lapse
that ended with four runs and a 5-1
BC defeat.
BC had a chance to win game one
in the 7th inning when the bases
were loaded with two outs, but Greg
Radochowsky struck out to end the
inning and send the game into extra innings.
The only BC run came in the first
inning. Marty Naughton and Brian
Looney both walked and then Greg
Radachowsky, who was the
designated hitter because of an injury, doubled to score Naughton
from second base. But neither Lance
Wallin or Kevin Connelly could
keep the scoring going and the inning ended along with all of the Eagle
scoring for the game.
Smith held onto the slim Eagle
lead until the fourth inning when a
single by PC's Castro was followed
by a sacrifice bunt to send Castro to
second.
Smith might have gotten out of
trouble with a little defensive help,
but an error by Wallin at first base
put runners at first and third and then
a passed ball sent Castro home for
the tying run.

where Bill Frieder failed the most
was as a leader. Talent and strategy
can only take a college basketball
The fourth inning was only a hint team so far. What makes the
of what was to come later in the difference is leadership.
game. Going into the Bth inning
Bill frieder could never lead his
Smith had only allowed two hits, players.
when he gave up a single that would
When, Steve Fisher took over the
lead to the winning run by Friar Bill reigns at Michigan just a day before
Wright.
March Madness began, he realized
The second batter, Castro, hit inhe could not change the chemistry
to a fielders choice but a throwing of his team through strategy.
error by shortstop, Tae Kim, allowHowever, he was smart enough to
ed Castro to be safe and Wright to understand that he could change his
move to third.
team by leading them. 8y gfvi g
The winning run scored on a ball them a sense of direction, a sen' e
four wild pitch. Smith gave up three of support.
more runs before getting out of the

inning and the game.
The Eagles were out of the second
game a lot earlier. Providence scored
in the third inning after MacNeil
gave up three hits.
BC answered in the fourth when
a Brian Kelley double scored
Radachowsky and Wallin. But the
2-1 lead didn't last. The Friars blew
the game open in thefifth by taking
advantage of weak defensive plays.
With two outs, the Friars' Butler
started the rally with a single. He
was followed by a single by Wright
down the right field line. Brian
McGourthy threw to the cut-off man,
Kim at second but Kim missed the
throw and the ball rolled towards
third while the runners advanced.
Butler headed for home but a
Friars, page 18

As the NCAA tournament passed
by, Michigan looked like a very
different team than the one that
finished third in the Big Ten during
the regular season. This team was
one on a mission to a national
championship. They had a sense of
direction.
Thank you Steve Fisher.
!*s%\u2605 you Bill Frieder.
Last Monday night as Michigan
guard Rumeal Robinson so calmly
sank two of the most pressure
packed free throws to give the
Wolverines a national championship victory over Seton Hall, I
wondered to myself, "what must Bill
Frieder be thinking now?"

Michigan, number 1?
A classless act was bitter.
Victory was so sweet.
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Pitching is key to success for '89 Eagles
threesome of six-foot, four-inch
junior righthander Tim Smith, 6-2
junior lefthander Dave Dawson, and
6-3 sophomore righty Doug
MacNeil. "All three pitchers are very
talented," said Maloney. He is
counting on them to lead this deep
and talented staff.
Smith (5-1, 1 save, 2.13 ERA, last
year) is the number one hurler,
according to Maloney. "He's the
mainstay of the staff. He has great
talent," said Maloney. Smith has
proven his coach right so far this
year. He is 1-1 with a 1.69 ERA, and
has 15 strikeouts in 16 innings
pitched.
Maloney added, "MacNeil (4-3,
last year) is not far behind. He's 3-0
(1.50 ERA). He's done everything you
could ask for."
Dawson rounds out the big three.
"He's very talented, too. I expect
him to have a heckuva year," said
Maloney. Dawson has one save and
a 3.18 ERA to his credit this year.
Maloney stressed the fact that his
pitching staff goes much deeper
than this talented trio. Senior righty
Chris Piela, junior righty Dan
Connelly, and surprise freshman
lefty Brian Looney will all contribute Junior righthander Tim Smith who has attracted the attention ol
to the starting rotation.
pro scouts figures to be the mainstay of this year's pitching staff.

would argue with the belief that this
year's Boston College pitching staff
appears to be one of the team's best
in many years. Certainly, first-year
coach Richard "Moe" Maloney
would not dispute this point.
The Eagles' staff is led by the big

By DAN CROCAN
Not many people would dispute
the fact that the key to the success
of any baseball team rests on the
shoulders of its pitching staff.
In addition, not many people

It was a frustrating afternoon for BC captain Marty Naughton and
the rest of the Eagles.

Defense fails as BC falls
Continued from page 17
quick recovery and strong throw by
Naughton allowed Connelly to tag
Butler out.
It seemed that BC's defense was
turning around but then Looney
missed a fly ball to centerfield and
Wright scored from second. After
another single and run, PC had runners on first and third with two outs.
The first base runner moved to steal
second. While caught in a run down
the runner on third scored to give PC
their fifth run.
BC scored one more run in the
sixth on a sacrifice fly by Kelley that

scored Wall in.

Maloney even went so far as to say,
"I'll match my five starters with
anyone's."
Looney, a San Diego Padre draft
choice who tossed a 3 0 shutout
last Wednesday against Boston
University, was a late addition to the
team because he played on the
junior varsity hockey team.
"He's a great athlete," said
Maloney. "He gives us a little extra
depth. You can never have enough
pitching." Maloney added, "Looney
could be one of the best players ever
to play at BC when he is through.
He's a great hitter, too."

Two more runs were scored by PC
in the seventh to put the game away
7-3.

-

Among the spectaors at Sunday's
games were scouts from the
Dodgers, Red Sox, Cubs, Rangers,
Brewers, and Yankees. The Rangers
scout had a gun on Smith. He was
clocked at 86 mph in the early
innings.

With the losses BC falls to 7-7. The
Eagles split with Harvard on Friday
at Harvard.

]
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with others, will see action as short
relievers as the season progresses.
Coach Maloney's long-term goal is
to make the Big East Tournament.
His short-term goal is for his team
to continue improving. "I just want
us to be better than we are," said
Maloney.
Maloney appreciates the fan
support and he encourages more BC
students to come and watch his
team play. "I guaranteethat we will
give 100 percent," said Maloney.
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Mets should be the team to beat in the East
KERRY HUGHES
Heights Staff Writer
By

Although the NHL playoffs are just
beginning and Larry Bird still contends he may play before the season
is out, baseball season is upon us.
Hope springs eternal for every team
this time of year from the World
Series Champions to the cellar
dwellers.
There are many contenders in the
National League in 1989, but it looks
like it will be a race for second
behind the New York Mets.
In the West, San Diego is a much
improved team, Cincinnati could
surprise, and the champion L.A.
Dodgers can't be counted out.
If Chicago and Pittsburgh can put
it all together, they could give the
Mets a fight in the East. But come
October, they will more than likely
be rushing home toget in a few final
rounds of golf.
The Mets should run away with it
in the East. Baseball's strongest starting rotation of Dwight Gooden,
Ron Darling and Co. are reliably
backed by a bullpen with veterans
Rick Aguilera and Roger McDowell
as well as closers Randy Myers and
Don Aase.
The infield is anchored by Keith
Hernandez IB and Gary Carter C,
with rookie sensation Gregg Jeffries
at second, Kevin Elster at short, and
Howard Johnson at third.
The NY outfield seems to have
played together forever with power
hitter Darryl Strawberry, Mookie
Wilson platooningwith Len Dykstra,
and Kevin Mcßeynolds in left.
Pittsburgh could be tough if
everyone plays up to their ability. Pitchers Doug Draber, southpaw John
Smiley and newly acquired Bob
Walk are solid, with 34 save man Jim
Gott in the pen.
The infield is defensively suspect,
but has a great batting average with
Bobby Bonilla 38, Jose Lind 28, and
reliable Mike LaValliere behind the
plate.

The ever-talented Andy Van Slyke
holds down center and Barry Bonds
is in left, with right field to be
determined.
Chicago should be nipping at the
Pirates heels all season. Pitching is
the story for the Cubs this year. Rick
Sutcliffe, Greg Maddux, etc. can be
productive and closer Calvin
Schiraldi is due to recover from his
shell-shocked 1986 Series.
Damon Berryhill starts at catcher,
and the infield is strong with Ryne
Sandberg at second and Vance Law
at third.
The outfield is a question except
for 1988 batting champ runner-up
Andre Dawson in right.
St. Louis has been a successful
team in the 80's but 1989 is not their
year. A season-ending injury to starting pitcher Danny Cox leaves a big
gap in the rotation. Joe Magrane,
Jose DeLeon and rookie Chris
Carpenter have to pick up the slack.

Pedro Guerrero starts at first with
the amazing Ozzie Smith at short.
Tony Pena handles the catching.
There's some speed in the outfield
with Willie McGee and Vince Coleman and some power from Tom
Brunansky, something that the Cards
will need.
Montreal had an active offseason
that was probably more exciting
than the regular season will be. They
picked up pitcher Kevin Gross from
Philly to enter a rotation with Dennis Martinez and Bryn Smith.
Nelson Santovenia backs the plate
of a very underrated infield that is
strong up the middle with Spike
Owen SS and Tom Foley 28.
The outfield is quick in Tim Raines
and Otis Nixon and they are probably going to need it.
Like Montreal, Philadelphia made
a lot of trades and like Montreal,

they probably won't help much.
Their top four starters combined for
only 19 victories in '88,. and the only relief for Philly fans is to see Steve
Bedrosian in the bullpen.
The bright spots in the infield are
Ricky Jordan 1B who hit .308 last
year and Mike Schmidt, trying to go
out in style.
The Philly outfield consists of
three transplanted infielders, and the
outlook for the Phillies is one big
yawn.
In the NL West there should be a
few surprises this season, most
notably that the Reds can take it all

if they beat the opposition and not
themselves with the Pete Rose

turmoil.

Rose's Reds have a fairly strong
rotation with Danny Jackson, Jose
Rijo. John Franco is an able closer.
Second base is open, but Todd
Benzinger 18, Barry Larkin SS, and
1988 rookie of the year Chris Sabo
3B make up for that.
The outfield is quick and powerful with a combined .272 average.
The Rose scandal may serve as inspiration for this well-balanced
team.

Veteran Garry Carter will once again backstop the talented Mets

L.A. will be good, but won't have
enough to win it all. Orel Hershiser
lost his scoreless innings streak in his
first start, but still heads a solid staff
with Tim Leary, Tim Belcher, and Fernando Vaslenzuela.
L.A. led the league in 1988 in saves
and shutouts, and return with Jay
Howell and Alejandro Pena in the
bullpen.
Mike Scioscia handles the catching with Eddie Murray 18, Willie
Randolph 28, and Alfredo Griffen
SS in the infield.
The outfield is up in the air with
an injured Kirk Gibson and an
uncertain left field.
San Diego improved itself by picking up pitcher Bruce Hurst and first
baseman Jack Clark over the winter,
but there are too many question
marks to make the Padres a true
contender.

Hurst was hammered in his first

start and Walt Terrel, Eric Show, and
Dennis Rasmussen must prove

themselves.
Clark will be joined by Roberto
Alomar 18, Gary Templeton SS and
possible Luis Salazar 3B in the
infield.
Benito Santiago is a proven catcher. The outfield, however, is hurting with only Tony Gwynn the only established player in center.
Houston has a great starting rotation in Mike Scott, Bob Knepper, Jim
Clancy, and Rick Rhoden, but no
bats. The staff runs deep in relief as
well.
Alan Ashby is a solid catcher but
the infield is yet to be set in stone.
The outfield looks good with both
youth and experience starting
Gerald Young, Billy Hatcher, and
Kevin Bass. If only they could hit.
San Francisco is suffering from an
injury plague, especially with the
pitchers. Rick Reuschel, Atlee Hammaker and Don Robinson are the
only ones set.
Kirt Manwarning will catch and
the infield is filled by Will Clark 18,
Rob Thompson 28, Jose Uribe SS,
and Matt Williams 38. Lots of depth,
too.

Brett Butler can handle center, and
Mitchell is strong in left, but
right field is weak.
Atlanta is the Philly of the West.
Zane Smith is back on the mound,
but a young staff with Dan Glavine
and Pete Smith was hammered in
1988. Mark Eichhorn could come
back as a crafty closer.
Jody Davis is the highlight of the
infield behind the plate and can
count on Andres Thomas SS and
Ron Grant at third. Likewise, Dale
Murphy is the star of the outfield
moving from right back to center.
Cincinnati should take the West,
but LA or even San Diego could
make a race of it. But unless the Mets
choke on all their talent like in 1987,
it won't matter who they face in the
Kevin

NLCS.

Will the powerful A's repeat as A.L. champs
By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Staff Writer

toast of the league, bar none," states

the guru.
2. Toronto Blue Jays (87 75)
"They are the Atlanta Hawks of
the baseball world," muses the guru.
"They are overflowing with talent,
such as Fernandez, Bell, Barfield,
and pitchers such as Flanagan,
Henke, Key, and Stieb, but lack the
internal balance that is essential to
all pennant winners."
"Until a certain Williams has left
the city of Toronto," states the guru,
"the blue birds will not fly to the top
in September."
3. Boston Red Sox (89 73)
"Lacking," states the guru. "I
sense a lacking of a certain player
who enjoys starting games and
throwing with his left arm.
"They are heart-breakers, with
such talent as Greenwell, Burks, and
Clemens, but too much ink has been
spent on off-field events.
"I wish, sometimes," dreams the
guru, "that I too, could have the
disease that Mr. Boggs had."
4. New York Yankees (85 76)
"The men in pinstripes are a most
interesting and amusing study,"
states the guru. "They have lost big
men with big bats such as Clark and
Winfield, and have gained such
arms as Hawkins and LaPoint."
-

"What will happen this year in
the American League, O great
baseball guru?" the huddled masses
asked. "Please tell us."
"Many strange things will happen
this year," the guru answers. "The
lowly Baltimore Orioles will rise to
the top to share the coveted first
place, for example. It may not be for
a time period of great length, but it
will happen."
"Wow," reply the masses. "Who
would believe it? The Orioles? O
great guru, please tell us more."
"All in good time, my minions,"
replies the guru. "This will be the
year of the beer makers and the
well-conditioned ones again. Many
shall try, and all except two shall fail,
but it will be a noble try by most,
marred only by cheaters."
"Cheaters? Beer makers?
Well-conditioned ones? cry the
masses. "What can the guru mean?
Wade Boggs wife-cheaters? Corking
one's bat-cheaters? Joe Niekro
emory board-cheaters? We are
greatly confused and mystified, o
guru!"
"My following," states the guru,"
it is clear that I am unclear, and will
further explicate myself."
American League East
1. Milwaukee Brewers (1988
record: 87 75)
"The Brew Crew shall rise to the
top, led by bountiful arms such as
Higuera, Plesac, and Nieves," states
the guru.
"It is the vital combination of
young and old, with stout-hearted
men named Yount and Molitor, as
well as youth named Sheffield and
Surhoff," states the guru.
"As long as they stay in good
health, the beer makers shall be the
"

-

-

-

"They have Green management,
and a good Sax at second, and a big
Don at first, but elsewhere is
questionable and inconsistent.
"They are, however," states the
guru, "similar to their city
counterparts in being able to write
books often."
5. Cleveland Indians (78 84)
"The Tribe," states the guru, "is a
team of streaks. A Doc is in charge
and needs to find the right
prescription for wins, but will have
trouble because the only good arms
-

are Swindell, Candiotti, Farrell, and
rest are lacking.
"The loss of a Franco hurts, but the

Jones. The

gain of an O'Brien and McDowell
helps," states the guru, "but not
enough."
"However," states the guru, "I
would not like to meet a Snyder or
Carter in a dark, back alley."
6. Detroit Tigers (88 74)
"Oldness reigns," states the guru.
"When one takes the ages of a
Trammell, Morris, Tanana, and
Whitaker, and adds them, the
number is 130 years.
"The loss of King and Terrell will
hurt, but a Brown and Moreland
addition will provide some more
punch next to the plate.
"The management will continue
to provide Sparks for the team, and
will upset more than one team this
season," states the guru. "But
Motown will be a slow town this
-

is the future of this team of big arms,
as well as a Welch and Moore."
"The only other item the Athletics
must avoid," states the guru, "is
drug-testing for a muscle building
agent."
2. Kansas City Royals (84 77)
"Pitching shall be the key to the
majestic ones' return to the
forefront," states the guru.
"However, consistency is lacking
in the hitting area, and a return to
former form by a certain Brett and
White is vital for production of
-

runners.

"The most interesting personage
on this club is," states the guru, "the
confused one. The one who can't
decide on which sport to play, so he
plays both. Power is abundant in him
in every way, and could dominate
should he committ to one."
3. Minnesota Twins (91 71)
"The Twinkies are victim of
making soft deals," states the guru.
summer."
"Losing a Brunansky for a Herr, and
7. Baltimore Orioles (54 107)
"If you are a Bird fan," states the then a Herr for a Backman, is not
guru, "do not worry about an 0 21 good business. Neither is the failure
to resign a Viola to a contract."
start, for those days are over."
"Good business, however, is
"Worry about pitching. Worry
about the fact that other than a investing in a Puckett, a Reardon,
Bautista and an Olson, the Birds are and a Gaetti.
"They do need, however," states
have no young wings to help them
the guru, "a real home field with real
fly.
"And in the grass and dirt area, grass and real.sun."
4. Texas Rangers (70 91)
there is a Ripken Jr. and an
"General Manager Tom Grieve
Anderson, but the rest is poor."
"The best thing going in gets bonus points for trading,
Baltimore," states the guru, "is their signing, wheeling, and dealing,"
states the guru.
new uniforms."
American League West
1. Oakland Athletics (104 58)
"To this year's squad, add a Ryan,
"Complacency is the real enemy a Palmeiro, and a Franco, and
for the well-conditioned ones this subtract a McDowell, an O'Brien, a
season," states the guru. "The Fletcher, and a Williams. It is three
leadership from grey-beards such as quality players for one quality player
Lansford, Eckersley, and Parker is (O'Brien) and three labeled with
vital.
potential.
"Three straight Rookies of the Year
"Texas will be a fun place to play
-

-

-

-

-

baseball in this summer," states the
guru, "but not if you're the visitors."
5. California Angels (75 85)
"If Texas GM Grieve gets bonus
points," states the guru, "then Angel
GM Port gets negative points."
"They attempted to procure the
services of four free agents (Bob
Boone, Mike Moore, Bruce Hurst,
and Nolan Ryan), and came up with
a goose egg, zero.
"California this year will have
youth in Devon White, Mark
McLemore, and Jack Howell," adds
the guru, "and lots of sun."
6. Seattle Mariners (68 93)
"The Mariners' management lost
Moore to liberated agency, and
spent the rest of the time trying to
trade their other best pitcher,
Langston," states the guru.
"This team is the epitome of
"we'll see you next year," and the
team's prospect is as bright as the
Seattle sun on a foggy morning,"
-

-

states the guru.
7. Chicago White Sox (71

-

90)

"Theycould catch the Mariners,"
states the guru, "in what would be
a battle of mediocrity."
"The Sox' bright spots, as few as
they are, include a lively pitcher in
Melido Perez and reliever Bobby
Thigpen, as well as new hitting
coach Walt Hriniak.
"It will be a very long summer for
at least half of Chicago," states the
guru."
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O'Brien looks back on disappointing season
PAUL-JON

By

McNEALY

Heights Staff Writer

Question: Coach O'Brien, lookback upon the season, what
would you consider to be the team's
ing

highlight?

Answer: "I would have to say that
the last month of the season was very
rewarding, and I was very happy
with the way that we played.
The first couple of months were
very frustrating, as well as disappointing and chaotic. We never established any continuity.
First, we had John Stovall getting
hurt, then Bryan Edwards got hurt,
and then Willy Foley, followed by
Corey Beasely breaking his wrist.
Plus, a number of the players were
battling tendonitis.
It just seemed that it was one thing
after another, and until we got by that
point, we really struggled and were
up and down.
We came back around in
February. It started at Notre Dame.
It was that win that got it going after
we were embarrassed down at
Connecticut.
The Syracuse win at home,
however, is the individual game
highlight. It was a very emotional
game, as well as our last home
game, and the kids really came
through, played hard, and didn't just
pack it in."
Question: How would you
classify Dana Barros' senior year,

and what happens to next year's offense without him?
Answer: "Dana was outstanding
and consistent for the overall year.
He had some ups and downs, and
had a great deal of pressure on him.
We really struggled when he was
having an off-night, but always had
a chance to win when he was on.
When one looks at Dana Barros
and what he has done, one must
remember not to lose sight that you
just can't do it (produce points) every
night. There's a lot of heart in that
one guy.
From Dana's point of view, this offense was a fun way to play, but yet
it makes you feel responsible. When
you have the green light to shoot at
any time when on offense, it's a fun
way to play, and a lot of guys would
give their right arm to be in that position. From an individual player's
standpoint, they'd take Dana's place
in a second.
Bryan Edwards will be capable of
making up some of the scoring
punch we'll lose with Dana. This
year has been a learning year for
Bryan, about school, college, and
basketball."
Question: The team is losing both
Barros and Steve Benton, the two
team captains. What happens to
next year's leadership position(s)?
Answer: "The captains are not
chosen by a popularity contest. It
needs to be the right guy or guys.
Reggie Pruitt, for example, is very

Eagle Droppings....
A skip in tradition

-

For the first time in 23 years the annual BC Relays will
be held this year as plans are underway to renovate
the track at Alumni Stadium. The new track will be
expanded to 400 meters as well as resurfaced.
The Relays and all other annual track meets will held
on the Heights again next year. The open spot on the
schedule for this season was taken up by the Holy Cross
Relays which will be held in Worcester on Saturday, April
22.
Tracksters Ken Moody (high jump), Mike Pieroni (5000), and Terry Dugan (800) have all recently been
recognized with ATI-East honors.
not

Sweeping Yale:

The Boston College softball team swept a
doubleheader from the Yale Bulldogs last week by scores
of 3-2 in Game 1 and 8-1 in Game 2.
The first game of the twinbill saw BC senior righthander
Cris Comeau toss a 5-hitter en route to the victory.
Catcher Stephanie Nardone and shortstop Nancy Fox
were the offensive stars on the afternoon as each tallied
three hits. Fox had two RBl's while Nardone drove home
the winning run with a two out single in the 7th inning

giving BC trie victory.
"We didn't play real well defensively but our offensive
with seven hits gave us the victory," noted BC head coach
Nancy McGuire following the game. A big play occurred
in the 6th inning with the score knotteaup at 2 runs a
piece when BC outfielder Kathy Klecan's perfect throw
cut down the go ahead run at the plate.
In Game 2, Laurie Salvia's 3-hitter gave BC the 8 -1
victory. Agnes Valoria's two run double in the 3rd inning
broke the game open for BC. Once again, Nardone was
one of the offensive leaders on the day banging out three
more hits. The two victories left BC's record on the season
at 6 wins and 3 losses.

Apple Challenge Triathalon:
The tentative date for the first ever Apple Challenge
triathalon is slated for Thursday, April 20 at 6 PM for
students only.
The event will consist of three parts including
basketball free throwns (in 60 seconds), shot put, and
the mile run. An Apple II SE computer will be awarded
to the winning male and winning female contestant.
Other micellaneous prizes will be given out to winners
in individual categories. For more information, contact
Jack McDonald in the Sports Promotion office.

V-ball hosts BC invitational:
Last Saturday, the Boston College men's volleyball club
hosted 15 other volleyball teams in the BC invitational
tournament at the Plex.
Saturday's action saw BC advance to the semi-finals
before bowing out at the hands of Waltham-a double A
ranked independent club team. Waltham never lost a
game as they took home the crown.
To advance to the semi-finals, the Eagles beat
UConn, Salem State, Wentworth and Wesbyan.

loyal and honest, and has some
maturity, which are all key ingredients. I am not saying, however, that
the best player is necessarily going
to be the captain. It more personality over ability, and the job's up for
grabs."
Question: What happens to the
team chemistry with the loss of Steve
Benton?
Answer: "Stevie was the enforcer
on this year's team. He's a hardnosed, tough kid. It's always hard to
lose a senior.
I think that we'll be able to give
Corey Jackson some more minutes
next year at that position, and make
him clearly a number three position
(small forward), versus switching
him back to the number four position (off-guard).
Incomingfreshman Mike Herren's
a natural number three, but we'll
groom him to be a second guard."
Question: How would rate the

development of the three
sophomores, Doug Able, Corey
Beasley, and Bobby Moran?
Answer: "In a sentence, they've
done okay.

Doug Able has showed really ly refined than Randy with good ofgood flashes, and showed maturity fensive awareness."
in stretches. Bobby Moran has continued to get better, and is our best
defensive guard. Corey Beasley has
worked hard, and overcame his injury this season.
Now with more guys coming in
who can play, it will help all three
of them. It will help them to play
harder because they will not have to
be as worried about getting in foul
trouble."
Question: What is Boston College
basketball getting in Randy Hagerton and Chris Hinton?
Answer: "We're getting two big
bodies.
In Randy Hagerton, we're getting
a kid with potential, with good
athleticism who has size and bulk.
He has a good work habit and is
aggressive.
With Chris Hinton, he's a guy built
like John Pinone, the former UConn
star. He has great hands, and when
his team was being pressed, he was
the guy with the ball in the middle
"to break it. He's also more offensive-

BC head coach Jim O'Brien

Men's Tennis

BC rolls with win over Fordham
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY
Heights Sports Editor
When former Boston College
men's tennis coach Mike McDonald
resigned a few months ago after
leading his team to nine Big East

championships, people looked at
the future of Boston College tennis
with a bit more skepticism than in
the past.
Yet, if BC's current 6 win 1 loss
record is any indication of what is
to come, the future of BC tennis will
likely be little different from the
successful past.
Last Saturday afternoon, the Eagles
blew past Fordham winning five out
of six matches on the courts down
at the Plex. Leading the way for BC,
was another victory for Senior
co-captain Steve Sigalove, the
number five singles player who has
yet to lose a match on the season.

For new head coach John Gordon,
who was an assistant under
McDonald for two seasons, the
success this Spring season has made
breaking in to his new position a
little bit easier.
The former tennis pro at the Mt.
Auborn Club noted, "We've had
some success so far this season
against some of the better teams in
the East. Our only loss came against
a very good Dartmouth team."
"Perhaps our biggest victory came
against Penn State (5 4), a good
team that we haven't defeated in a
quite a few years," he added.
Other victories this season have
come against UConn (8-1), Tufts
(7 2), and Brandeis (9 0). In the
Brandeis victory, BC's number one
singles player Mike Franche
defeated Noel Occony, the top
Division 111 player in the country on
a tie breaker in the third set.
-

-

-

The Eagles success this season
and in the past is even more
significant keeping in mind that BC
does not offer any scholarships for
men's tennis.

"Without scholarships, it gives our
team a very different mix. We get
some very good athletes and some
very good players here because BC
is in the public eye in general
because of the success of the teams
in the past," noted Gordon.

"Not all tennis players need
scholarships. Here, most players
look for academics over athletics,"
he added.
The breakdown of this year's
squad includes just two seniors, with
sophomore's predominating in the
first six singles slots.
With this, BC can likely look for
continued success in the coming
years.

ZBC covers BC sports on air
By D. G. MURPHY
Heights Assistant Sports Editor
When most people think of the
student-run Boston College radio
station, WZBC 90.3 FM, they think
of hard core punk rock groups like
Severed Heads and The Damned
blasting and blaring across the
waves.

But WZBC is a multi-faceted station that devotes considerable time
to

interests apart from The Circle

Jerks and Suicidal Tendencies. The

Sports Department at the station is
a perfect example.
The same "student-run, collegeradio" attitude that is responsible for
the musical format is what allows
students at BC to become practicing
sportscasters.

Headed by junior Dave Pierre, the
Sports Department at WZBC affords
students hands-on radio experience
in the areas of football, basketball

and hockey play-by-play and color
commentary, as well as a call-in talk
show called the "Sports Tonight

Show."

Pierre takes a professional approach to his job and is pleased with
the results. "I can't expect Brent
Musberger out of everyone because
this is a college, volunteer situation,"
he says.
"But for a college radio station
we're really good. I think that if you
were to just turn your radio on to our
station, you'd be surprised," he
continued.
WZBC has recently installed a
new transmitter and now reaches a
50-mile radius, an area with over 2.5
million people in it.
Many of those people rely on
WZBC for live coverage of the all the
home and away football games as
well as home basketball and hockey
games. Students like Tim Quigley,
Jeff Way, Scott Cold and Paul Turner

get their chance at broadcasting

games like Kurt Cowdie and Johnny
Most do.
Technologically, WZBC works like
the big boys, also. Their broadcasts
are sent live over phone lines and
then transmitted from the station.
The "Sports Tonight Show" is on
Monday nights from 5:00 6:00 and
is usually hosted by Pierre himself.
It hails itself as "the only call-in
show in the area devoted to BC
sports," and listeners can tune in and
phone in to find out everything they
want to know about BC sports.
-

"The phone rang off the hook the
week that we had Wade Boggs and
the Hockey East crown."
Pierre mentioned that now would
be a good time for anyone, especially freshmen, interested in gaining
nands-on radio experience to come
down to the WZBC office inMcElroy
to sign up for training.

Attention Sports Writers!!
Next meeting is Monday, April 10th
at 3:30
New and old writers welcome
\u2605\u2605\u2605*\u2605*\u2605*\u2605*
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Senators question validity of PIRG petition
Continued from page 1
referendum vote and the completed
petition.
Haggerty said that "the petition is
representative and shows our support that backs up the referendum
vote."

Nonetheless, Girard challenged
the petition because of "fundamental problems," and told Haggerty
that he had "some serious explaining to do about the violations."
Senator Chad Smith also saw
violations in the petition procedure.

Petitioners were supposed to keep
a picture ID on their clipboards, explain the reason for the petition, and
have the students read the petition
before signing it. Smith said that the
discrepancies have "violated the
spirit and goodfaith of the petition."

Students should use self-control
Continued from page 13

should be lubricated with a waterbased lubricant that includes
nonoxynol-9.

What is unsafe sex? Certain practices should be considered off-limits,
such as anal intercourse, whether it
occurs between two men or a man
and a woman. It carries such a high
risk that it should not even be at-

Avoid sex with prostitutes. Even
though most prostitutes use condoms for everything, they still have
sex with hundreds of individuals,
thus increasing their chances of contracting AIDS or other STD's.
In summary, AIDS is a one hundred percent fatal disease which is
already a leading cause of death
among young men and women in
New York, Boston, Newark,
Washington, Miami, Houston, Los
Angeles and San Francisco.

,

?

Pro-life activists voice opinions
over the capitol."

Continued from page 3
ed the Supreme Court to use the
Webster case to overturn Roe v.
Wade (the case making abortion
legal).
"The most dangerous thing that
could happen at this point is if Roe
v. Wade is not overturned entirely,
but made weaker so that each state
is allowed to chip away at it. Some
states would have legal abortions
and some would have illegal abortions," said Malone. "You would
find 16 to 17 year old teenage
women crossing state lines and
waiting until later in their pregnancy to have abortions, making the
procedure more difficult and
dangerous," she added.
Comedienne Whoopi Goldberg
warned, "If you overturn this decision a cry of murder is going to
come over the nation and tumble

?

The Opposition

?

Marchers, when exiting the

assembly site and heading down
Constitution Ave., met with approximately 200 counter- demonstrators.
Most kneeled peacefully and
prayed while holding signs saying:
"Why do feminists kill their sisters
in the womb?" "The baby had no
choice," "Operation Rescue will
prevail," and "50% of all people
who go into abortion clinics don't
come out

alive."

At the sight of the pro-lifers, the
marchers shouted "The people
united will neverbe defeated," and
"Shame! Shame! Shame!"
Abortion opponents countered
shouting "Life! Life! Life!"
Each side carried posters representing their victims. The abortion rights

of students is established. "After
which," Ackerman said, "the petition goes out of the Senate's hands,
and into the Executive's."
The decision on funding and the
fate of BCPIRG ultimately rests with
the Executive Branch. Indeed, Chris
Hentemann, who has not taken office yet, will face a hot issue when
he begins his term as president on
April 15.

Being in coTTege today will not in-

tempted using condoms.

\u25a0;

ly transmitted disease, including
AIDS, if you properly use condoms.
If you decide to have sex, you must
be willing to use a condom
for
your sake and also for the sake of
your partner.
In orderfor condoms to work, they
need to be used properly. They need
to stay on and not tear. For protection against AIDS they should be
made of latex, not natural skin, and

What about oral-genital sex, does
it spread AIDS? Most experts believe
that it does, although not with the
frequency that intercourse does.
There was a recent case history in
the New England journal of
Medicine of a man who apparently
caught the AIDS virus through oral
sex.

The next Senate meeting on Tuesday will decide the fate of the petition. Girard said that the last meeting
of the Senate should produce a final
decision on the petition, saying,
"this is not a mess we want to leave
for the next Senate.
Senate Chairman Jeff Ackerman
closed the meeting saying that the
Senate will take an official stance at
ihe.next meeting,after an exact total

sulate you from it. The disease is not
curable, but it is almost wholly

preventable if you can convince
yourself toact maturely even though
the strong pull of your hormones-is
trying to control you. If not, many
of today's students will become
AIDS statistics five to ten years from
?

now.

The most effective protection
against AIDS will not be found

through a more frantic search for
"safe" partners. It will come from a
reassessment by millions of young
adults of the meaning of survival.
Can it be done? Yes! Are we optimistic? Not very!

;0 U University of Southern Maine
Sum me r Session

Looking for a way to keep moving
toward your educational goals
during the summer?

With 4-week, 6-week and 7-week course sessions, the
their bloody Jniversity of Southern Maine makes it convenient for
abortion opyou to do this with quality academic experiences.

advocates, held up
hangers, while the
ponents held up pictures of
mutilated fetuses. Some pro-lifers
carried coat hangers with broken
baby dolls covered with red paint
hanging from them.
A line of mounted Washington
police kept the marchers and the
abortion protesters separate.

One woman, an abortion protester from Kansas, said, "I am here
to make the government and the

people realize that abortion is
murder and it must be stopped."
One man, who stood on a cement
pedestal along the march route,
preached, "Cod is in each of us and
what we are doing is unGodly...You're not supposed to kill
babies, you're supposed to love

Registration begins MafekßO

and continues through thelbeginning of each session.
For more information, contact Summer Session
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street
Portland, ME 04103
or call (207) 780-4076

( College Students:

FUNDS
are now available for your

babies."

EDUCATION

John Wood from

Lancaster, Pennsylvania held a sign saying "Pro-life
feminism is true feminism." He said
he was there because "I am a
Catholic and I am opposed to
murder." He said he wanted to
create a "presence, that's all, just a
presence. I'm hoping I can change
somebody."

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships*. Fellowships*, Grants*

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.

£*

Abortion rights advocates marched past a makeshift cemetary in

1-800-283-8328

which 4,400 crosses were erected
representing the number of abortions that happen each day in
America. Annually, 1.5 million abortions have been performed since
Roe v. Wade made abortion legal in

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION

?These funds DO NOT require reimbursement

1973.

Celebrities, page 29

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

N.

ACADEMIC FINANCIAL ADVISORY PROGRAM

Class Of '92Approximately 200
pro-life
sidelines of the march.

/~7\/~7\

activists protested on the

Lou Works for You!

"YOUR US. JOB <k APARTMENT
CONNECTION"

I

|THK J-l JOB CONNECTION

¥1/17

{/
patrickj.darli.no

NEED TO SUBLET YOUR

Re-Elect

LOU KODUMAL
for
UGBC SENATE

APARTMENT??????????
We are subletting dozens of apartments
in the Boston area for Irish students
spending their Summer break in Boston
Dates Needed June 10 August 31
-

CALL TODAY 926-8821!

*

Elections April 10
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Racism is the focus of award-winning speech
Continued from page 14
ween blacks and whites. The terms
'black and white' deny that there is
a grey. Rather than recognize individuals as products of cultural and
biological mixing, society insists that
they must fall into one category or
the other, so that they.might be accorded superior or inferior station in
life. Society maintains inferior status
for blacks through social separation,
and economic deprivation. Martin
Luther King discusses segregationas
a product of the 'sin of separation'
in his "Letterfrom Birmingham Jail:"
Any law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law that
degrades human personality is unjust. All segregation statutes are un-

just because segregation distorts the
soul and damages the personality. It
gives the segregator a false sense of
superiority and the segregated a
false sense of inferiority.
To use the words of Martin Buber,
the great Jewish philosopher,
segregation substitutes an 'l-it' relationship for the 'l-thou' relationship,
and ends up relegating persons to
the status of things. So segregation
is not only politically, economically, and sociologically unsound, but
it is morally wrong and sinful. Paul
Tillich has said that sin is separation.
Isn't segregation an existential expression of man's tragic separation,
an expression of aweful estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? So I can
urge them to disobey segregation or-

All BC STUDENTS:

Especially lefthanders and math
/science majors: Earn Eight Dollars by
Participating in a one hour research
study on styles of thinking.
Call the Psychology Department at extension 4100 and leave your name and
phone number for Prof. Ellen Winner.

dinances because they are morally

want to be a part of you. But we are
that's true! As I learn from you, I
guess you learn from me-

wrong.

Legal separation is no longer a
reality for American blacks, but the
conditions that caused it to come
about remain.
The one element which has consistently bonded blacks and whites
together is the same that enrages
some, causes others despair, and yet
others to avert their eyes; this unholy bond is racism. Racism has held
blacks and whites so tightly bound
to each other that neither can be
free. Blacks must continually struggle to overcome oppression, and to
prove their humanity, while oppressors must continue to make up
reasons to justify their complacency, or relentless torment of their
brother man. When the truth is
universally sought both shall be free.
We must look beyond the surface if
we hope to gain meaningful
knowledge and understanding of
each other. In an excerpt from his
poem "Theme For English B,"
Langston Hughes gives form to this
reluctance on the part of both black
and white to recognize a common
humanity:

Given the continual presence of
oppression in the lives of most
blacks, black literature is written
with a very definite purpose; to instruct, and to inspire; to instill

faith,

and to educate. Black literature expresses some of the most intense
emotions it is possible for a human
to experience; strength, faith, humor,
and pride, in the face of continual
rejection and ridicule. It also reveals
the presence of frustration, fear,
anger, and distrust. Nonetheless the
spirit of oppressed blacks perseveres
onward to establish freedom and
dignity. Ralph Ellison criticized the
discomfort white society expresses
about protest in white literature as
an "avoidance of profound moral
searching." Most people would
agree that slavery was a disgrace to
the slaveholder as well as the slave,
but how has it turned out that blacks
have been designated the source of
their own degradation? The search
may cause painful self-revelations for
some people, but the issue goes
beyond guilt, beyond something
which alienates, and is centered in
You are white- yet a part of me, as the self. The search is for truth, love
' am a part
of you. That's American. and acceptance to radiate from the
Sometimesperhaps you don't want center of every human being, black
i'o be a part of me. Nor do I often and white, and to encompass all of

humanity. When both whites and
blacks strive for this goal we may
substitute the unhealthy bond of
racism for the bond of love which
will inspire us to seek out commonalities, rather than maintain artificial barriers. The thrill of revelation will be a gift to us all.
The last poem I am going to include is another by Langston
Hughes called "Dream Variations."
Hughes in this poem joyfully portrays a harmonious relationship between opposites in nature: night and
day. Langston Hughes draws a
parallel to himself and night, and indirectly suggests that black and
white can exist in the same harmony
as night and day:
Dream Variations
To fling my arms wide in someplace
of the sun/ To whirl and to dance/
Till the white day is done Then rest
at cool evening/Beneath a tall tree/
While night comes on gently./
Dark like me- That is my dream!
To fling my arms wide/ In the face
of the sun,/ Dance! Whirl! Whirl!/
Till the quick day is done./ Rest at
oale evening.../ A tall, slim tree...
Night coming tenderly/ Black like
me.

Editor's Note: This speech was
submitted by Desiree Goodwin.

PS/2 top of the charts!
-

For a limited time, you have your choice of three IBM Personal System/2*
models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us today!
List
Price

PS/2 Model 30 286
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The 8530-E2l includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
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The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture'", 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4 -°- Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!

at

Robsham
Saturday, April 15

and ready to go!
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I Bostonians

Your
Price*
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IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® Windows/
286, Word and hDC Windows
Express?. Software is loaded

Song Fest
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The 8570-E6l includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1-44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive,
|BM MouS6i , BM Mjcro Channe |
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
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Word, Excel and hDC Windows

Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!

"This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-E2l, 8550-031 or 8570-E6l on
or before June 30, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges. Check with your school
regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.

Contact Steve Ameduri
Boston College Computer Store
Gasson Hall Basement
M-F 9:OOAM-S:OOPM

f HUf

IBM Personal Sysiem/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks or International Business Machines Corporation IBM Micro Channel Architecture is a trademark of IBM Corporation
Microsoft is a registered trademark ot the Microsoft Corporation hDC Windows Express is a trademark ol the hDC Computer Corporation

Vt

London
Paris
Athens
Caracas
Tokyo
Cairo
Madrid

RT From Boston

$200
234
285
185

340

309
245

Some restrictions apply. Taxes not
included. Eurailpasses issued on the spot
FREE Student Travel Catalog.

CouncilTravd
729 Boylston St. #201
Boston, MA 02116

617-266-1926

1384 Mass. Ave. #206

Cambridge MA 02138

617-497-1497
M IT Student Ctr W2O-024 84 Mass. Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-225-2555
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The Committee for Creative

Enactments Presents:

MURDER MYSJEW
It is 1923, in Newport, Rhode Island. You have been
invited to a dinner party in celebration of a senator's important announcement. You are in for a night of good
food, musical entertainment, and, of course...

23
Decisions must be made after BC
Continued from page 16
It is a challenge to wrestle car keys
away from some one who thinks that
they can drive. It is even more difficult when one can't reason with

them.

One always hears stories about
people driving drunk, but it never
hits home until one is involved with

the potential for someone driving
drunk.
Oneofthekeystodealingwith intoxicated people is to take them
aside and speak to them quietly. Embarrassment comes easily when
among a large crowd, and one
should try to avoid it.
The issue of driving drunk is not
always prominent on a campus that

is mainly made up of residenl
students, but it will be an issue facing graduates in life after Boston
College.
Decisions will have to be made
about one's sobriety, and they are
decisions that requires careful examination with concern for the life
involved, not concern for the feelings of those involved.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

MURDER.
CAN YOU SOLVE THE CRIME?

TIME: April 14 5:30 11:00 pm
LOCATION: Shaw House, Upper Campus
Semi-formal dress required
TICKETS: $15.00
Call 558-8557 for information
-

CO-SPONSORED BY THE ACTIVITIES FUNDING COMMITTEE
AND THE ARTS & SCIENCES HONORS PROGRAM

thefight means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
on

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Manufacturers
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Horoscopes.. .Horoscopes... Horoscopes...
game (get there by walking past

By ZELGA HARANSKY
Heights Resident Astronomer

O'Neill?leave all books

Horoscopes from the Heights
As the second semester draws to a
close, the Heights' part-time
astronomer makes a return appearance, for considerably less
money, to give BC a glimpse into the
future.
[Note: this is not intended in any
way to mock those who truly believe
in horoscopes]
Aries (March 21 to April 19)?
Happy Birthday! Beware of a
group or organization which may
have become too much of an influence in your life. Don't be
brainwashed?be yourself! True
friends are those who stick by you
through thick and thin. Don't take
old friends for granted. Strained
muscles will heal shortly.
Taurus [April 20 to May 20]?
Take time out to enjoy the coming of spring! Don't lock yourself in
your room studying, get out and do
things. Walk down to Lower Campus
and watch a lacrosse or baseball

Stop sending hate mail
bus company.

to

at home).

the Crystal

package to a younger sibling away
at college. Congratulations on
breaking out of the Newton Infirmary. Your phi losophy teacher is Andrew McCarthy. Don't be depressed by your recent entrance into the
five-year plan.

bathing suit, you'd better start thinking about cutting down on trips to
the Cafe.

tually right about something. A compatibility is indicated between your
sign and Virgo. Stop contemplating
taking the Gasson Eagle as a graduation souvenir. By now, you've realized that living on College Road is not
as cool as living in Walsh.

Scorpio [Oct. 23 to Nov. 21]?
Your boyfriend is not going to put
on
getting
who
are
with the halfhearted treatment
up
Roommates
you've been giving him. Patch things
your nerves now will be missed this
summer. Cut through the petty Virgo [August 23 to Sept. 22]?
up before it's too late. Pay your
bickering and remember that true
adding
is
roommate
for the phone bill from
many
A new romance
friends are hard to come by. [See good memoriesto the semester, and last month before New England
Aries, they're having similar prois becoming a big part of your life. Telephone repossesses the phone.
blems.] Persevere on a major project. If you live on the eighth floor of The Bayßanks machine will eat your
Living arrangements for next year Walsh, beware of problems with the card if you use it during the next full
look promising.
bathroom lighting. A compatibility moon.
is indicated between your sign and
Leo. Your advice and companSagittarius [Nov. 22 to Dec. 21]?
Cancer [June 22 to July 22]?
You will need to find out what ionship has been invaluable to one
Call an old friend from high
courses you are registered in this of your roommates. Don't worry school and catch up on hometown
semester in order to pass them. This about next year, it will work out fine. gossip. A roommate burdened with
should be an indication to you that
a problem may open up to carefullyyour partying is getting out of hand. Libra [Sept. 23 to Oct. 22]?
chosen words. If you continue your
Don't forget an important family
You need new clothes for hard work, it will pay off for you in
function in early May. A chance to spring?just be sure they're not as a big way! If you go to the Plex, don't
get some rest in the Infirmary may tacky as what you usually be afraid to wear those Spandex
buy.[Editor's Note: Zelga is a bit of pants?there are plenty of people
present itself.
a snob, even for a gypsy] Be proud there that look worse wearing them
Leo Duly 23 to August 22]?
that after three years at BC, you've than you do.
It's time to evaluate the validity of
finally mastered the Eastern
a long-term career goal. Don't be
Massachusetts television channels. Capricorn [Dec. 22 to Jan. 19]?
afraid to tell your mother she's acIf you're planning to be seen in a
Your friends will continue to support you in all you do. Going to the
Cape this summer is an excellent
idea. Take time to send a care
savings
\u25a0
an
mail-order
in
Tk)
q
Gemini [May 21 to

June 21]?

Aquarius [Jan. 20 to Feb. 18]?
Your long-distance relationship
has survived another year?it's
definitely made to last. Career plans
for the summer solidify as a connection pays off. The papers you're
working on will eventually get done,
believe it or not. Money's always
nice to have, but make sure you take
time out to do things you enjoy this
summer. Don't be a workaholic!

Pisces [Feb. 19 to March 20]?
If you're planning to buy a dog,
don't. Buy a nice oriental rug instead. Many changes will occur
before the school year ends?just
follow your instincts. Don't be afraid
to be a little less traditional. I'm not
saying go wild, now, but don't be so
uptight. Excessive use of the Macintosh may be hazardous to your
health.
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"We're free to be here, we're determined to be here,
we're self-determined to be here. God did not take away
that freedom. Why should any of God's creatures take
away that freedom of choice.
Rev. Jesse Jackson 4/9/89

Heights

-

;

Review

Dance Ensemble
Souls in Harmony
Reviewed by Tony Sacre

Roberts Center Falls
By JOHN BARRON
Last respects were paid to Roberts
Center this weekend in glorious style
as the Contemporary Theatre sold out
four of their five performances of the
Webber and Rice musical Evita. The
elaborate production of the rock-opera
which included a thirty-six member
cast an eighteen member orchestra
and a thirty member staff was the
result of over two months of
preparation by directors Maura Joyce
;

;

;

and Cathi lanno.
Evita is the story of the life Eva
Duarte who rose to power in her
native country Argentina through
several love affairs and finally by
becoming the wife of Juan Peron.
Peron's rise to dictator of the country is
credited to the magnetism of Eva.
Miriam Laube played a magnificent
Eva. She mesmerized the audience like
her character mesmerized the people of
Argentina. Every one of her numbers
was full of energy and intensity. Her
;

;

to

The Return of

Notes From a
Fearful Jesuit

Charms of Evita

performance was extremely"dynamic as
she changed from a young girl to a
cancer-infected first lady Laube has
much more than a "little touch of star
quality/'
Ron Domingo appeared between
scenes as narrator Che and was the
perfect foil to Eva. With a voice of
tremendous range and style Domingo
kept the audience from falling
completely in love with Eva as the
workers did. When he sang "Forgive
My Intrusion/' his words were full of
disdainful sarcasm and intense anger at
the way Eva was fooling the country.
Eufe de la Torre as Juan Peron, sang
extremely well and always carried on
like a military man, standing perfectly
erect even when alone on stage with
Eva. Torre was not as focused as his
counterpart, however, and at times his
performance dragged because his face
lacked energy.
;

people of Argentina cheered for their
new president at the beginning of the
second act. The song "The Art of the
Possible" was brilliantly directed
showing Peron s adversaries slowly
disappearing as the others just watched
their watches. The tableaus of the
aristocracy with their jewels and
tuxedoes was superb at expressing their
dislike for Peron's new mistress.
;

Cathi lanno and Maura Joyce with
the rest of the cast and crew presented
a fabulous production. The
performance ran smoothly and was
easily understood. The orchestra under
the direction of Cathi lanno sounded
consistently professional and was
complemented by the choreography of
Carol Vasington. The Waltz for Eva
and Che however, made them look
silly in what should have been the
most powerful confrontation in the
Magaldi the night club singer was
play. Eva's costumes were as striking as
performed by David Boland. His comic she was without losing their
appeal always produced a laugh when
cosmopolitan flare. Kathy Edwards 7
he came on stage with his ruffled
lighting design was instrumental in
sleeves and slick hair. Kimberly
many of the scenes such as Eva s
Miranda played the part of Juan's
death. The simple set was very
mistress whom Eva replaced after
effective in transforming Roberts
kicking her out in the first act. She had Center into a political rally with its
a beautiful voice but she lacked luster
white backdrop and political
and concentration. The musical here is propaganda. The video screen was very
at fault because her song gave too
dramatic with its press shots of
much attention to a character who
Peronist Argentina although sometimes
played no part in the development of
it distracted from the stage action such
the play
as when Che sang "And the Money
Kept Rolling In (And Out)."
The chorus sang well and created a
fantastic world of aristocrats, soldiers,
The Contemporary Theatre deserves
and workers around the Perons. They
great merit for their portrayal of
performed the dance numbers with
Webber and Rice's musical. Whether or
tremendous energy and excitement,
not the audience hailed the "queen" of
with only a few mistakes. The
Argentina, they all felt the loss of
audience wanted to join in as the
"Santa Evita."
;

;

;

;

Eufe de la Torre and Miriam Laube in Evita

Fleabaggers Do It With Their Audience
By TS LEMIRE
It is widely known among BC
students familiar to My Mother's
Fleabag that one does not simply
attend a Fleabag performance-one
participates, providing the players with
the foundations for the improvs and
one leaves with the satisfaction of
having helped generate the festivities of
the evening. Friday night's late
performance of Fleabag had the usual
large attendance at O'Connell House
by an audience that supported the
comedy troupe they know so well."
The show contained some deviations
from the bizarre sketches of Fleabag
into more situational comedy.
Two sketches in particular stand out
as more light-hearted than mere offbeat buffoonery: a cowboy sketch in
which Fleabag members Ron, Megan
and Tim hold a lazy and meaningless
fireside ramble over cold marshmallows,
and an unusual sketch that showcased
Fleabag member Mike as a gargoyle
;

who interrupts a couple's conversation
with etymological insights into their
dialogue. The sketches were interesting
conceptually especially the first, which
had to rely on pauses and minimal
dialogue to generate humor. In both .
pieces7 however, one person carried all
the humor: Mike in the gargoyle
sketch and Ron as a cowboy who
seemed to have the best lines. The
parts written for Megan and Tim were
flat, and when they did speak, their
interjections were not as colorful.
Fleabag did venture into their
characteristic insanity Friday night,
their strangest piece being a Jeopardy
match between Herve Villechaise, Abe
Lincoln and James Brown. The difficult
high-brow questions on the real
Jeopardy were replaced with impossibly
absurd ones in the Fleabag version, as
host Wayne announced categories of
"Letters, Fiction and Whale Songs" and
the final Jeopardy category of "Stuff."

Fleabaggers,

p. 28

cast

members of My Mother's Fleabag
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Lily in the Limelight
By AIMEE WALSH
& BRIAN ANDERSON
THE SEARCH FOR INTELLIGENT
SIGNS OF LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE.
A one woman play written and
directed by Jane Wagner. Starring Lily
Tomlin. Playing now thru April 29 at
the Shubert Theatre, 265 Tremont St.
For information call 426-4520.
The Search for Signs of Intelligent
Life in the Universe, written and
directed by Jane Wagner and featuring
a revelatory mesmerizing performance
from Lily Tomlin, has returned to
Boston for four weeks at the Shubert
Theatre. After its major success on
Broadway where the one-woman show
has been running since 1985 this may
be the last opportunity for Boston
theatre-goers to see this profound and
profoundly funny gem.
The Search is a panoramic glimpse
into the lives of twelve interconnected
characters from disparate backgrounds.
Tomlin portrays each character without
costume changes, achieving distinction
and individuation with only her voice
mannerisms and subtle lighting effects
to work with.
From the "insane77 bag lady Trudy
(the principal narrator and thread
linking the other personalities) to the
rich jaded Kate Tomlin moves with
seeming effortless grace. This is a
physically demanding performance that
Tomlin has been giving almost nightly
for almost four years, a true testimony
7
to Tomlin s stamina. The love she feels
for her audience, and the love
reciprocated is palpable at the Shubert,
and may explain just why she has
stuck with the act for so long.
Another reason is, undoubtedly, the
content of The Search. It is as well
written and as important as theatre
gets, encompassing meditations on the
contradictions of our contemporary
situation, the "failure 77 of the women's
movement, art, reality alienation and
the nature of human aspiration.
Wagner is clearly in tune with the
dislocations and the shifting realities of
;

;

;

;

the eighties. The attempt to find
meaning in an increasingly chaotic,
meaningless world is the elusive goal
(whether they realize it or not) that
The Search's characters are in pursuit
of. Some like Agnes Angst, the anomic
punk rocker, the ennui ridden Kate, and
the despairing seminar-hopper Chrissy,
are plainly suffering from this
confusion, crying out of a similar pain
and lack of cohesive identity. Trudy
has perhaps dealt with this by letting
go and going insane, which at times
seems like the only sane response.
Being no longer able to see or
understand the outlines and the
boundaries is painful. Andy Warhol's
soup cans become symptomatic of this
blurring: Trudy tries desparately to
explain to her alien friends (who are
the "searchers 77 ) just what distinguishes
art from reality, but she can 7 t. The fact
that all of these ideas are dealt with in
a way that is never less than funnv
makes The Search all the more
successful and subversive.
The longest sequence af the
performance, constituting a veritable
one act play within a play is a witty
but biting look at the triumphs and
defeats of the women's movement. In
it, Tomlin plays three friends, Lyn,
Marge, and Edi and traces the lines of
struggle and contradiction from
Woodstock to Ferraro. The difficult
balance between commitment and selfidentity the possibilities and risks run
by these three women has a poignancy
that is at once touching and politically
aware.

The Search concludes with

Lily Tbmlin

an

optimism believed by the difficulties

encountered by its twelve protagonists.
Kate, being jolted out of her emptiness

by Chrissy's suicide note, the alien's
achievement of an empathetic,
understanding of human community
and Trudy's realization that the
meaning of life is perhaps found in the
questioning nature of human aspiration
itself, gives Wagner and Tomlin's
masterpiece a refreshingly dialectical
tone, leaving the audience wiser,
happier and perhaps a bit healthier. A
true catharsis.

Souls in Harmony

Split A Strange Hit
:

By PATRICK SANDOE

SPLIT. A new film written, edited
and directed by Chris Shaw, starring
Timothy Dwight, Joan Bechtel and
John Flynn. Playing at Coolidge Cornei
Theatre now thru April 14 (at least).

Wow! Now here's a film that makes
you think. I've seen alot of flicks 7 but
Split is just too far out. No, no!
Ironically that's not negative at all.
Actually, it s just what writer/ director
Chris Shaw had in mind.
It s a gross understatement to say that
Split is strange (in fact, it almost redefines the word) but it demands
credibility. There is genuine direction
and drive behind its chaotic plot and
this may seem contradictory. Of course
it i5,... but that's the point.
Split is set sometime in the near
future (perhaps even tomorrow) in a
world which is slowly giving up its
human side. Computers and machines,
though no more visible than they are
today are taking over. The perfect
embodiment of their evil potential
resides in an oppressive, super
surveillence company which keeps tabs
on everybody. That's right. Everyone
from bums to diplomats has a file in
the company's computers. Such
surveillance keeps people in line and
while this may seem somewhat
reminiscent of George Orwell's 1984,
such a parallel doesn't really do justice
to Shaw's concept. The only real
similarity is the desire to control.
The man in charge of the
surveillance company is the Master
Director (played by Chris Shaw
himself), who continually batdes with
his human limitations; namely age and
death.
Yet, though the Master Director is
crucial to Split's plot, it is the
protagonist, Starker (Timothy Dwight),
who generates the most interest.
Indeed, Starker is a tough character to
fathom, probably because he is
mentally instable. More precisely, he
;

By TONY SACRE
The Boston College Dance Ensemble
an enthusiastic audience with
Souls in Harmony this weekend in the
Robsham Theater Arts Center.
Aside from a slight hiss in the sound
the show was very well put together
technically. Liza Williams 7 light design
was remarkable; her varied use of
intensity and color of light added
tremendously to the visual enjoyment
of the show; sometimes even changing
the color of the dancers 7 costumes as
in Margot Parsons wonderfully
choreographed piece "Refractions"
during which the white unitards turned
to red.
The dancers are trained in ballet
modern, and jazz dance and the show
consisted of a sampling of these types
of dance. The jazz pieces are
traditionally crowd pleasers, and this
show proved no different, ileta Joseph's
"Hangin with the Homeboys" was
incredibly tight and exciting; standing
out among a great group of dancers
were both her and Craig Szczepanski.
Both moved very well.
The tightness of this piece, however,
was not matched in the other jazz
pieces; they seemed to need more
rehearsal time, although they did not
lack in either choreographic or physical
energy. (A note to some of the
dancers-smile! The audience enjoyed it,
so should you.)
The problem with the ballet part of
the show is the obvious difference in

delighted

;

;

;

;

;

the level of ability of the dancers. This
was most apparent in Megan CarolPs
pointe piece "Allegresse." Some of the
dancers moved effortlessly and
beautifully on pointe, like Kathleen
Juan. Others labored at it, and often
simple things like hand position and
finger placement were forgotten in the
effort to stay on pointe.
Carolyn Hawksworth's "Interworks"
was nicely choreographed; her used of
flexed hands while the dancers were on
pointe was interesting. Hawksworth's
ability to create long flowing lines in
the dance with the dancers was
epitomised in Juan s long and graceful
limbs.
Kristen Burke's parody of dancers
warming up in "Barred" was fun at
first; Burke had Laura Deghan fall
asleep curled on top of the bar as the
other dancers toiled at their excersises
inches away, drawing laughter from the
audience. The rest of the piece was
uninteresting, though. Keeping Deghan
asleep on the bar throughout the piece
and falling off at the end would have
helped.
Kara lotVs "Gotta Dance" suceeded as
a showcase for two fine dancers, Loft
and Dance Ensemble Director Peter
Daniels, but transitions in the music
and the choreography were rough, and
this otherwise enjoyable piece lacked
continuity.
The interesting use of long, colorful
slinky-like ropes marked the beginning
;

Souls in Harmony,
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;

;
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;

has multiple personalities. During the
course of the film, each of Starker's
personalities never appear more than
once which is rather odd. But Shaw's
choice of personalities is striking.
While they all differ recognizably in
character, there is one thing that they
all have in common. That is freedom.
Starker s lack of character is the one
thing that allows him to slip through
the cracks in the system. No matter
how., hard they try the surveillance
agents repeatedly manage to lose track
of him because he switches
personalities so often. Ironically this
one man (who is mentally ill by our
standards) is the only one in the world
who has his freedom. Starker becomes,
accordingly a 'new-age7 prophet who
constantly advocates the break down of
strucure. And although the confining
social system found here is the most
obvious target of his 'Gospel/ this is
only the tip of the iceberg. Not
suprisingly then the surveillance
company feels quite threatened by him.
After all?as the Master Director points
'it is the little individuals like
out
Jesus Christ and Karl Marx who
inspire powerful movements. This man
is definitely a threat.7
Split, the film, was born out of a
chaotic philosophy. Assuredly the
movie revolves around the very battle
between structure and chaos: the
Master Director and Starker. Intensified
by phenominal computer effects, dream
sequences, flashbacks, and camera
tricks, the film often borders on chaos
itself (further exemplifying the chaotic
theory), but this fits Shaw's design
perfectly.
Unfortunateley words are hardly
appropriate to describe this film. If you
see it, you'll understand my point. Split
is the kind of movie that deserves to
enjoy more than cult status. But,
because it totally defies convention, it
probably won't. Most people will find
it annoying in its perplexity. I know I
did,... but that's why I'm going to see
it again!
;

;

;

--
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Students unite in historic march

By ADRIENNE BURKE
Heights Review Editor
It has been said that students of
the eighties are a sadly apathetic
group, not enthusiastic or concerned enough to rally for anything
more than their keg rights. But
this weekend thousands of college
and high school students representing pro-choice contingents from
across the nation joined many
more thousands of protesters of
every age and persuasion in
Washington, D.C. in a motion
.that should prove that commentary on our generation unjust.
More than thirty BC
undergraduate students travelled to
D.C. by bus, car and plane to
show their opposition to the Bush
administration's request to the
Supreme Court to overturn the
1973 Roe vs. Wade decision
which legalized abortion.
The event, which has been called the largest reproductive
freedom rights assembly in
history, is one that most students
will not soon forget; it's not often
that one can experience the
energy and spirit present when
nearly 600,000 people join
together for a single cause.
On this page we attempt to
display some of that energy and
spirit in a pictorial collage of
photos taken by Heights
Photgraphy Editor, Paul Zampitella. For more information on
The March for Women's Equality
and Women's Lives please see
page three.
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Notes from a Fearful Jesuit
Translated by TS LEMIRE

(the following excerpt from the diary
of Stephen Xavier Schroth, BC '14,
appears in translation from the latin
with
help of. University Library
Services)

4.1.14. SXS A.M.D.G.
I Stood at the front desk of Bapst
Library, waiting to be helped. There
seemed to be no one around, until I
turned to see someone seated by the
window, concealed by a copy of City
of God.
"Excuse me."
'May I help you?" the angel asked,
lowering his book.
"Oh, God," 1 moaned.
"I'm afraid the management is busy
at the moment."
"Look/' I said, "I've come to return
these books. There's a fine."
the angel cried.
Taking my books, he walked behind
the desk. "Reading up, eh? What are
you doing burying yourself in a book
when you could be outside?"
"Doing what?" I asked.
"Come on/' Angel Frank said,
putting down my books. We stepped
outside, and the campus seemed
strangely different?just then 1 jerked
backwards?a young woman in bright
colors ran past, practically knocking me

body

is a

temple."

getting ready to attack. Strange animals

are dangerous in groups. They get
vicious.
"That's a little much, isn't it?" Frank
asked. "What are men supposed to be

afraid of?"
"Men are afraid that women can
survive without men better than men
can survive without women. Of course
it's all a joke?one can't survive
without the other. We both need each
other more desperately than we want

him.

At the place called the Plex, we
watched people run in circles, bicycle
and go nowhere, mount steps and
climb nowhere and lift heavy things
only to put them back down in the
same spot. I saw the young lady who
had been running: she was exercising
furiously on the bicycle, then got off to

admit/'
"Oh, knock it off, Stephen," the
angel said. "This is the age of fitness
and strength. We will not tolerate
to

weakness of the body, much less that
of the spirit. Fear, anxiety, depression,
insecurity, dependence-weakness! One
must simply snap out of it, and lose
your worries in the time it takes to
lose a few inches."
"Terrific," I said.
"You don't like the Plex," Frank said.
"It's enough to give you a complex"
I said.
That night, Frank and I were

lift Wights.

"Look at her go...why does she do all
that?"
"To get firm."
"I don't know," I said. "I'm getting a
little firm just watching her."
"Could you really go out with a girl
stronger than you?" Frank asked.
"I can't j>ay.'^_

"Hey!" I called after her
"She can't hear you," the angel said.

Souls in Harmony
from p. 2
piece
I of Cristina Karmen's experimental
! "Silence." The dancers 7 inability to
was punctuated by
I "listen to silence"
7
I the dancers incessant vocal quest of
I materialism with each dancer shouting
"Vacations" and "Promotions" and
"BMWs" among other important
things.
It was among the lyrical and modern
pieces that the strongest choreography
was found. Eric Peguero-Chidiak's
"Adoramus Te" and Margot Parson's
"Refractions" were the highlights of
the show. Peguero-Chidiak's wonderful
I choreography stunned the audience
its liturgical beauty and grace. His
I with
of
use
space, and the variations on the
I
theme of arms pushing out was
deserves
I innovative. Hawksworth
er.^
and pract
beauty
lj,
J2
I

Parson's incredibly choreographed

piece was endlessly original in the
telling of its story. The dancers in the

I I
!

I I

;

,

;

i :

By SUSANNAH EVANS
Heights Culinary expert.
|

beginning seemed to be of water, using I
circular motions of their arms as one
might disturb the surface of a still
|
pond. The dancers then coupled and
began wonderful and interesting mirror I
work. The sensualness of the dance
was easily felt by the audience. The
dancers then were scattered (refracted) |
and joined together again as one of
I
the dancers climbed on the shoulders
of another dancer and fell into a third
dancer's arms. The piece was over too
|
quickly.
The costumes deserve special
I
mention; they were stunning. Souls in
harmony dancing for themselves and forj
us entertaining us and taking us out of I
ourselves for a while in what overall
was a wonderful evening.
;

J

from p. 25
Fleabag's other high moment was their Fr. Monan and the difficult "making
film "Tarzan: The Legend of
pizza with Jack Nicholson on the Red
Greycliff." Fleabag member Mike was Line")- The suspense of the improv has
the perfect jungle orphan among BC
the whole audience behind them
students. Mike's comedic gift in his
ending always with cheers and
applause.
presence and expression, generates
Unfortunately, such a high point was
laughter even without sound as we
watch him agonize over his companion followed by the Fleabag Opera which
Cheetah who has been turned into a this year parodied Elvis Presley songs.
Pez dispenser by mad BC scientist Prof. The lyrics this time around were
Wolfe.
uninspired for the most part; there was
not the invention involved of matching
Fleabag's essence is, of course,
improvisation and by far their most
BC situations to particular songs (as in
successful exercise is '185/ in which the the past 7 the cleverness of "Oh,
team must perform speed stand-up
Timmy Lum for "Oh Tannenbaum").
The one good parody was "Stuck in
telling jokes of "One hundred eightycame
into
a
(noun)s
five
bar, the
the Rat" for Elvis' "Caught in a Trap."
bartender said we don't serve (noun)s
Wisely Fleabag chose to end the opera
here and and the (noun)s said...."
with this finer selection closing it on
Punch lines offered by cast members
an up-beat.
we
("But
Cara for "Russians"
brought
The difficulty in judging a Fleabag
the whole block"), Peter for
show is that the show changes with
"Deadheads" ("Well, we're grateful")
each performance; there are even
and Mike for "cylinders" ("But we're improvs that will be included one night
and not another. What is constant is
just graduated") were superb.
The ever-popular "Five Things in
the combined spirit of the players and
Four Minutes" improv worked very
the support of an involved audience
well Friday night, as cast member Ron that makes the show satisfying and
succeeded in dechipering all five mimed Friday night's performance was a
activities of fellow Fleabaggers Tim and strong example of Fleabag's talent and
Elizabeth (including "cow-tipping with their justified popularity.
\u25a0
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walking the silent homestreets of 7

Newton. "Part of me is skeptical/ I
said. "I wonder about working on you)
body and ignoring the muscle in your
head. People diet and exercise,
improving their bodies, to compensate
for their flabby insides. If we can't get
our souls into shape, we take our mind
off it by getting our thighs into shape.
Then we're dead?and what good is
that body then? It's like spending your
last dollar to buy a new wallet."
"You're being very cynical," the angel

said.-

,v

"True" I confessed. "The first

recourse of

the sloth. Usually a walk

will clear my head, give me time

to

think."
"And you've been thinking quite a
bit, haven't you?"
"How do you mean?" Just then we
stopped and I looked around. "Hey?

we've gone pretty far. I was thinking
so hard I didn't notice."
"About two miles. A lot of calories,

don't you think?"

"A lot of calories in crow/' I
admitted. "It seems I'm getting exercise
after all."
"Keep it up," Frank said. "As for meI'm getting home the easy way" Wit
that, he vanished in a large puff of
smoke.
"COME BACK HERE, YOU LAZY
SERAPHIM!" I yelled, jumping
frantically up and down in the empty
street. All this was much to explain to
the officer on duty.

Bluestone Delivers

that marked his piece.

;

;

as women get together in a group, men
think it's a conspiracy and they're

"For others to worship at?" I asked.
"I admit some people do sacrifice
quite a bit to another person's temple
these days/' Angel Frank said. "But
exercise is good for you. Come on, I'll
show you--I'll race you to the Plex"
With that he sprinted off.
"What ever happened to the puff of
smoke concept?" I yelled, running after

over.

Fleabazgers

"Wouldn't you be a little afraid of
her?" he inquired slyly.
"Men are afraid of women anyway/7
I answered suddenly "Of course they'll
deny it, hut they are. Men look at
women the way hunters do at strange
animals. They can handle them one at
a time, when they're out in the open
where they can see them, but as soon

"What was she doing? And what's
that plugged into her head? Some sort
of brain corrective device?"
"Close," Angel Frank replied. "It's a
Walkman. A radio. An anticonversation piece."
"Are the sounds of the real world
that bad?" Tasked.
"This is the Eighties, Stephen.
There's a fitness craze. Remember, the

Heights

Bluestone Bistro. 1799 Commonwealth
Avenue, 254-8309. Hours: Sun-Thurs

s:3opm

to

11pm, Fri-Sat 5:30 to 12am.

Had enough of those thin flimsy
to your
door? Well, Bluestone Bistro could
solve all of your pizza dilemmas
because now they deliver, in more
ways than one. Bluestone, at the
former location of the Fantastic Food
Factory has some more-than-fantastic
pizzas just a phone call away and a
whole range of ingredients to play
with.
Pizza sizes are personal(s3.9s)
medium(s6.9s) and large(slo.9s) with
over twenty different toppings to
combine for your own distinct creation.
The regulars are available: sausage
pepperoni, onion, mushroom, bacon
and olives. But Bluestone takes their
pizza making a step further. They have
pineapple shrimp pine nuts, walnuts,
broccoli, sundried tomatoes, spinich,
and feta cheese. We sampled a pizza
with roasted red peppers, pesto sauce
and chicken. Mamma mia, whata
pizza! I must caution you, though.
These pizzas are very filling so beware
of ambitious appetites.
There is more in store for you at
Bluestone. Should you forego the
luxury of delivery and venture into the
restaurant, you will be psyched that
you did. Approximately 40 people can
be seated in this modest establishment
which has good tunes playing
overhead. You can mosey on over to
the counter and watch the chefs at
work if you are so inclined. The
emphasis is on Californian cuisine.
Speaking of cuisine, let s get back to
the menu.
From the list of appetizers an
artichoke and spinich salad ($3.50) is
offered, served with a blue cheese
vinaigrette. It s large enough and tasty
;

pizzas that you have delivered

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

enough to be eaten as a meal. The
house salad is just as good and would
accompany a personal pizza quite
nicely. Another favorite is the blue corn
nachos. Bluecorn tortilla chips (a
product of New Mexico, the hippest
state in the union) are topped with
fresh saLa, sour cream and guacamole.
Muy bueno!
Entrees include pasta dishes and
rotisserie and grill items. The barbeque
Texas ribs ($7.50) are served with a
wonderful sauce. There is also a
boneless breast of duck with a
raspberry sauce that seems delicious.
Or how about grilled salmonV
We tried the Tagliatelli with chicken
artichoke hearts with a roasted red
pepper cream sauce that was excellent.
The Checkerboard Ravioli is another
suggested pasta entree. For those with
wackier taste buds, go for the Walnutcarrot fettucine.
Desserts are catered at the Bistro.
They have carrot cake chocolate fudge
cake, chocolate mousse oreo-cookie icecream pie and deep dish apple pie.
Any one of these delectable sweets
would put a nice capper on your
scrumptious meal.
For the twenty-one and over crowd
The Bistro lets you choose from a
broad range of American and European
wines. Domestic and foreign beers are
offered, as well. Sierra Nevada Beer is
great with any dinner.
The service at Bluestone Bistro is top
notch. Our waitress, Peta Hellmann,
could not have been better. The
clientele is a melange of ages.
Neighborhood members are the regular
customers for the most part, although
you're always bound to see an eagle or
two dining in the restaurant. Whether
your wallet be fat or thin, Bluestone
can accomodate your needs. The food
is exceptional, so if in you are in
respective place of dwelling or in the
restaurant itself, let them deliver to you
a great meal.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Review Writers:

The honor of your presence is requested on the evening of Tuesday
April 11, at 6:3opm in McElroy 113.

;
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Celebrities speak out for abortion rights
Continued from page 21
?The Celebrities*
Many celebrities were present at
the march and spoke to show their
support for abortion rights and the
Equal Rights Amendment.
Actress and activist Susan Saran-

don (Bull Durham, Rocky Horror
Picture Show) asked, "imagine if all
the money spent in Central America
went to child care, AIDS research,
sex education, and prenatal care."

Goldberg took the podium at
Capitol Hill and said should Roe v.
Wade be overturned, "I'm here to
say to Mr. Bush that never again will
women have to search out a butcher

or a bathroom with a coat hanger or
put her life on the line ever again...!
will make it my jobfor safe abortions
to be available."
Goldberg continued, "I know
Babara Bush shares our sentiments
and I hope over the next four years

choice?" asked Jackson. "No one
has the right to take away anyone's
freedom of choice or lifestyle," he
said.
He said he found the issue to'"be
"the freedom of women tochoose,"
and said "that's why I support the
ERA."

that she stands with us in solidarity
for pro-choice."
Reverend Jesse Jackson said, "two

of my children stand with me
because fighting for women's
freedom and women's choice is, for
the Jacksons, a family affair."
"We're free to be here, determined to be here, self-determined to be
here. God did not take away that
freedom, why should any of God's
creatures take away that freedom

Other celebrities included Peter,
Paul and Mary, Cybill Shepard, Judy
Collins, Jane Fonda, Morgan Fairchild, Bella Abzug, Mario Thomas,
and Glenn Close.

?New

Next photo
Meeting:

England

Bartenders

6:3opm

8n Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02116

Lie. by Comm. of Mass. Department of Education
Member Mass. Assoc, of Private Career Schools
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SUMMER SESSIONS 1989
Q

D
\u25a1
D
\u25a1
\u25a1
\u25a1
\u25a1
\u25a1

courses
Public Affairs Internships
High School Programs
Intercultural'l raining
Interpretation and Translation Institute
Language Courses
Theology Conference
Literary Criticism Conference
Institute for H.S. Teachers
Sacred Scripture Institute
Alumni College

D
D F.nglish

as a Foreign Language

Programs abroad

\u25a1 Antwerp, Belgium ?lnt*l. Trade
q Tours, France?Language and Culture
rj Kicsole. Ittlv-Italian
n |)i||ingen, Germany -Teachers
Q (; rc ece-Humanities
rj Oxford, Kngland-Comparative
Business (undergraduate)
rj Oxford. Kngland-International
Management (graduate)
\u25a1 Quito, Kcuador?Spanish
\u25a1 Trier. West Germany-German

Q Middle Kast

?

First?June

22-June

16
12-July 14

8-Week Cross Session?June 12-August 4
Second-July 17-August 18
Send more information:
Name
.
Address .
.

.

?

JUV"fl kA|
4|
J|

\u25a0§

If

\u25a0
\u25a0
\u25a0

\u25a0

a distinguished faculty and impressive facilities,
liberal arts, management, education, and science courses,
morning, afternoon, and evening classes-over 400 sections,
sessions beginning May 30 and July 17,
affordable tuition,
convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.
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?; .*; ;?; .*; ; ;.* Make your summer a UMass/Boston summer. For a free
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summer bulletin, send in the coupon or call 929-7900.

H.S. Teachers

Sessions
Pre-May
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Programs at Georgetown
n Over 200 graduate and undergraduate

?

(617) 247-1600

School

Tuesday at

111

?

Learn Bartending this
Summer... can today

All photographs
by
Paul A. Zampitella

r+\

The Future
rally
"The
and march are only a
beginning," said Molly Yard, President of N.O.W. Marchers planned to
lobby the House and Senate
members Monday.
"This administration waged a war
against women and in the sense of
fighting a battle, I'd say we've won
this one, but we have many more
battles to fight before we say we've
won the war," said Leigh Anthony,
Stylus editor and coordinator of
Womynfire.

Call (202) 687-5942 or mail to:
SSCE?Georgetown University
306 Intercultural Center
Washington. D.C 20057

Name

-'
Return to:
Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts
at Boston
Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125-3393

Address
City, State, Zip
This advertisement appears at no cost to the Commonwealth.

.

?

.

Zip

(leorgetnm University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution in employment and admissions.
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Bank of N.E.
Continued from page 15
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Public School students were
selected to participate in the pilot
program. Upon successful completion of the program, those who meet
Boston Colleg admissions standards
are guaranteed full tuition scholarships to the university.
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The $250,000 Bank of New
England grant will be used to assist
in the implementation of a mentor
program for students and to support
student leadership initiatives.
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Blotter.. Blotter.. Blotter
Friday, March 31
12:11am

Medical report filed on a
student who sustained hand lacera-

tions and was transported to St.
Elizabeth's for treatment.

victim was transported to the Infirmary for treatment. A short time later
the victim was transported by
Newton Rescue to the Hospital for
treatment of an alcohol overdose.
11:43 EMT officers respond to
Walsh Hall on a report of an injured
party. Upon arrival the victim was

This full day seminar will provide a practical, no-nonsense overview of the principal job functions in the motion
picture industry for those seriously interested in pursuing a career in Hollywood. Each seminar attendee will receive
a comprehensive job-hunting guidebook, available exclusively to MPCS subscribers, covering everything from training programs, agency, advertising and production company contact lists to maps of studio locations.

-

12:34am

-

Report filed on vandalism
Xavier Hall.

to a room in

I:s3am Report filed on suspicious
persons who were identified and
escorted from campus.
-

2:55am

treated and transported to St.
Elizabeth's for treatment of head and
leg lacerations sustained in thefall.
Saturday, April 1

Report filed on a motor
vehicle towed with a stolen parking

1:00am

permit.

service.

5:33am

-

Medical Report filed on a
transported
student
to St. Elizabeth's
a
neck
injury. Stufor treatment of
transported
by
dent
ambulance.
-

5:36am Report filed on
to a police cruiser.
-

5:42am

vandalism

Report filed on a traffic accident that occured on the Newton
Campus. No injuries.
7:2lam An intoxicated male came
to the police station to pick up a
towed motor vehicle. Party was not
allowed to pick up motor vehicle
-

and was advised to leave. Subject
became disorderly and refused to
leave. Placed under arresst for
Criminal Trespass and Disorderly
Person.
B:s6am Report taken on a theft of
a mail box on middle campus.

Report filed on a police

EMT Officers respond to
O'Connell Hall on a report of an injured party. Upon arrival the victim
was treated and then transported to
St. Elizabeth's for treatment of a foot
injury.
I:29am

2:33am

-

-

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Guest speakers will share their professional expertise and perceptions of opportunities followed by
a questionand answer period:
JOHN FIEDLER, Independent Producer.former VP Production at Tri-Star Pictures and President of Production at Columbia Pictures, whose
projects included "Punchline" and "Roxanne".

BRIDGET ADAMS, Development Executive. Vice President.

Rufglen Pictures and former Director of Development of Jane Fonda Films.

MARVIN ANTONOWSKY, Special Marketing Consultant

to Tn Star Pictures. Former President of Marketing at Columbia and Universal
"Tootsie",
of
"Out Africa". "Kramer vs. Kramer", and "The Big Chill".
Pictures. Campaigns have included

KEITH ADDIS, Artist's Representative

and Independent Producer. President. Keith Addis

-

Report filed on a police

3:l2am Boston Fire along with officers respond to an alarm of fire at
Walsh Hall. Investigation found that
a faulty detector had activated the
-

alarm.

&

Associates. Clients include Sting, Steve

Guttenberg and Jeff Goldblum.

SEATING IS LIMITED!

SATURDAY MAY 6,1989
10 3ITI 5 PIT!
THE HYATT REGENCY,

/

?

CAMBRIDGE
575 MEMORIAL DRIVE
Luncheon included.

-

B:4oam Report filed on a police

Producer Talent Agent Advertising Production Executive Personal Manager
Media Planning Business Affairs/Legal Distribution Promotion & Publicity

-

scene.

r

-

3:39am

Market Research

?

-

Officers respond to
Hillside B on a report of a party who
sustained injuries after punching a
window. The party was identified as
a student and was treated at the
2:34am
service.

CAREERS TO BE DISCUSSED:

Enclosed is my check for $325.00 to: MPCS, Inc., 8444 Wilshire Blvd., 4th Floor,
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211 or call: 800-444-7345 to reserve your space.
"

"" ?" !

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION:
»

VISS

\

1989 All Rights Reserved MPCS Inc

Report filed on a police
service, other agency assist.
-

-

2:2opm Report taken on a larceny
-

Commons.

4:52pm Traffic report filed on an

Counseling Psychology

-

accident on Perimeter Rd.
6:33pm Report filed on a harassing
-

phone call.
7:4Bpm

-

Report filed on

confiscated

at

alcohol

Duchesne Hall.

B:l2pm Detail Officers at Conte
Forum respond to the ladies room
on a report of an intoxicated female.
Upon arrival Boston Health and
-

Hospital was called and the victim
was transported to St. Elizabeth's for
an alcohol overdose and treatment
of a head injury sustained when she
fe'l.
10:35pm Report filed on a keg confiscated in the Mods.
-

10:55pm Detail Officers at Conte
Forum respond to a fight and attempt to escort two people from the
area. The party became disorderly
-

and assaulted a police officer.
Placed under arrest for assault and
battery on a police officer and
disorderly person.

11:00pm EMT officer responds to
Conte Forum on a report of an intoxicated female. Upon arrival the
-

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions

at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate

degree programs in the areas of CounselingPsychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in CounselingPsychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
x>
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Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.
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identified vandalizing a bike on up-

Blotter.. Blotter.. Blotter
5:39am

-

Sunday, April 2
I:24am- Report taken on a larceny
of a coat in the Mods.

3:56pm Report taken on vandalism

Report filed on a police

B:o4am Report taken on a larceny
from a motor vehicle. Stolen was a
-

license plate.

I:2sam

Report taken on vandalism
to a motor vehicle parked on middle campus.

-

-

phone calls.

9:2opm Auxiliary officers in Walsh
-

Hall file a report on confiscated
alcohol.

-

-

residence hall. Broken was a
window.
to a

service.

3:29am Boston Fire along with officers respond to an alarm of fire at
Walsh Hall. Investigation found that
a smoke detector was activated by
a fire extinguisher set off, causing a
alse alarm.

7:45pm Report taken on a police
service.

5:46am Report filed on students

B:o3pm Boston Fire and officers

s:2Bpm Report taken on a larceny
from Conte Forum. Stolen was a
jacket.

-

-

2:55am

11:38pm While on routine patrol

-

-

3:26pm Report taken on harassing

11:15am Officers respond to ConForum on a report of an alarm. No
fire response.
te

license plate.

Report filed on a police

-

area.

respond to an alarm of fire at Edmond's Hall. Investigation found
that bad cooking had caused excessive smoke, activating the alarm.

oer campus.

11:57am Report taken on a larceny
irom a motor vehicle. Stolen was a

service.

I:26am

31
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an officer takes a larceny report from
a motor vehicle report and while
taking the report the item was

ty was a

returned.

ago.

monwealth. The recovered propertelephone stolen a month

3:25am
service.

Monday, April 3

-

1:01am

Report filed on recovered

-

property from a resident in 110 Com-

Report filed on a police

-

Report filed on a recovered

-

license plate.

4:24pm

Report filed on a police

-

service.

-

I:lsam Report filed on a suspicious
person on upper campus who was
-

4:59pm

Report filed
neighborhood complaint.

identified and escorted from the

-

-

on

a

Classies... .Classies... .Classies... .Classies....
HELP WANTED

Wanted: student for academic year
1989-90 to live in and exchange
babysitting for room and board.
Walking distance to BC. Parking
available. (Possibly to begin summer
1989). Call: 969-9301 (leave
message at Children's Art Company)
or 527-3617.

Female to live in warm and friendly
Chestnut Hill home, to help care for
toddler and 5 yr. old. License required. Rm and Board and salary.
Call Beth 232-7133.
Babysitter needed for 2 yr. old
girl
one weekend evening and
one afternoon per week must be
available through summer $6.00/
hr. Newton Highlands 527-4996.
WANTED: Summer babysitter. 8-10
hrs./week for 2-yr. old girl. $5/hr.
Behind BC Newton Campus. On
convenient bus line. Perfect summer
school or part-time job. Call 9658835 after 7pm.
?

?

?

?

Mother's Helper Newton. Needed from May Ist to July 31st to care
for two girls ages 3 & 7 two afternoons a week, about 10 hours a
week. Light housekeeping. Must
have own car. Please call Sue or
Tom, 527-2094.
THINK SUMMER NOW! Work with
-

FEMALE STUDENT NEEDED for
September Room, bath, breakfast, lunch in exchangefor 15 hrs. of
child care, laundry, and beds. Plus
$35 a week for light household
chores. 2 girls
5 and 9. 3 min.
walk to Newton Campus. Call Eve.
965-7926.
?

?

SUMMER JOBS Central America
Outreach Canvass. 4-10pm Wkdays,
Sat 12-spm. $40-$BO/day. Full orPT,
Summer or Year Round. Call Marian
at CASA in Harvard Square,
492-8699.
THE BEST

JOB ON CAMPUS! Now

hiring for Fall '89 work-study positions. Flexible hours, good pay, excellent management experience.
Stop by Boston College Student
Agencies in Carney 30 or call
552-3034.

One Year, Part-Time Program
that can advance your career
in public service
-

Information Session

?

H Knl

5:00 pm
Tuesday April 11
Devlin Hall Room 103
-

For More Information:

Elizabeth Sherman, 552-4435

I

j CDEC

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
lIILL STUDENTS WHO NEED

%

y

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

-

JPH

m

\u25a0

Jyi

P^

?

?

?

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc.
Results GUARANTEED.
CALL

For A Free Brochure

anytime

L-

(800) 346-6401

~ |
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Why would anyone go
anywhere else?
Get the Rutgers Summer Survival Kit.

Coming back to New lersey this summer? Need to pick up some extra university credits? Want to
avoid wasting time sitting at home and watching the grass grow? Rutgers has everything you need
to have a great summer.
The sun-just a 30 minute drive from teach to beach. The fun-a great campus social life, and
New York City is practically around the corner.
You can enjoy all this and take Rutgers Summer Session classes too. Choose from hundreds
of courses in a wide variety of subjects-everything from accounting to zoology. And Rutgers'
flexible schedule means you can study, work a part-time job, take advantage of campus services
(such as the gym, golf course and library) and stil! have plenty of time left over to hit the beach.
Credits are easily transferrable to most colleges and universities. And reasonable tuition means
you can still afford to have fun
Taking summer courses can help you graduate early, get a jump on your course requirements,
or simply learn more about something you've always wanted Rutgers can help you survive
this summer and the rest of the year too
\u25a0
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
rU(
.
,
Call tor your DRutgers Summer Survival
Kit (also known as our r\l ITV""" I"" TSC*
Summer Session Catalog)...
If ll- |<^
I-800-HI-RUTGERS. In New lersey call (201) 932-7587 IXAh 4 A VJ^lV^
or write to Summer Session Office. Rutgers University. New Brunswick, N| 08903.
.
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Graduate Certificate Program

Part-time Summer Child care Needed for toddler and baby in friendly
Newton home. Flexible hours
perfect for summer school student.
Near T. 244-2666.
Federal Jobs
Get Federal Career Opportunities,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 current
and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call 1-800-822-JOBS ext.
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Boston recreational facility serving
children and adults; mornings, afternoons, occasional evenings. WSI,
CPR required; swim team coaching,

If omen

Babysitter needed for 1989-90
school year to pick up two children
at school every Thursday at 1:00pm
and sit for them until 4:oopm. Both
school and house within walking
distance of BC. $6.00 per hour. Call
244-6648.

%\u25a0

Full-time Aquatics Director for

/ BOSTON COLLEGE

____

?

527-8479.

Warm, Friendly Newton family to
exchange room and board for
babysitting. 5 year-old twins and 7
year-old. Private room and bath.
One mile from "J." Call Ellen Kass

commercial painting firm. Must
have minimum one season experience with an established painting company. Part-time work
available in spring; Full-time this
summer. Call 964-7021.
EARN $7.00/HOUR. Hard-working
individuals capable of lifting heavy
boxes needed for May Bth BC Summer Storage Pick-up. Stop by Boston
College Student Agencies in Carney
30 or call 552-3034.

.

\u25a0

-

210.

$8.00-$lO.OO/hr. Trainer/Foreman
positions available in residential/

\u25a0

,*$-

children in a warm setting. General
staff, archery specialist, newspaper
editor, WSI (scholarship forcertification available).Call Andy, 642-8666.
Putumayo needs enthusiastic and
outgoing salespeople for our
downtown store. Great discount and
benefits. Call Sara 523-3070.
Help! I need reliable babysitters
through end of school year. In
Waban, near! Mon. 2-5, Tue. 12-5,
Thu. 1-5, Fri. 3-5:30. Please call Ellen
527-5277.

The Next Move Realty
We Specialize in student apartments.
Best selection of quality, affordable
housing close to campus.
*

With Years of trusted experience in the BC area
and BC students on our staff, we know what the
off-campus housing situation is like.

Located across the street from Main Campus, two doors west of the White Mountain Creamery, at 27A Commonwealth
Ave. in Chestnut Hill.
Stop by our office, or call for an appointment:
527-6655
Big Groups Welcome!!
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Classies... .Classies....
first aid desirable. Interest in working with multi-cultural youth a must.
Resumes only to: Janet Jones, West
End House, 105 Allston St., Allston,
Ma. 02134. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Summer Opening: Registration desk
position at the West End House Boys
and Girls Club, Allston, Ma. 30
hours per week, 12:00noon to
6:oopm Monday through Friday.
Please call Janetat 787-4044. We are

Center for Study of Effective
Organizations (Kenmore Square)
needs male participants for research
on small work groups. Time
1 3/4
hours. Pay $12.50 & chance of
bonus; public transportation reimbursed. To schedule appointment, leave message: 269-8720.
Wanted: Nonsmoking female to
care for 8 year old girl during summer. Hours: Mon-Thurs: 3-7pm; Fri:
12noon-6pm (some flexibility in
hours). Would consider Job Sharing
?

?

an equal opportunity employer.
//
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Graduation Party?
ask about our Special Deli Platter.
(617) 492-2522

between two students. Salary
negotiable. Newton location near T.
Phone Roz after 9pm at 964-4077.
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's
hottest restaurant-bar complex. Interview weekend, Saturday, April 22,
11-6, Sunday, April 23, noon-5.
Season May 25-Sept. 4 and more.
Corner of West Main and Sea Streets,
Hyannis, MA. COME ON DOWN!.
Babysitter Needed spring and summer, Sat. evening and one evening
during the week. Location near
Newton Campus. Call Eve 965-7926.
Summer babysitter needed mornings or afternoons for 2Vi and 7

month old boys. Walk from law
school. Call Judy 332-3821.
THE COUNTRY CLUB Hiring full
time summer snack bar attendants.
$6.00 per hour. Mr. Reese or Mr.
Pad u I sky, 734-5509.
Babysitter needed Mon. & Wed.
2:30-6:3opm for May and early June.
On B line. One 18 month old
adorable girl. $4/hr. 254-4741.
Live-in mother's helper, housework
and child care, flexible hours, private
room and bath, one year commitment, start June 1, non-smoker. Call

HAVE FUN WITH KIDS THIS SUMMER!! If you love kids and have
childcare experience, we have great
jobs taking care of kids part time or
full time in their homes this summer.
$6.00-$B.OO per hour. Call Parents in
a Pinch, 739-KIDS.
Summer babysitting for two
adorable girls. At least two mornings
a week. Good pay. Two blocks from
B line off Harvard St. Call Jill
731-4610.

Enthusiastic person for in-store
sampling and marketing programs.
Sat. and Sun. Must have car.
$8.00/ hour plus expenses. Great experience and fun. Call WAVE PROMOTIONS. Leave message for Jana.
(617) 254-1556.

Warm, experienced babysitter
wanted approx. once a week for
fun and active 2'/2 yr. old boy. Prefer
someone staying in Boston over
summer. Newtonville area. Call
Carol at 244-1837 day/evening.
?

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER, COMPUTER, AND
VCR REPAIR. FREE PICK-UP.
361-6868

Don't flip burgers this Summer*

The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly Tuesday evening. 7:3opm McGuinn 340.
Friends and supporters welcome.
Always confidential. For more information write to LGCBC Box Lll2.

COME WORK AT OUR HOUSE...PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE. DAY AND
EVENING SHIFTS AVAILABLE AT OUR LONG ISLAND LOCATION!

Donna Leigh's Typing Service.
Prices students can afford; half-mile

965-6369.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Call Personnel Collect at (516) 883-5432 (or send the form below).
MAIL TO:

fCX

PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE, PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

P.O. BOX 803, PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
\u25a1 PLEASE SEND APPLICATION TO:
®

NAME
ADDRESS

v
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the Heights

from campus. Call 738-9607.
The Alternative Beat, D)'s available
for upbeat college dances and parties with modern attitude. Progressive, NewWave, Industrial, Acid
House, and more 80's dance music.
Call 629-9491 or 262-6377.
Want your resume Macperfect?
Call Kathy at 552-4820 (9 to 5).
Reasonable rates for cover letters
and resumes.
TMI Student Travel offers discount
major
international airfares
airlines, not charters
personalized trip planning
group
discounts-617/367-3311.
?

?

?

SHARON WOLPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE Letters,
reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my speciality. All work laserprinted. 24 hour rush service
available. Call Sharon Wolpert at
(617) 738-6442.
APARTMENTS / ROOMMATES
CAPE COD SUMMER 1989Housemates needed to help fill
summer rental 3 bed-2 bath condo
on West Yarmouth/Hyannis town
line! Other properties available too!
Call Matt 964-2933.
SUMMER SUBLET
1-3 females needed to share 2
5 min.
bedroom South St. apt.
walk from campus, just off Comm.
Ave. Sunny, big rooms, very clean,
?

partially furnished. Dishwasher,

OFFICE ASSISTANT

Immediate Openings on local office of National Marketing Firm. Part-Time flexible hours
until school ends-Full time available. We are
looking for an enthusiastic, positive responsible person with strong people skills. Advancement into the marketing dept. during summer
possible. Position must be filled ASAP!
For interview appointment call:
449-5565 12-spm.

VALUABLE RESUME EXPERIENCE!!

ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

The Heights, Inc. is looking for

Advertising

:

Manager: To handle all Accounts Receivable,
manage national advertising accounts,
generate various reports using Microsoft
File and Multiplan, distribute commissions,
and creatively design weekly paper ad layout.
We seek an extremely talented sophomore or
junior with an accounting background.
Individuals
should be very responsible and willing to work
20
25 hours per week.
-

Sales

Manager:

To train, motivate and direct a sales force
in taking advertisements for The Heights.
We are looking for one junior BC Marketing
major who is interested in applying their
Sales Force Management course. We
seek highly motivated creative people who
can effectively deal with various personalities
both inside and outside the firm.

Positions are paid on a salary or salary and commission basis.
All qualified and interested applicants please submit a resume for review
to The Heights, Inc.
McElroy 113, or call Ara Toroyan at 552-3548.

the Heights

Classies... .Classies....
laundry, parking. Available MaySept. Reasonable rent. Please call
782-6840 and leave a message.
Male Graduate Students: Available
now. Furnished room with students'
own kitchen, washer, VA baths,
utilities. 2 minutes to Centre T,
527-2958. $350 per month.
Looking for 2 bedroom summer
sublet. Boston or surrounding area.
Near T, well lit, safe area. Price
range-$B5O or less. Call (413)
546-7729 or (413) 546-7870.
Wanted to sublet: Efficiency apartment for month of July. Call collect
1-317-563-3789 after s:oopm or (617)
762-6494.

Available

Apartments Near BC

September: Studio in Cleveland Circle, dishwasher, disposal & balcony
$675.00; Studio near T, furnished,
$550.00; one bed in Cleveland Circle, modern kitchen & bath, w/w,
porch & dishwasher $850.00;
modern 1 bed near T, 2 pkg spaces,
dishwasher & disposal & pool $875;
2 bed in Chandler Pond, w/w,
dishwasher, pkg, pool, $1051; 2 bed
near T, great for 3, hrdwd floors &
very sunny $1050.00; 2 bed on
Comm. Ave. nearChansky's, eat-inkitchen, great for 3 or 4 $1150.00; 2
bed in Cleveland Circle, eat-inkitchen, laundry $1300.00; 3 bed
near Cleveland Circle, disposal,
hardwood floors $1500.00; 3 bed on
Comm. Ave., eat-in-kitchen,
dishwasher, disposal, great for 6
$2150.00; xtra large 3 bed on
Comm. $1400.00; 4 bed great for
large groups $1700.00; 4 bed
duplex, modern kitchen, great for 5
or 6 $2150.00. Many more apartments available. We also have summer sublets! The Mackin Group,
Inc. 1238 A Comm. Ave. 739-9030.
Newton
Apartment Available
April Ist-Aug 31st. Ist floor house 2
min. from BC
5 minutes from T.
Call Kelly 558-9437 or Next Move
Realty 552-6655.
?

?

Summer sublet w/ great porch for
2 bedroom for 4, May rent
free, $800/month, $200 per person,
119 Sutherland (near Chansky's)
730-8180.
Apartment Needs 2 Roommates for
1 yr lease starting June Ist. Located
at Manet Rd., parking, yard, furnished, 5 min. walk from T. Call Suzan

BBQ's

?

or MaryEllen 244-8975.

Need to Sublet Your Apartment?
We are subletting dozens of apartments in the Boston area for Irish
students spending their summer
break in Boston. Dates needed June
10-August 31. Call today 926-8821!
Summer Roommate(s) needed for
beautiful, spacious, newly renovated
apartment really close to campus!
Large room available for 1 or 2.
iacuzzi, across from T stop, laundry,
modern kitchen with new appliances (including dishwasher).
Possible availability in September!
Must see! Call 731-9294.
2 Rooms

Available

in enormous 2
bathroom apt. on Comm Ave. 5 min
walk to BC. One huge bedroom
room
$260 ?Small
$210.
787-5343.

-

-

CHEAP SUMMER HOUSE: Crosby
Rd.: Great location (5 min. walk to
campus), backyard, backporch,
spacious living area, furnished,
parking. $250/mo. Call 332-1504 (Paf
or EJ).
Going on Leave? Visiting couple
(nonsmoking, no pets, no kids) seeks
small, nicely furnished house or
apartment with easy commute to
Harvard by car or MTA. September
'89-Summer '90. Call (Conn)
203/486-2250.

Electric Bass (Steinbergercopy). Very
good condition w/hard case. Asking
$150 or b/o. Call eves. Ask for Todd.
558-9015.

?

LOST: Gold bracelet on middle
campus on 4/4. If found contact Kim
at 558-5852.
LOST: purple wallet between
Roberts and Carney, 4/7. 288-5987.

?

?

?
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Mel, Happy Birthday!!!, love Renee.
To the cast, crew and everyone
worked on EVlTA...Congratulations!
Kate and Liz. ..you make great spots!

-

STUDIO: Quiet, non-smoker,
female, Cotton St. opposite lower
campus. Cathedral ceilings, 11 by 19,
all utilities, limited kitchen, A/C,
parking space. Babysitting available.
$560.00/month. Available June or
Sept. Call 332-0909 or 444-3838.
Brighton
Available now thru 9/1!
sunny studio $545, charming 1 bedroom $685, 2 bedroom, porch $875,
lovely 3 bedroom $1275. Wilk &
Welch, 739-2140.
?

Brighton

?

Spacious 4 bedroom,

near Commonwealth Avenue $1400,
Nice 5 bedroom, yard $1200, 8-9

bedroom whole house $4000. Wilk
&Welch Associates, 739-2140.
Beautiful 4-bedroom apartments
available April 1? no fee
free
spacious modern kitchen
near laundry, deli, bus
parking
references required. Call Jenstop
?

?

?

?

?

ny 891-3017.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in exchange for 15-20 hours per week of
babysitting, light household chores,
cleaning or cooking in private
homes, walking distance to BC. Call
now for FALL placement. Summer
placement also available. Separate
apartment situations available for
couples. The Student Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
Summer Sublet: 1 bedroom condo,
brand new, sunny, furnished, kitchen
with d.w. & microwave. Security
alarm & parking if necessary. Right
on the B-line. Avail, mid May (free)
to Aug. 31. Call 782-6791 Molly or
Bridget.

Boston-Bouve College, at Northeastern University
in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massachusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the
area of student personnel services in higher education. By stressing both counselingand administrative
skills, the program trains you to effectively provide
students with vital support services. Two concentrations are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING.
The coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year of full-time study or
on a part-time basis. Many of the full-time students
are awarded graduate assistantships that are
related to the program and which provide partial or
full tuition remission and a stipend. Some of the
assistantships also include free room and board.
For more information call (617) 437-2708, or write
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.
T

»
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Wanted. ..2 female roommates to
share spacious 5 bedroom apartment with 3 juniors next year...have
your own bedroom! 1 block from
Chansky's on Comm. Ave.
reasonable rent ?Call today!
558-8737 or 558-9361.
FOR SALE
Denon DRA-35V stereo receiver. 1
year old. $350.00 new. Best offer.
Denon DP-7F turntable. 1 year old.
$200 new. Best offer.
Rossignol 3 G skis. 195 cm.
Salomon 637 bindings. 2 years old.
Pacicane $475.00 new. Best offer.
Call Steve at 558-9044 (messages).
Brand new single mattress, box
spring, frame $85. Stereo, TV, stand
& bookshelf $55. Stereo, turntable,
cassette deck, diamond ring $350.
739-0269, Moe.
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Norwood, Brockton, Watertown,
Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore
and Warwick, RI,
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shape up.

Start harvesting the UPS fruits
today with our $2,000 (after taxes)
per semester tuition reimbursement, including summer sessions.
But act fast. You must be employed
two weeks aft°r your semester
begins to be 100% eligible for
this program.
For more information about other
shifts call (617) 762-9911. United
Parcel Service has facilities in

NortheOStem
.

M
mA m

nr.*-,r

package handlers job.
Eligible shifts for our plan in our
Norwood facility are:
10:30pm-2:30am (approximately)
4:ooam-8:00am(approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no
experiencenecessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit
vour school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to apart-time supervisory position before graduation
and the opportunity to get paid to

TIPS ON BUDGET TRAVEL
Student Flights
Rail pass Options
Visa's &. Travel ID &
Much More.

Ray-Ban, Vuarnet, Revo
and More!!
FREE BROCHURE
BEST IMAGE
15 Moreland Ave.
Dedham, MA 02026
617-329-2755

?

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you
can take a big chunk out of your
college costs with a part time

1983
Cordia
Mitsubishi:
Good dependable car. Must sell.
$1,200 or 8.0.. Call Ken: Day
739-8751 or Eve 738-4451.
MUST SELL: Kramer "The Duke"

WEDNESDAY APRIL 12, 4:OOPM
McGuinn Hall, 3rd Floor Lounge
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TAKE A
$6000 BITE
OUT OF
YOUR
TUITION
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Personals

JEANNE M...HAPPY BIRTHDAY. I
know it's a bit late, but it's the
thought that counts. I knew that I
would miss your birthday because
of the show, but I didn'treally forget,
I justpostponed it in my mind. Hey,
now you're not a kid anymore
I love you, kid, and miss seeing you. Let's hit Baker's soon. I'll
buy dinner this time. YOU'RE
WONDERFUL!!!!
b.

If you love college life,
make a career of it.

?

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
AIR, RAIL & STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
TOURS CRUISES HOTELS RESORTS
CHARTERS SPRING BREAK TRIPS
EURAIL PASSES

Lost.at the Rat Thursday night: red
wallet, printed on front "Georgia
State." Please return if found. Call
Noelle at 558-9034.

LOST AND FOUND

Brighton
summer sublet
space for female in 2 bed. condo.
Available end May-end August. Rent
negotiable. Across from T-line & BC
shuttle stop. Juliene 789-4353.

?
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Heights

As I sat in my office wondering what to write, I decided to draw up this puzzle for your
enjoyment. This crossword is called the "year in review". If you've followed UGBC over
the year this puzzle should be no problem.
DOWN

ACROSS
1. Brother of J.T. and an M.D., I presume.
2. Common blood type found in UGBC's Pub.
if
3. Keep hope alive -he may arrive.
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U- From Robert s Center to Dr. Pepper ads.
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13. These seven days start with
beers
and end
.
with tears.
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7. UGBC got rid of theirs. Maybe Uncle Sam can do
the same.
8. Number two brewer in U.S., number one comedian
at B.C.
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EVER TO EXCEL SCHOLARSHIP
1989

SPONSORED BY UGBC

Two scholarships will be awarded:
I
(1) $1,000 Scholarship
(1) $500 Scholarship

1989

oriteria~
.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN UGBC OFFICE

-

McELROY 120

*
*

?

academic achievement
extra curricular and
community service
financial need.

*DUE BACK APRIL 19th 1989 IN ROOM 12a

Women's Issues

"Women and the Corporate Ladder"
a lecture and discussion on questions & strategies
for Women and Success

Prof. Sharlene Hesse-Biber
Wed., April 12 at 7:30 pm

COMUNIATR

"Refreshments will follow
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Who Killed Lord Murray?

9ilM''
Friday,
April 14,
pm-lam

,Hra '

»/,I^ #w Murder
m «K* \1 Mvsterv
,

!/

Doors close at 9:15

MURRAY ESTATES, CHESTNUT HILL
path

292 Hammond Street
is

House

across from Carney bus stop

!

j

(

Bash II

Tickets available now
McElroy ticket booth. $3
Ca U x g46o for info,

1989-90 UGBC CABINET
\u2605

*

POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE \u2605 \u2605

PLEASE PICK UP
AN APPLICATION
TODAY
?

Applications are available in McElroy
room 120. Many positions are open, so
make sure you pick up an application
and sign up for an interview with Chris
Hentemann. If you ever wanted to get
involved, now is the time!

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS
APRIL 12, 5 pm IN McELROY 120
\u25a0?'\u25a0'''\u25a0-\u25a0\u25a0-..,.
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EAGLE'S
EYE

NOTICE: This Month is A.I.D.S.
AWARENESS MONTH
all A.I.D.S. events are sponsored by Housing Office Contact:
Ron Hammo nd 3060; LATIN
AWARENESS WEEK'
; PRO-LIFE WEEK
BLACK FAMILY
; and
WEEKEND
Contactperson: Tanha at 558-8408.
Watch the Eagle's Eye for events
and details!
-

x

COLEG

OFBOSTN

3pm Coalition Against Nuclear

War Meeting, Cushing 210.
(Chaplaincy, x3475).
4:3opm Lecture/Discussion:
Math & Physics: Ancient &
Modern, Honors Library in
Casson. Speaker: Hippocrates
Apostle. All are invited to hear
the world's greatest living
Aristotle scholar. (Philosophy
Assoc, Phi Sigma Tau, Fr.
Tacelli, x3861).
6:30-9:3opm Festival of Friendship Volunteer Recruitment,
McGuinn Auditorium.
7pm The Victims of Abortion:
Woman and Child, Cushing
212. Four women who have experienced abortion in their own
lives tell their st ories. Sponsored by the Pro-Life Coalition
(Tammy DiNicola, 536-2586).,
"7pm Group Meeting/Campion
201. Sponsored by Amnesty

International.
7pm 'Challenge of AIDS',
O'Connell House.
7pm BC Video Yearbook
Meeting, Hillsides B-22. All
who would be interested in
becoming involved with the
Video Yearbook- please attend.
(Patrice Hayes, 558-9245).

7-B:3opm Chess Club Meeting,

Casson 209.
7:3opm Vacation Visit Program, O'Neill 253. Workshop
for all students interested in giving admissions presentations
about Boston College at their
hometown or local high
schools. (Student Admissions
Program, Ellen Foley, x3378).
Bpm Career Seminar, Jenks
Honors Library. A panel
discussssion of four alumni
about their careers. 1) Communications Specialist, 2)
Marketing Rep./lnternational
Banking, 3) Attorney/Partner, 4)
Executive Director COMPASS.
(Paraprofessonal Leadership
Group, Laura Shubilla x3310).
B:3opm BC Women's Network
Meeting, McGuinn 410.

11

jjnn_Mnvip. Qassrin

12

10-4pm Amnesty International
Write-A-Thon,Lyons Lobby
(Rat). Sponsor someone or
come write letters for prisoners
of conscience.
12noon
Turkish-Speaking
Greeks of Asia Minor, Hovey
House. Speaker: Dr. Richard
Clogg, Kings College in London. Sponsored by the Depar
tment of Classical Studies

9-12pm Reggae: Haiti Night,
Lyons Pub. UGBC Pub Series.
$3 to hear Bim Skala Bim, pro-

Center Meeting, McGuinn 108.
s:3opm Informal Information
Session-Program for Women in
Politics and Government,
Devlin 103. This one-year, parttime Graduate Certificate Pro-

558-8070).

x

(Lillian Rasman, 3661).
4pm Environmental Action
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tpm-lam Cultural Night, Stuart
Snack Bar. Sponsored by
A.S.I.A.
Bpm Theater Production:'Bald
in
Soprano/Women
Words',Robsham Bonn Studio.
A play written by David Mamet
and directed by Dyana Cra han.
$4 students, $5 adults.
(Dramatic Society, x4609).
Bpm Yale Russian Chorus,Robsham Theater. Cross and Crown
Induction. Presented by the BC
Humanities Series.
Bpm Voices of Imani Annual
Concert,St. Ignatius Chapel.
Musical and spiritual celebration. Free. (Donna Holder,
558-8242.
9-1 am Murray Murder Mystery
Bash 11. Murray House. Come
solve the murder of Lord Murray on the evening of April 14,
1936. Discover which member
of 'My Mother's Fleabag' is guilty. Prizes. Refreshments. Tickets
$3 at McElroy ticket booth.

x

(Carol Firicano, 8460) .
9:30-11pm BSF Jazz Social,

Walsh Bth floor lounge.

Saturday
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Boston College
Men's Volleyball at the New
England College Volleyball
Championships at Wentworth.
9-10 am BSF Breakfast, McElroy

Bam-Bpm

Faculty Lounge. $5.
10-12 noon BSF Workshops,

O'Connell House.
12-3pm BSF Barbeque, O'Connell House. $5.
3-spm BSF Play: 'Don't You
Want to be Free?', Barry
Pavi 11 ion/Newton Campus.
Bpm Theater Production: 'Bald
in
Soprano/Women
Words',Robsham Bonn Studio.
A play written by David Mamet
and directed by Dyana Cra han.
$4 students, $5 adults.

(Dramatic Society, x4609).
Bpm 3rd Annual Intercollegiate

Songfest,Robsham Theater. An
evening of entertainment by
various collegiateacapella song
groups. (M usical Guild and the
Academic VP, Lynn, x4909).
9pm-lam BSF Fashion Show
and Alumni Semi-Formal. $5.

Sunday
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Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

|
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ty. (Jesuit Community, Stan
and Laetitia Blain 552-4667).
spm Boston College Women's Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).
Network Meeting, McGuinn
410. All welcome. Contact Julie
Temple 782-6615.
5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
appetizers, desserts (using
points), music and entertainment offered. Co-spon sored by
OLAA and ODSD (x8005).
Faculty-Student
s:3opm
Roundtable, O'Connell House.
Free buffet. Topic: 'Issues in 3-4:oopm Pulse Habitat
Nursing, Registered Care Meeting, McGuinn sth Floor
Takers.' Co-sponsored by Lounge. Mr. Florian Wanger of
3480).
ODSD/SPAC and the Mendel Habitat-Boston will make a
x
presentation on starting a cam
7pm Womynfire Meeting, Club.
McElroy 127. Feminist sup6pm BC Democrats Meeting, pus chapter of Habitat for
works to
port/discussion group.
Gasson 301. Regular Meeting, Humanity. Habitat
for low
build
affordable
housing
the
Col
entire Boston
7-B:3opm Eastern Orthodox open to
income
and
is
both a
families
(Thomas
Christian Fellowship, Carney lege Community.
A.
powreful me ans of fostering
002. Join us for prayer and Guida 558-8550).
effective
fellowship in the faithful tradi- 6-7:3opm Career Night,Devlin cooperstion and an
response to an urgent social
103.
tion of the early church. All are
BC Alum speaking on difKeeley or
welcome.
ferent Human Resources topics: need. More info: Dick
M cElroy
Kelley
Rush,
3495,
x
recruiting,
relations,
7:3opm Lecture Series: Loving labor
117.
the Torah More Than benefits, & general career opGod?,Higgins 307. Lectures in portunities in these areas. Plus, 5:30-7pm Weekly Spaghetti
TradiCommoration of the Holocaust. summer internship information. Dinner, Murray House. every
tional
Italian
dinner
(Human
28,
1943 : Refreshments served.
'Warsaw, April
Thursday with all the pasta,
Yossel Rakover's Appeal to Resources Academy, Deirdre ,
bread,
salad and soda you w ant
641-0635).
Cod' by Zvi Kolitz. Speaker:'
only
Frans Jozef van Beeck, SJ, 7pm 14th Annual Spring for just $2! Please join us,
(Carol
left!
three
dinners
(Theology
Loyola Univ.
Dept., Forum: 'Globalization in the
Financial Markets', Fulton Firicano x8460).
x3880).
7:3opm 'Glasnost7Perestroika Honors Library. Speakers: Dr. 5-6pm Radio Program. Can U
it?
in the Perspective of Soviet John Van de Graaff, James Feel Buddha G. deeps dropthe hip-hop beats on
ping
History: Cyclical Event or New Thornblade. Both speak
WZBC. Change the channel to
Direction', Higgins 304 ers will lecture on topics inWZBC, 90.3 FM.
(Auditorium). Lecturer will be cluding
the
recent
6:3opm Inter-varisty Christian
in
developments
Europe,
Japan,
Thorn,
Sorbonne
Francoise
Ph.D. (agregee) and one of and the Pacific rim, and the Fellowship, St. Joe's Chapel. A
France's leading Sovietologists, European Community of 1 992. student-run Christian worship
currently Research Associate at $3 members, $4 non-members. and fellowship time. (Marty or
Lynne 527- 3690).
the IF P in Paris. Discussants (Finance Acad
OLAA Meeting,
7-B:3opm
Gagliardi,
will be Professors Donald Carli- emy,
Mark
Casson 302.
sle, Raymond McNally and 782-2697).
7pm Transfer Center t ip to see
Shtromas, 7-9pm Society for Young VicAlexander
Tomlin at the Shubert.
Lily
Sovietologists at Boston Colleg tims General Meeting, Gasson
to Transfers and friends.
Open
Sponsored
Participating
e.
203.
by
Faculty, The Tocqueville Foun7:3opm 'Is the Movement Tickets on sale at the Transfer
dation and Intercollegiate Over?', Higgins 304. What has Center in McElro\ at $8/person,
Studies Institute. (A. Daniere, happened to the Civil Rights bus provided, '.rranz Loeber,
x3488).
Movement? Has it finally died
x3695).
7:30-9pm Women, Work and out or is it once aga in on the 7:3opm Prot 'stant Worship
Service, Cushi.ig Chapel. (ConSuccess, Cushing 209. Sponverge of exploding? These quessored by UGBC Women's tions & more will be raised and tact Chaplaincy x3475 or
Issues.
answered. (NAACP, Lestina 734-61-9).
7:3opm Lecture Series: Loving
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay Cobb, 558-8724).
More
Than
Community at BC Meeting, 7:3opm Forum on Abortion: the Torah
God?,Higgins 307. Lectures in
McGuinn 340. Meets weekly. Should Roe v. Wade be Oversupporters turned? Devlin 103. Speakers Commoration of the Holocaust.
Friends
and
welcome. Always Confidential. include Ruth Pakaluk, President 'The Love of God and Law of
More info: x2979 or Box U 1 2. of the Massachusetts Citizens God' with speaker: Frans Jozef
Prof, of
Bpm Juli Loesch Lecture on for Life and Steven Schwartz. van Beeck, SJ Cody
Univ.
RecepTheology,
Loyola
Pro-Life Feminism, Cushing Sponsored by the B.C. Pro-Life
212. A prominent proCoalition (Dave Druffner, tion following in honor of the
speaker. (Theology Dept.,
lifer/feminist activist speaks on 558-5849).
x3880).
the heated issue of abo rtion. 7:3opm Women & the CorBpm
Lecture: 'Psychological
&
Sponsored by the B.C. Pro-Life porate Ladder,TßA. Lecture
Coalition (Mary Briody, discussion on Women and the Aftermath of Abortion', Gasson
558-9068).
Corporate World. How to move 301. Speaker: Joanne Angelo,
MD. An in-depth and sensitive
B:3opm 'An Early Frost', Edahead, discrimination, recognimond's Main Lounge. A film tion, and policies. Speaker: approach to the problems faced
depicting a family struggling to Sharlene Hesse-Biber. (UGBC by those who have experienced abortion in their lives. (Procope with a loved one who has Women's Issues, x3490).
Coalition,
life
Tammy
Pro-Life
AIDS.
Coali-

I

Monday

gram can advance your career
in public service. More info:
Elizabeth Sherman, x4435.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show.
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for
a half hour of traditional Irish
folk music brought to you by
WZBC and the Irish Society.
(Christine Tierney, 558-5800 or
Courtney x3511).
6-9pm Festival of Friendship
Recruitment,
Volunteer
Cushing 001.
6-10pm Student Leadership
Awards, Conte Function Room.
By invitation only. (ODSD,

ceeds go to benefit the B.C. Haitian Volunteers. (Brenda Reiter
3490).
10-4pm Amnesty International
Write-A-Thon, Lyons Lobby

x

Sponsor someone or
come write letters for prisoners
of conscience.
4pm Hillel Meeting, McElroy
111. All welcome! (Steffan,
(Rat).

4-s:3opm Music Ministry
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies.

Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Group. (Contact: Chris LaFond

209

DeNicola, 536-2586).

,

7:3opm Vacation Visit Program, O'Neill 253. Workshop
for all students interested in giving admissions presentations

about Boston College at their
hometown or local high
schools. (Student Admissions
Program, Ellen Foley, x3378).
7:3opm Lecture Series: Loving
the Torah More Than God?,
Higgins 307. Lectures in Commoration of the Holocaust.

Bpm McElroy Coffeehouse,

McElroy Cafe. T.S. Lemire will
be performing. (Sponsored by
ODSD/SPAC).
9pm-12am Lyons Cafe, Rat.

Sponsored by UGBC

x3880).

7:3opm Adult Children of
Alchoholics Meeting, Gasson
215. (ODSD,

x3470).

Evening Prayer,
Manresa House, 188 Beacon St.
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
7:3opm

S.J., 739-0224).
Bpm AIDS Presentation, Ed
mond's Lounge.
10pm Wed. Night Mass,
Manresa House. A community

Eucharist open to the universi-

$5.
12noon-spm Hike at Walden
Pond, meet at dustbowl near
McElroy. We will hear a presen-

Friday

'Paris, April 29, 1955: To Love
the Torah More than God' by
Emmanuel Levinas. Speaker:
Frans Jozef van Beeck, SJ,
Loyola Univ. (Theology Dept.,

11am-12noon BSF Sunday
Morning Church Service, St.
Joseph Chapel/Upper Campus.
12noon-3pm Sunday Awards
Brunch, Silvio O. Conte Forum.

14
11:30am
Alcoholics
Anonymous Meeting, Gasson
215. (ODSD, 3470).
4-Bpm Attitude Adjustment
Hour, Faculty Dining Room.
(Graduate Student Assoc, Tom
Camp, 8706)
5-6pm Crash Course. Turn on
WZBC, 90.3 fm, for sixty
thrashing minutes of music

x

x

Thrash, hardcore and speed
metal every Friday.

tation by the ranger at the
replica of Thoreau's cabin .
Then we will hike around the
pond. Sign up in McElroy 215.
(Environmental Action Center,
Eleanor MacLellan, 3475).

x

7-9pm Eagle T.V. meeting,
Campion Room 7.

Monday
NO CUSSES
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3pm Coalition Against Nuclear

War Meeting, dishing 210.
(Chaplaincy, x3475).
7-9pm SOM Senate Meeting,
Lyons 207.
7-9:3opm Amnesty International Group Meeting, Campion 201.
7-B:3opm 'University at
Prayer', St. Mary's Conference
Room, BC. This 12-part series
continues with Joseph Appleyard, S.J. speaking on 'P
rayer and Stages of Personal
Growth.' (Chaplaincy, Kerry
Maloney, x3475).
7-B:3opm Chess Club Meeting,
Gasson 209.

Tuesday

18

10am-Bpm Senior Week Ticket
Sales, Murray Conference

Room. Bring B.C. I.D. and valid
license.
10am-4pm Tabling, Dustbowl.
Please visit our table to learn
more about: 1) what is happening in the Rain forests, 2) the
slaughter of dolphins by the
tuna industry. (Environmental
Action Center, x3475).
12-Ipm Music at Midday,Gasson 100 French songs
of love and springtime performed by Laetitia Blain, soprano,
with Anne Dhu Shapiro, piano.
Music of Faure, Debussy, and
Poulenc. (Music Dept. \4843).
4pm Environmental Action
Center Meeting, McGuinn 108.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show.
Tune in to WZBC, 90.3 FM, for
a half hour of traditional Irish
folk music brought to you by
WZBC and the Irish Society.
(Christine Tierney, 558-5800 or
Courtney x35 11).
6-9:3opm Mendel Club Annual
Spring Banquet, Trustees Board
Room.
7-Bpm Blow Pipes and
Bulldozers, Cushing 001. Video
tape describing the plight of the
Penan Indians, one of the last
remaining rain to rest tribes of
Malaysia. They are facing
discease, starvation and
ultimate extinction due to the
destructionof theirforest. Sponsored by the Environmental Action Center (Eleanor MacLellan

x3475).

7-9pm Eagle T.V. Meeting,
Campion Room 7.
7pm Womynfire Meeting,

McElroy 127. Feminist support/discussion group.
7-B:3opm Eastern Orthodox
Christian Fellowship, Carney
002. Join us for prayer and
fellowship in the faithful tradition of the early church. All are
welcome.
7-9pm Visiting Scholar Lecture:
Keynote Address 'Scholarship
and Nursing', Gasson Hall.
Speaker: Rozella Schlotfeldt,
Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., Professor
and Dean Emeritus. Reception
to follow. Sponsored by the
School of Nursing (Carol Hartman R.N., D.N.Sc. x4259).
7-11pm Paul Loeb Lecture,
McGuinn 121. Sponsored by
UGBC.
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay
Community at BC Meeting,
McGuinn 340. Meet; weekty.
and
Friends
s pporters
welcome. Always C mrtdential.
More info: x2979 o( Box Lll2.
Bpm AIDS Presentation, 80
Commonwealth
Avenue
Lounge.

